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1. IN FAVOUR (31) - Summary
Names of people who submitted written support or general statements that do not
indicate either objection or support:
































Mandy Spiller
Ken Smith & Nancy Little
Lorrinda Loshny
Jo-Anne Allen
Bruce and Nicolette Marshall
The Dingwall Family
Christine Urusky and Family
Hong Tran
Doug and Keith Wilson
Mandy Corry
Jessica Nelson
Kelly Reevol
Lynn Poohachow
Ron Bernard and Family
Crystal Wright-Anthony
Sheldon Grollmuss
William Santo and Family
John Rew
Easton Kennedy and Family
Lori and Dana Passmore
Perry Billard and Family
Darcy and Tennille Ramstead
Joan and Neil Higgins
Clayton Miller
Crystal and Tony
Kimberley Guillet
Nemanja Maroti and Family
Robin Price and Family
Tyler Stamler and Family
Milosz Karpinsky
Ryan Thomson
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General
1. Benefits to small town and rural economy.
2. An affordable recreational residence option for families.
3. Opportunities like this do not come around to rural and small town Alberta very
often.
4. Economic development in rural and small town Alberta is not an easy task, and
the proposed development would make that so much easier.
5. People from the campground will do a lot of shopping in Stettler.
6. The local community is stagnant and needs a change like the proposed
development which will have a massive spin-off for Stettler. I look forward to
seeing the final product.
7. The proposed development has the potential to allow many more individuals to
enjoy the beauty and paradise that we all do.
8. The lots are reasonably priced and are an alternative to homes and cottages to
those who cannot afford it.
9. The County Council is urged to approve the proposed development with the
following caveats: a. Take the road dedication at Phase 1 as it is much needed;
develop a summertime staffing plan for EMS, police, bylaw enforcement and fire
personnel especially weekends from May 15 to September 15; and b. complete a
South Shore fire water storage facility engineering study to be completed for the
2019 Council budget.
10. Pressure the provincial government to improve Highway 835.
11. The County should consider extending pavement to White Sands due to the
increased traffic of this development.
12. I would like to purchase a RV site in the campground – where can I find out more
about the background of the developer?
13. We feel so lucky that we were able to lease a site in the proposed Paradise
Shores Campground. We hope that this project will proceed and that we can
enjoy many summers at the resort.
14. We could not afford a condo but we can afford to lease an RV site. My sister’s
family and my family are leasing sites across from each other and we are ecstatic
to be able to spend time with our family.
15. I hope our site in the campground will bring us and our children many years of
great family memories.
16. This gives people an affordable opportunity to get away from the hectic city
lifestyle and enjoy some peaceful family time.
17. We realize that this would be a big change for surrounding landowners, but
change is not always a bad thing.
18. I heard that Buffalo Lake is Alberta’s best kept secret. Alberta is growing and we
should let those who don’t have the financial means to purchase or were not
fortunate enough to inherit property on or close by the lake, be able to enjoy
what nature has to offer.
19. This is wonderful – my husband is on call many weeks and now I will be able to
still camp with the children and not have to worry about loading and set-up.
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20. I hope there is a way to satisfy the surrounding communities and share the lake
together.
21. We should protect the lake from blue-green algae by asking that our
campground uses only phosphorus-free fertilizers. Changing the land use from a
crop field with lots of fertilizers to a campground where the storm water is
managed will benefit the lake if the County manages this correctly by requiring
that the developer and campground management does not use fertilizers unless
proven that it is needed by taking soil samples, if needed use phosphorus-free
fertilizer and organic, slow-release fertilizer and prohibit chemical herbicides,
except to control prohibited or noxious weeds.
22. Now I will be able to camp and do my back-to-school-shopping at the same time.
23. I understand that there are concerns from the local populations but I implore
them to consider that the community of leaseholders will treasure the lake and
land as our own.
24. I did not actually realize that the residents that have cabins n Rochon Sands and
White Sands held an “ownership” deed to an Alberta waterbody and can dictate
to a municipality about zoning and development and to a landowner about who
he may lease to.
25. I understand that local residents don’t want a bunch more people boating on the
lake and are perhaps worried about “less than desirables” being there, also
garbage distribution, but I have confidence in Paradise Shores management
team that this will be an upscale establishment.
26. We are in our mid 50’s and 60’s and will be coming there to relax and spend time
with our kids and grandkids.
27. We also want a beautiful, quiet, serene and clean place to go to.
28. We lease two sites and we are responsible, decent citizens and we don’t own a
“junky RV unit” and also intend on beginning to make our ‘sites’ beautiful once
we have moved in.
29. It is my hope that this development proceeds as I feel like more developments of
this nature are needed in our society.
30. I hope that the proposed campground gets approved expeditiously as everyone
who wants to should have the opportunity to enjoy what those opposing have
been lucky enough to find already.
31. Paradise Shores seems to offer so many amenities for families, it is affordable
and a great option for families that love to camp and share in a sense of
community.
32. As leaseholders we hope that the County and surrounding communities will see
Paradise Shores for the opportunity that it is and not continue to delay or try to
prevent further development of our little piece of paradise in your community.
33. Thank you to the people who have started Paradise Shores idea you are making
a lot of people’s dreams come true.
34. We look forward to enjoying the lake which is owned by all Albertans for the
enjoyment of those who choose to use it.
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2. IN FAVOUR – Copies of
Actual Submissions
A. Support Received Before Public Advertising
Mandy Spiller
Hi there, I see your email is on "The Paradise shore" website for comments. I just found out
about this "feature " place. Originally being from Bashaw, I was excited for yet another place
around the Lake, to up the Small Town economy. Then I saw the placement. Even tho it's not on
the "Bashaw side" of the Lake. I feel like it will still bring lots of people to your County. And
surrounding Towns, which is awesome! I know as a Small Business owner in Daysland I would
love an opportunity like this! But...instead, I'm considering buying a lot. We are Farmers and
can't get away too much. This is perfect. Close enough to Home but yet far enough away. Close
to My Family so that's always exciting!!!
I guess my question is....are these people actually ligit?!? I don't want to give a down payment
and it end up being a false advertisement. That's why I decided to message you from the
County. All the features look so Wonderful and exciting, as we are now a Family of 3. I love that
the lots are affordable. I saw the ad and laughed thinking I could never afford that!!! But it truly
is affordable!!!! Which excites me. If I can voice my opinion it is to let the people do their idea
and keep the cost responsible and your economy will flourish because of it. 👍🏻 Opportunities
like this don't come around for us Small Towns too often. We all have meetings on how to make
our Towns better....this could be it!
If you have an extra minute I would love to hear your input on this. Thankyou. Sincerely Mandy
Spiller owner of The Rusty Daisy in Daysland Alberta.

Ken Smith and Nancy Little
Dear Johan;
My wife, Nancy Little and I are very supportive of the Paradise RV Resort Development Permit/Rezoning
proposal and urge council to approve its application. We have one caveat for council. The developers
proposal with respect to their request in clause 25 where they wish to delay the road dedication. We
recommend council insist on the road dedication and not set a precedent of allowing developers to
defer necessary county infrastructure to support any Buffalo Lake South Shore development. If
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necessary, we believe the number of RV lots in Phase 1 can be increased to cover the cost of the
dedicated road. This development will substantially increase the County’s summer time population and
we have two requests for council:
1. Council to ask the administration to come up with a summertime staffing plan for EMS, police,
bylaw and fire personnel so that those departments are at maximum staffing during weekends
from May 15 to September 15 to handle any increased seasonal population increases at Buffalo
Lake.
2. As RV units do not have the same level of fire protection as single family units, Council direct the
Administration to use contingency funds to complete a South Buffalo Lake fire water storage
facility engineering study this spring so that the cost of the facility is known when the 2019
county budget is prepared later this year. The intent is to improve the fire department
responsiveness to a potential fire on the South shore of Buffalo Lake.
Regards,
Ken Smith
10 MacDonald Drive

Lorrinda Loshny
64 Lakeview Avenue, White Sands, Ab
Re: Paradise Shores RV Resort Proposal
My husband and I are year – round residents in White Sands and see the Paradise Shores development
as having the potential to bring value- added to the community but I do ask that the County of Stettler
please consider extending pavement to the community of White Sands.
Firstly, I see the potential for this development to allow many more individuals to enjoy the beauty and
paradise we enjoy daily on the shores of Buffalo Lake. The reasonable – priced lots allow an opportunity
to so many more than the much higher- priced venture of purchasing homes or cottages in the area. But
the Paradise Shores development does show a potential for increased traffic and activity and it is for this
reason, I believe pavement to the development is warranted. If pavement to the development is
planned, I strongly encourage the County of Stettler to extend this pavement to the community of White
Sands, where we and others live year- round. (Now as side note: I do thank and applaud the time and
attention the county has given in the past to TWP RD 40-4 that leads directly to White Sands as it is
graveled and graded many times of years.) Because of the traffic to White Sands this time and attention
on maintaining TWP RD 40-4 is much appreciated, but I think as the community is developing (as witness
by the proposed Paradise Shores Development) I truly hope extending the pavement from Paradise
Shores to the community of White Sands will be considered. I believe paving TWP RD 40-4 is a much
better option than extending pavement past Bayview Street in Rochon Sands because of the disruption
from increased traffic to the residents of Rochon Sands. Thankfully there is a more viable option of
paving TWP RD 40-4 and therefore allowing traffic to not have to by- pass a quiet residential street.
Finally, I see the value – added potential of the proposed Paradise Shores development, but once again
ask that pavement to the development be extended to the community of White Sands that does have
year – round residents.
Thank you for your attention to my concerns,
Lorrinda Loshny
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Joanne Allen
-----Original Message----From: timandjo@netago.ca [mailto:timandjo@netago.ca]
Sent: Sunday, February 11, 2018 7:13 PM
To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>
Subject: Paradise Shores
Hi: I am currently looking into a lot at the proposed Paradise Shores at Buffalo Lake and am wondering
if you would be able to tell me who is the developer on the project. All I seem to locate is RV Sites
Canada - sales@rvlots.ca. I would like to look into the developer and make sure there are no past issues
with them before making a decision to buy there.
If you could verify who the developer is and if you know if there have been any past issues or grievances,
I would appreciate. I don't want to invest and then the development to not carry through for some
reason or go bankrupt.
I am planning on watching their presentation on the 14th through youtube.
Thank you for your assistance.
Joanne Allen

B. Support Received After Public Advertising

Bruce Marshall
Johan, my family and I have recently invested in the Paradise Shores RV Resort project. We
have been looking at purchasing a perminate lake lot, but could not find anything that had
amenities for younger children.
We have camped many times at Old McDonald resort and have always been pleased with the
lake and beach.
When we saw the ad for Paradise Shores, and the waterpark and playgrounds for younger
children we felt very lucky to be able to purchase. We also like the fact that we can enjoy Old
McDonald park with a day pass.
We feel that this camp ground would also help boost the economy for the Stettler county.
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We have also seen how many of the other resorts around are against the Paradise Resort. This
is why we are sending this e-mail our support for the Paradise Resort project.
We hope that this project will proceed and that we can enjoy many summers at the resort.
Regards,
Bruce and Nicolette Marshall

The Dingwall Family
Hi,
My name is Rhonda Dingwall and we have decided to purchase a spot at Paradise Shores.
I was born and raised in Alberta and since I was a child , I have spent my summers camping in BC. My
parents had a spot at Hummingbird resort right up until I had my first child. The year she was born we
were told they were tearing the resort down and building condos. At that time my daughter was just a
year old.
There was no way my family could afford to purchase one of the condos as they were in hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
Since that time we have been on the search for a place that we could make memories with our family
that we could actually afford.
My daughter will be 12 in August, and we now have a four-year-old daughter as well. When we saw the
cost of paradise shores and all that it had to offer we were ecstatic.
Both my sisters family and my family have purchased a spot at Paradise Shores right across from each
other. We cannot stop talking about how excited we are that our families will get to spend the next 40
years making memories together.
We don’t have a lot of money, but this is something that we are able to afford and hope to one day have
paradise shores be the place our kids make everlasting memories with their own children.
All the best and looking forward to a future in paradise,
The Dingwall Family
Chestermere, Ab
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Christy Urusky
I would just like to say a few things about the Paradise Shores RV lot. My family has been waiting for something
like this for a long time to show up in this area. We are very excited to call this place our retreat and be able to use
this all year round. We have 2 kids who are also very excited about all of the amenities this place will have. This
will bring us many great family memories for years to come and eventually get to bring my future grandchildren
there as well to enjoy it just as much as we will in the years to follow. This will also bring in a lot of revenue for
the county as people will be shopping, buying food, supplies, gas and anything else they need while spending a
great deal of time out the area. It would be a huge disappointment for this project not to go through for us, and
many others that I know will feel the same way. This project can only help build the county to make it stronger
going forward. My Family and I 100% support this project and are looking forward to our new second home.
Thank you.
Christine Urusky and Family.

Hong Tran
Dear Johan,
I am writing to express that I am in complete favor of the development of Paradise Shores.
The option for long term leasing will provide my family with an affordable opportunity to get
away from the hectic city life style and enjoy some peaceful family time. It will eliminate the
stress of having to constantly compete for seasonal and weekend camp sites.
The proposed amenities of the water park, floating obstacle course, infinity pool along with
many other amenities is what attracted us to this location. It is a place where younger families
with smaller children (such as ours) can grow and continue to enjoy many years down the road.
It will help strengthen our family bond by getting away from the digital world and build long
term relationships with others around.
The development of Paradise Shores is a big change for surrounding landowners, but change
isn’t always a bad thing. It will help generate revenue for the county, provide business
opportunities and create jobs.
I’ve heard that Buffalo Lake use to be Alberta’s best kept secret. Alberta is growing and we
should let those who don’t have the financial means to purchase or were not fortunate enough
to inherit property on or close by the lake, to be able to enjoy what nature has to offer.
Sincerely,
Hong
Doug and Keith Wilson
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Mandy Corry
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Jessica Nelson
Good morning. Please accept this letter in support of the Paradise Shores RV Resort
development on Buffalo Lake. My family and I are so very excited at the prospect of having
a leased lot at this location. The proximity to Stettler means that we can and will be doing
all our recreational and grocery shopping there; and since it's a year-round facility, will also
be able to take advantage of the ability to do 'back-to-school' and holiday shopping in the
Stettler area as well. I understand there are some concerns from the local population but I
implore them to consider that the community of leaseholders will treasure the lake and land
as our own.
Thank you,
Jessica Nelson - Ponoka, AB

Joanne Allen
Thank you Johan, I am sorry you are having so many issues with a development that should be looked at
as such a positivity for Stettler. We are so excited to be part of this venture as are many other people,
I’m sure. I didn’t actually realize that the residents that have camp spots at Rochan Sands etc held an
“ownership” deed to an Alberta body of water and can dictate who a
Landowner sells to and the zoning from
A County. I understand they don’t want a bunch more people boating on the lake and are perhaps
worried about ‘less than desirables’ being up there, also garbage distribution, but I have confidence in
Paradise Shores management team to maintain this RV Campground as an upscale establishment. We
are in our mid 50 early 60’s and will be coming there to relax and spend time with our kids and
grandkids. We also want a beautiful, quiet, serene and clean place to go to.
We hope tomorrow will end in a positive note and people can see the good that is going to come out of
this. We, as owners of 2 lots at Paradise Shores are responsible, decent citizens and don’t own a ‘junky
RV unit’ and also intend on beginning to make our ‘yards’ beautiful once we have moved in.
Thank you for your time and once again, sorry for the stress you are under. It is my understanding that
this development is going to go through, no matter what and I hope it does. It will be proven that it will
be a wonderful addition to the Stettler County. We hope to catch up to you tomorrow, thank you and
try to enjoy the rest of your day.
Joanne Allen
Sent from my iPhone
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Kelly Reevol
Dear Johan and the Stettler County team,
I have recently leased a campsite at Paradise Shores for myself and my family. I understand that there is
some resistance to this development and I just thought I would share with you what approving this would
mean to my family and I.
Both my husband and I have busy careers where we often don’t get to spend quality time together with
our daughter. Even when we take weekends off together, while at home we tend to spend more time
working on projects around the house or running errands than spending time as a family to re-generate
and just enjoy each other’s company. As our daughter gets older I have come to realize that quality family
time is what she needs and what she truly does not get enough of. I am realistic that as she continues to
grow, the time she will want to spend with her parents will become limited so it is my hope that we will find
an alternative to spending weekends at home worrying about day to day life in the very near future.
Last year was the first year that we got to enjoy being RV owners and I can tell you that even with the few
weekends we were able to get away and find a campsite, our world was changed. Being able to go rv’ing
we were able to spend time together without the worries of the day-to-day demands and chaos that we
normally live with. We even found a way to turn our cell phones off which I believe is very important in our
ever connected society. When camping my daughter was able to meet other children at the campsites
and just enjoy being a kid by going to the park, riding her bike, or just sitting at the picnic table enjoying a
big piece of watermelon. The euphoric feeling we all received during this experience has made us look
into RV resorts. By leasing at Paradise shores we are hoping that once we are parked and settled, we will
be able to enjoy our family time more fully instead of constantly having to find a campsite and tow the
trailer around the province.
In leasing at Paradise shores we are also hoping to build our "summer family". When rv’ing there is a
general camaraderie among campers that is hard to explain unless you have experienced it. There is
something truly free about playing a game of catch or Frisbee or sitting around a campfire enjoying a
s’more. While this is great alone as a family unit, it is an even better experience when you get to share it
with others looking for the same feeling. That is a what an RV resort like Paradise Shores can do – it will
allow a connection with others that may not live close to you or be in your own demographic. As a
disconnected society, we need to continue to look for and embrace opportunities to reconnect with each
other.
I am fairly familiar with the development process and I understand that there generally is opposition to
most new developments. However, from what I have been able to find on the internet the opposition on
this development is from people who do not want the piece of paradise they have found to be disturbed.
Unfortunately for them and all of those who are the first to find a relatively untapped recreational area,
good land tends to be bought and developed. It is my hope that this development proceeds as I feel like
more developments of this nature are needed in our society. Additionally, while there will be some
disruption upon the initial build and release of lots, the disruption to the area will minimize as everyone
gets settled in versus if this area were to be developed as a rent by the night rv park.
It is my hope that this gets approved expeditiously as everyone should have the opportunity to enjoy what
those opposing have been lucky enough to find already.
Yours truly,
Kelly Revol
Calgary, AB
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Lynn Poohachow
To whom it may concern,
My name is Lynn Poohachow. I am a single mom of an 11 year old daughter.
We both love camping and purchased a trailer two summers ago.
When I saw the Paradise Shores development, I was so excited to become a part of this fabulous resort.
Being a single woman, the thought of hauling a trailer, parking it and setting up camp for a weekend is
daunting. Not to mention how incredibly difficult it is to even book a campsite in Alberta. Paradise
Shores seemed to be the perfect solution for us.
My brother, sister in law and their two young children also love to camp. I told them about Paradise
Shores and they were intrigued as well. After much research and face to face discussions with both
Darryl Logan and David Hamm, we decided this would be the perfect fit for both of our families.
We have purchased adjoining sites and are looking forward to parking our trailers in our temporary sites
this June and then into our permanent sites next spring.
Paradise Shores offers so many amenities for families, is affordable and a great option for families that
love to camp and share in a sense of community.
This project will bring new revenue into the surrounding communities, not to mention to the county for
the utilities needed for the RV park. Traffic will not be substantially affected as the majority of lease
holders will be driving their Rv’s into their sites and parking them there permanently. Local restaurants,
stores and other various businesses will profit from the influx of people in our new “community”.
As leaseholders, we hope that the county and surrounding communities will see Paradise Shores for the
opportunity that it is and not continue to delay or prevent further development of our little piece of
“paradise” in your community.
Sincerely,
Lynn Poohachow
Sent from my iPhone
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TESTIMONIALS
“I have to ask myself, is there any other park in Alberta with this level of amenities, great park staff and a golf course that is
looking amazing - and a new heated pool! So much has been done in one year ...I cant even begin to list all the promises kept.
Bravo! Thank you Dave Hamm and RV Sites Canada!” RON BERNARD AND FAMILY, OASIS GROVE RV RESORT
LESSEE
"RV SITES CANADA and their awesome team finished all the work on Oasis Grove very fast. Nice to see all the promised
work being completed, congratulations Dave Hamm (and company)! Thanks for making "Our Hometown Where No One Is
From" a fantastic place to be!" CRYSTAL WRIGHT-ANTHONY, OASIS GROVE RV RESORT LESSEE
“I am a land owner In the Summer Village of Rochon Sands and I do support your new development (Paradise Shores) 100
percent as the local community is stagnant and needs to have some change like this development which will have a massive spin
off through the entire county and Stettler. Best of luck...I look forward to seeing the final development." SHELDON
GROLLMUSS
“What we like about Paradise Shores is that it is well-designed and regulations for use by
RV-residents and visitors are well defined and support a well maintained and comfortable
community. It is situated near major communities for getting supplies…and enjoying other leisure activities in the area. I believe
that Paradise Shores will be environmentally sustainable and respectful to surrounding areas.” WILLIAM SANTO AND
FAMILY, PARADISE SHORES LESSEES
“(My husband) John and I have (leased) 2 RV campsites at the new Paradise Shores Resort and
words can not convey how excited we are to be able to be part of this new, beautiful family resort. John (my husband) went
through a stem cell transplant 2 years ago, He was extremely sick. When you have someone this sick, what is important in life
becomes more vivid. Having Paradise Shores so close to home…a beautiful, safe and family oriented place to go to where we
can play with our Grandkids and take them to the waterpark will be phenomenal…we are so excited to partake in this venture and
so are our children. Thank you so much to the people who have gotten Paradise Shores started, you are making a lot of peoples
dreams come true.”
JOHN REW and JOANNE ALLEN, PARADISE SHORES LESSEES
“Our experience with RV Sites Canada has been exceptional. Our family is very excited for this new campground. Being able to
have a place to come to every weekend and have our children grow up on the lake is amazing. I grew up at the lake in Manitoba
and those are some of the best childhood memories I have. To be able to have those options and access here in Alberta finally, is
something we really need. To be able to give this to my children, is a dream come true for us. The location is great and as soon
as we bought our lot, all of our family jumped in as well as that is how great this place will be for all. There is 6 of us total that
bought here!” EASTON KENNDY AND FAMILY, PARADISE SHORES LESEES
“My wife and I have recently purchased an RV lease at Paradise Shores, and are “Very excited”, to say the least, about being part
of this development…The staff at Paradise shores, have been so amazing, in every step of the way. We feel they have a solid
plan, with timelines that are attainable and workable. With the development of their successful “Oasis Grove” flagship resort, we
as lease holders, feel this development will model it, with even more amenities. As a nature lover. I’ve personally taken this
opportunity to become a “Marsh Keeper” through Ducks Unlimited Canada. I will be monitoring and maintaining different
Quarters of Ducks Unlimited land in the North East Buffalo lake area. My wife and I have already talked about “Dinner and a
Movie”, on those rainy days in Stettler, and getting to know those fine people there, and in this county…” LORI AND DANA
PASSMORE, PARADISE SHORES LESSEES
“I recently entered a lease agreement with RV sites Canada for a RV site at the Paradise Shores Campground. RV sites Canada
has been very good to deal with and seems to have completed a lot of upfront work to ensure the development does not have any
detrimental impacts on its surroundings. My family and I are looking forward to years of enjoyment of the campground, the
Stettler area, and especially the lake which is owned by all Albertans for the enjoyment of those who choose to use it.” PERRY
BILLARD AND FAMILY, PARADISE SHORES LESSEE
We are so excited for the development of Paradise RV Resort. It will be a great place to make lots of new memories with the
family. We are excited with the prospect of leaving the camper set up and driving the short distance out on the weekends to
enjoy. If my husband is out of town working or unable to join us, I can pack up our 2 small children and we can enjoy the
weekend of outdoors, swimming, campfires etc. We are also excited to meet other families and make new friendships at our new
RETREAT. This resort will be really good for the Stettler area economy. It will help bring in revenues for groceries, gas,
tourism etc. Our experience with RV Sites Canada has been very pleasant. “ DARCY and TENNILLE RAMSTEAD,
PARADISE SHORES LESSEES
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“I cannot adequately describe how excited we are (about Paradise Shores)…We searched and searched and finally found Paradise
Shores. The development looks perfect for spending quality time with our family and especially our grand children who we do
not see nearly enough. We feel it is so important to have quality "active" time with the kids, and that frames how we want to be
remembered. This feels like the most important time of our lives, and now we are so ready to get on with it!” JOAN AND NEIL
HIGGINS, PARADISE SHORES LESSEES
“I want to pass on my thanks to RV Sites Canada’s, Stephanie Guido, for the great help with acquiring our new RV-site at the
Paradise Shores RV campground on Buffalo Lake Alberta. She was available to answer questions we had before signing and
made the decision easier. Our family, 1 and 2 year old girls will love to be able to spend the summers at the resort and experience
some lake life in central Alberta. The price was affordable to a family of 4 to make life lasting memories and (I) cant wait until
we are all moved in. CLAYTON MILLER AND FAMILY, PARADISE SHORES LESSEE
“A friend of mine got me interested in Paradise Shores as she was getting a lot (RV campsite) there... i enjoy camping a lot and
have done it my whole life... from the bush to campgrounds to rv parks.... i have my own son now who i want to enjoy the
outdoors and that experience as well. Having him be able to grow up playing and enjoy the outdoors with my best friends
children will be great!!! Paradise shores seems like it will have a lot of fun things for kids and adults and looks like it will be a
wonderful place.... i am excited to spend my summers there. My experience with Stephanie from RV Sites Canada has been
amazing... she has went above and beyond helping me find just the right site for my family and has been easy to talk to and reach
for any questions. I look forward to being able to move our trailer in when the time comes and starting enjoy the relaxation, wine,
friends, water and sun “ CRYSTAL AND TONY, PARADISE SHORES LESSEES
“This (Oasis Grove) is my happy place. This is our second year here and so far have seen many great additions to the park. There
is an amazing sense of community and everyone is willing help out their neighbours. We had a major storm earlier in the year
and we saw a lot of people including the entire RV Sites Canada team) help each other out during the 30 day cleanup effort. I
love my Oasis (Grove family - thank you Dave Hamm and staff!!!” KIMBERLY GUILLET, RV-RESIDENT, OASIS
GROVE RV RESORT

“I have leased a lot at Paradise Shoes RV Park. I want to take this opportunity to tell you why I did that. I am a husband and a
father of two boys (3 and 4 years of age). My wife and I love outdoors and strongly believe that raising kids outside the four
walls of our house is the best thing for their development and growth. When we came across Paradise Shores we knew that this is
where we wanted to spend our summers with our family. We did our research by reaching out to few people at Oasis Grove to get
a feel on how that park is set up. We were happy to learn that it was not only a great park but a community of like minded people.
After hearing that from number of people we made a decision to lease at Paradise Shores. I hope that you love the great outdoors
as much as my family does and that you consider and remember all the memories you had with your family going camping,
fishing, playing outside and even more the value and impact that those experiences had on you and your family growing up as
you make your decision on the faith of this project.” MAROTI FAMILY, PARADISE SHORES LESSEES
“My name is Rhonda Dingwall and we have decided to purchase a spot at Paradise Shores.
I was born and raised in Alberta and since I was a child , I have spent my summers camping in BC. My parents had a spot at
Hummingbird resort right up until I had my first child. The year she was born we were told they were tearing the resort down and
building condos. At that time my daughter was just a year old. There was no way my family could afford to purchase one of the
condos as they were in hundreds of thousands of dollars. Since that time we have been on the search for a place that we could
make memories with our family that we could actually afford. My daughter will be 12 in August, and we now have a four-yearold daughter as well. When we saw the cost of paradise shores and all that it had to offer we were ecstatic. Both my sisters family
and my family have purchased a spot at Paradise Shores right across from each other. We cannot stop talking about how excited
we are that our families will get to spend the next 40 years making memories together. We don’t have a lot of money, but this is
something that we are able to afford and hope to one day have paradise shores be the place our kids make everlasting memories
with their own children. All the best and looking forward to a future in paradise,
The Dingwall Family, PARADISE SHORES LESSEES
I would like to take this opportunity to give you my opinion regarding the Paradise Shore RV Resort. As a family of five we have
been looking for a little over a year for the ideal location for us to site our RV. A friend of ours mentioned the that RV Sites
Canada were proposing a new development at Buffalo Lake, we decide to jump at the chance … Having this site will mean so
much for our family and allow us to spend quality time with our children, while giving them the freedom to go off and explore
within the safety of the resort. I think this is a fantastic development and offers everything a family could need. Me and wife have
already been dreaming of the long weekends/weeks away enjoying the sun and watching the kids make memories. ROBIN
PRICE AND FAMILY, PARADISE SHORES LESSEES
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“I am a single mom of an 11 year old daughter. We both love camping and purchased a trailer two summers ago. When I saw the
Paradise Shores development, I was so excited to become a part of this fabulous resort. Being a single woman, the thought of
hauling a trailer, parking it and setting up camp for a weekend is daunting. Not to mention how incredibly difficult it is to even
book a campsite in Alberta. Paradise Shores seemed to be the perfect solution for us. My brother, sister in law and their two
young children also love to camp. I told them about Paradise Shores and they were intrigued as well. After much research and
face to face discussions with both Darryl Logan and David Hamm, we decided this would be the perfect fit for both of our
families. Paradise Shores offers so many amenities for families, is affordable and a great option for families that love to camp and
share in a sense of community. This project will bring new revenue into the surrounding communities.... Traffic will not be
substantially affected as the majority of lease holders will be driving their Rv’s into their sites and parking them there … Local
restaurants, stores and other various businesses will profit from the influx of people in our new “community”. As leaseholders,
we hope that the county and surrounding communities will see Paradise Shores for the opportunity that it is …” Lynn
Poohachow, PARADISE SHORES LESSEE
I am writing to express that I am in complete favor of the development of Paradise Shores.
The option for long term leasing will provide my family with an affordable opportunity to get away from the hectic city life style
and enjoy some peaceful family time. It will eliminate the stress of having to constantly compete for seasonal and weekend camp
sites.The proposed amenities of the water park, floating obstacle course, infinity pool along with many other amenities is what
attracted us to this location. It is a place where younger families with smaller children (such as ours) can grow and continue to
enjoy many years down the road. It will help strengthen our family bond by getting away from the digital world and build long
term relationships with others around. The development of Paradise Shores is a big change for surrounding landowners, but
change isn’t always a bad thing. It will help generate revenue for the county, provide business opportunities and create jobs. I’ve
heard that Buffalo Lake use to be Alberta’s best kept secret. Alberta is growing and we should let those who don’t have the
financial means to purchase or were not fortunate enough to inherit property on or close by the lake, to be able to enjoy what
nature has to offer. Hong Tran, PARADISE SHORES LESSEE
“My family has been waiting for something like this for a long time to show up in this area. We are very excited to call this place
our retreat … We have 2 kids who are also very excited about all of the amenities this place will have. This will bring us many
great family memories for years to come and eventually get to bring my future grandchildren there as well to enjoy it just as
much as we will in the years to follow. This will also bring in a lot of revenue for the county as people will be shopping, buying
food, supplies, gas and anything else they need while spending a great deal of time out the area. It would be a huge
disappointment for this project not to go through for us, and many others that I know will feel the same way. This project can
only help build the county to make it stronger going forward. My Family and I 100% support this project…” Christine Urusky
and Family, PARADISE SHORES LESSEES
“Our family loves to go camping and enjoys lots of outdoor activities and being within a family fun environment. When I saw the
Paradise Shores development at the Calgary rv show, we where ecstatic to become a part of this fabulous resort. Being a new
family with a newborn, the thought of hauling a trailer, parking it and setting up camp for a weekend is daunting. Not to mention
how incredibly difficult it is to even book a campsite in Alberta. Paradise Shores seemed to be the perfect solution for us…We
are looking forward to all the memories we will create with our young family and our kids will be able to create with there young
families in the future. Paradise Shores offers so many amenities for families, is affordable and will be a great development for the
surrounding areas.This project will bring a much needed development to the area and will increase the revenue for the small
businesses market in the area. The rv’s that will be coming to the park will be staying put for months on end and will not be
putting any strain on the roadways or the communities around them. Local businesses, contractors will benefit from the
development as it will bring a lot of individuals that will want to improve there site and will pay to do so. As a future camper at
paradise shores we hope that the surrounding communities can share there piece of paradise so that our young family and many
other young families will have a place to create new memories and lifelong friendships.” Tyler Stamler and family,
PARADISE SHORES LESSEES

Milosz Karpinsky
I’m writing in support for the development of the Paradise Shores RV Resort in Buffalo Lake
Alberta. Please include this in the Summary of Submissions for the public hearing. Please reply when
received. My wife and I (+3 kids) are currently, and have for the past 4 years, had our RV parked at
Green Acres Pine Lake. Prior to that, we towed our RV for about 5 years. We have enjoyed camping at
Pine Lake, but after 4 years we were starting to discuss our options as our growing children seemed to
need more amenities. Upon seeing the Paradise Shores development, we immediately decided to
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reserve a lot and then proceeded to sign a lease. The development plan offers many amenities that
would be of interest for a wide spectrum of families, young and old. Further, for us, Buffalo Lake is a
larger lake that our family can enjoy actively. Camping in Alberta is generally difficult due to the need to
plan and book sites weeks to months in advance. Parking an RV is an attractive option for many.
We have previously discussed looking at purchasing cabins/cottages, or lots to build on in the future, but
this development seemed to make more sense. It would be more immediate, affordable, and could be
kept within the family for both our children and grandchildren in the future. I am sure the same thought
process has been made by others who are excited to lease a site. It is a realistic investment for families
that allows them to spend time away from home with their loved ones. Not everyone can afford to
purchase a lot for $100K - $400K + another $300-$600K+ to build a house, as would be the case for the
another development on the lake. After reviewing the substantial amount of submissions against the
development, the general theme seems to be that of a case of NIMBY’sm (Not In My Back Yard). We
have friends that have a family property on the north side of Buffalo Lake, one that is now being visited
by the fourth generation of the family, who are highly supportive of the development. They are excited
at the scale, and for the ability for a development like this to support existing businesses and grow
services in the area.
I would like to directly address some of the opposing arguments:
1) Boating capacity, boat traffic and safety
a. The vast majority of opposing comments assume that each RV site will have a
boat. This is unlikely from my experience. Green Acres pine lake has ~400 RV sites. The
Marina typically has around 30 boats in it, with an additional 20 or so parked within the
park. Green Acres is a seasonal lease park, so usage is similar to what would occur at
Paradise Shores is an appropriate corollary to this development. Not every RV owner
will want to purchase a boat based on a variety of driving factors (upfront cost,
maintenance, interest).
b. There are a number of other developments on Pine Lake (Whispering Pines,
Scotties, Pine Lake Leisure Club), all with several hundred RVs, boat launches/marinas
and the associated water craft. Pine Lake has a surface area of 3.89 km^2 vs Buffalo
Lakes are of 93.5 km^2. Yes, Buffalo Lake is generally more shallow, but larger. If Pine
Lake can support multiple developments on a surface 5% that of Buffalo Lake, the
argument around boating capacity may not hold water.
c. Our family for instance are more inclined to use paddle boards and kayaks
2) Pollution – noise, gasoline, smells and garbage
a. Construction noise should follow County Bylaws. I agree with this point.
b. General increase in litter – this argument seems to assume that families who lease a
site will somehow generally hold lower community standards than the general
public. This is both insulting and ignorant.
c. Gasoline & motor oil leaks – the case here would argue against all boating use and
using this as a basis to prevent development would require all owners to remove their
own private docks and slips from the lake.
d. Noise from the development – based on experience, both at Pine Lake and general
camping, is that there is not a substantial amount of noise from this type of activity. I’m
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not sure what people are thinking will be going on, but a handful of kids running around
playgrounds and in a water park does not amount to copious amounts of noise that
would exceed that of a regular community. Boat engines and stereos generally put out
more noise than people.
3) Deterioration of the Environment
a. Negative impact on the lake – Pine Lake supports this level of development, as do
other lakes.
b. Improper, excessive development can be a contributing factor, but singling out an
RV development as being the catalyst is unreasonable. Cyanobacteria is present in
many water bodies throughout Canada. The extent of the problem is predicated on the
how nutrient rich the lake is, particularly in phosphorus and nitrogen. Alberta is
particularly susceptible due to the high natural occurrence of phosphorus and nitrogen
in the soil, combined with and exacerbated by the level of fertilizer applied through
farming and livestock. Assuming this development will automatically result in a blue
green algae problem is misguided.
c. ATV’s will destroy the area – same argument as boats. Not everyone wants an ATV.
4) Lake Access, Boat Launches
a. Similar comment around the Boat launch over the true number of boats the
development would bring.
b. There are conflicting and hypocritical arguments that existing boat launches should
not be made available to the RV resort users (the public), yet the RV resort must provide
improved public lake access.
5) Traffic & Infrastructure & Cell Service
a. Increased traffic is a natural extension of development. Appropriate roads must be
available, however there are engineering guidelines via Alberta Transportation that
govern this. Many of the comments seem to be based on individual opinion of what
appropriate traffic is.
b. RV’s will not be towed in/towed out on a regular basis. The reason people
lease/purchase developments like these are precisely because they do not want to tow
their RV’s.
c. Traffic in and around Pine Lake, with similar developments, is reasonable.
d. Increased population density provides the support to provide increased
cell/internet services. If the service is already strained, maintaining the status quo and
allowing only small developments will not provide for the necessary
improvements. Small developments would only increase the problem due to more
users that do not provide the critical mass to justify for upgrading services.
6) Emergency Services & Enforcement
a. Police, ambulance, and fire services appear to be an existing problem. A large
development would likely support the expansion of these services through local tax
dollars. Existing residence seem to want these services expanded, however would be
unwilling to pay for the cost.
b. “Crime will undoubtedly escalate in the area”. I can only assume this is complete
ignorance. The assumption that someone who pays $35K for a lease + monthly costs +
$30K - $100K for an RV + decks + boats is somehow more culpable of committing a
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crime than someone how buys a lot and builds a house is unbelievably ignorant. These
areas are frequented by families. Through nearly 10 years of having an RV, both at
camp sites and Pine Lake, we have never had anything stolen.
For comparison purposes, this development of 800 proposed sites is on 110 acres, averaging to 0.1375
acres/site. Pine Lake has 400 sites on approximately 45-50 acres, averaging approximately 0.125
acres/site. The key differnece being in the layout. Pine Lake has larger common green spaces, whereas
Paradise Shores is planned more like a residential community with each lot containing its own green
space. The actual density of RV’s is similar to other developments.
Milosz Karpinski, P.Eng.

Nemanja Maroti
My name is Nem Maroti and I have leased a lot at Paradise Shoes RV Park. I want to take this
opportunity to tell you why I did that. I am a husband and a father of two boys (3 and 4 years of
age). My wife and I love outdoors and strongly believe that raising kids outside the four walls of
our house is the best thing for their development and growth. When we came across Paradise
Shores we knew that this is where we wanted to spend our summers with our family. We did
our research by reaching out to few people at Oasis Grove to get a feel on how that park is set
up. We were happy to learn that it was not only a park but a community of like minded people.
After hearing that from number of people we had made a decision to lease at Paradise Shores.
I hope that you love the great outdoors as much as my family does and that you consider and
remember all the memories you had with your family going camping, fishing, playing outside
and even more the value and impact that those experiences had on you and your family
growing up as you make your decision on the faith of this project.
If you have any questions, feel free to reach out to me at 403 975-5846 or by email at
nmaroti79@gmail.com
Sincerely;
Maroti Family
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Robin Price
Good Morning Johan,
I would like to take this opportunity to give you my opinion regarding the Paradise Shore RV Resort. As a
family of five we have been looking for a little over a year for the ideal location for us to site our RV. A
friend of ours mentioned the that RV Sites Canada were proposing a new development at Buffalo Lake,
we decide to jump at the chance of owning a plot by this beautiful lake. Having this site will mean so
much for our family and allow us to spend quality time with our children, while giving them the freedom to
go off and explore within the safety of the resort. The children are so excited and have already been
making plans on which friends to bring with them on during our visits to the site. I think this is a fantastic
development and offers everything a family could need. Me and wife have already been dreaming of the
long weekends/weeks away enjoying the sun and watching the kids make memories.
Thank you for making the time to read this email.
Regards,
Robin Price

Ryan Thomson

Good Afternoon Johan,
I understand there is a public hearing for Paradise Shore RV resort tomorrow and I just wanted
to pass along a few comments in support of this wonderful new resort. In 2012, I lost my dad to
cancer and unfortunately had to leave the resort in the Shuswap were I have spent the majority
of my summers since I was a little boy. Since then, my wife and I have been looking for a resort
where we are closer to home and can spend more time enjoying our family time camping and
boating. In Alberta, this is a bit of a challenge. We first set our trailer up at Green Acres on Pine
Lake. Fantastic resort, but the lake left a lot to be desired. Buffalo Lake was on the short list of
lakes where we wanted to be; however, we were not prepared to purchase a lot. Long story
short, we found out about Paradise Shores and quickly fell in love with the opportunity that had
presented itself. We look forward to spending our summers at the resort with many of our
friends and their families...most of all, I look forward to giving my children a place to call their
“home away from home” like I did as a child. With the amenities and the beautiful lake, I
believe that Paradise Shores is going to be the perfect playground to build lasting memories for
my wife and I and our children.
Ryan Thomson
Senior Project Manager
Ledcor Construction Limited
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Tyler Stamler
My Name is Tyler Stamler I am a father and a Fiancé to Allison Raisbeck and we have a 4 month
old daughter named Quinn.
Our family loves to go camping and enjoys lots of outdoor activities and being within a family
fun environment.
When I saw the Paradise Shores development at the Calgary rv show, we where ecstatic to
become a part of this fabulous resort. Being a new family with a newborn, the thought of
hauling a trailer, parking it and setting up camp for a weekend is daunting. Not to mention how
incredibly difficult it is to even book a campsite in Alberta. Paradise Shores seemed to be the
perfect solution for us.
We have put our hard earned money into leasing a lot for the 41 year agreement they offered
at the RV show.We are looking forward to all the memories we will create with our young
family and our kids will be able to create with there young families in the future.
Paradise Shores offers so many amenities for families, is affordable and will be a great
development for the surrounding areas.
This project will bring a much needed development to the area and will increase the revenue
for the small businesses market in the area. The rv’s that will be coming to the park will be
staying put for months on end and will not be putting any strain on the roadways or the
communities around them. Local businesses, contractors will benefit from the development as
it will bring a lot of individuals that will want to improve there site and will pay to do so.
As a future camper at paradise shores we hope that the surrounding communities can share
there piece of paradise so that our young family and many other young families will have a
place to create new memories and lifelong friendships.
Sincerely Tyler Stamler
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3. OPPOSED (121) - Summary
Names of people who submitted written objections, summarized below:








































Bryan & Dana Remillard
Darlene Philpot
Cheryl VanDusen
Sheena Sawula & Cody Strangward
Phil & Rose LaRochelle
Justin Stevens
Leanne Whitechurch
Mark Luchenski
Kate Luchenski
Darrell Hicke
Nicole Wright
Megan Blaney
Damien Herbert
Martin Lazore
Travis & Loranne Tweit
Ron & Linda Dick
Michael Wiens
Angela Wiens
Edward & Linda Holt
Christi & Murray Brennan
Pauline Auld & Peter Chitrenky
Kevin & Angela Moller
Michelle Ball
Cody Klaus & Family
Ken & Shelly DeLeenheer
Jim & Sandy Bodie & Family
Bruce & Wendy Olsen
Corinne Ball
Julie Ruttan
Shawn & Paula Kobi
Laurie Tait
Jacqueline Howard
John & Sandy Goucher
Beverly Shaw
Tersha Stevens
Jeannie Kezama
Deanna Patko
Mike & Mary-Jane Jackson
Carol Berreth
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Chris Fix
Diane Maley
Regan Hay
Andrea Hay
Gordon Kristensen
Dale & Diane Moran
Morris & Brenda Fischer
Linda Nelson-Karg
Mike & Cathy Wind
Glen Ruttan
Lee Chapman
South Shore Community Association
Karen Ahern
Pam Thomas
Sharon Anderson (P.Biol., P.Ag.)
Evelyn O’Hara
Greg Houston
Katie Bullick (P.Biol.)
Susan Chin
Dan and Gillian White
Roger Zahara and Cheryl Pawliw
Eldon and Veroncia Salmon
Bill Pickett
Brent and Colleen Carr
Trevor Eagle and Heather Burns
Summer Village of Rochon Sands
Bob and Sheila Kirk
Margaret and John Pelto
Summer Village of White Sands
Lacombe County
Ed Reierson and Donna Reierson Arseniuk
Richard & Penny Gaffney
Camrose County
Wendy and Jerry Dobos
Ken Vertz (and family)
Carl Cornelssen and Geraldine Horne
Andrew and Marlene Bunting and Lesley and Guy Belcourt
Ian and Nancy McNichol
Bob and Linda Regner
Theresa Kierluk
Ron and Carol Bryson
Kevin Lee
George and Colleen Trotter
Chris and Linda Pogoda
Carolyn Cheetham and David Cheetham
Fraser and Suzanne Denton
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Gerald and Carolyn Linkert
Craig and Janice Russell
Darcy and Judy Peelar
Lawrence and Jeannette Rilea
Bob and Laurie McCormack
Thomas Chadwick
Jim and Jeanette Szigety
Bryant and Marian McFarlane
James and Ramona Salvador
Murray Cameron
Tina and Brian Istace
Rob Lane
Larry and Lois Robinson
Sean MacLeod
Shelly Bergman
Leona Thorogood
Richelle Wilson
Bruce Richardson
William Sanchuck
Chris Greyell
Garth and Caroline Gunther
Dean Houston
Andrew & Brianna Storey
Eleanor Jensen
Greg Hayden
Bill Day
Bud Willis
John Smith
Buffalo Lake Naturalist Club
Aaron Jackson
Crystal Sponaugle
Kent and Leann Graham
Neil and Donna Orr
Kevin Lee
Larry Baird
Jason Duperreault
Albert Duperreault and Wandal Duperreault
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The following is a summary of all the categories of objections expressed in the
letters received (the number in brackets behind each heading is the number of
people who raised the objections summarised into that category):
The proper and due process was not followed
1. The County did not hold an open house.
2. The County rushed the process.
3. The County is not listening to impacted stakeholders (i.e. the public).
4. The County did not require the appropriate studies.
5. The County did not involve Alberta Environment.
6. The County allowed the developer to start site works before any approvals were
issued.
7. The developer illegally removed spruce trees and native shrubbery without
permission.
8. The County is proceeding as if approval is a foregone conclusion.
9. As a White Sands resident I am disappointed that I was not directly informed
about this development.
10. How can the developer be allowed to sell lots before he consulted with Council
and the local residents or has any approvals?
11. The County must ensure inspection and compliance and keep the developer
accountable for his actions.
12. The developer did not submit:
a) Phase One Environmental Impact Assessment.
b) A specific plan for shoreline and riparian habitat protection.
c) A plan that allows for upland habitat green areas and parks to be preserved.
d) A plan to protect wetlands – all wetlands are provincial jurisdiction and the
developer is proposing to destroy a wetland by building an extreme
waterpark.
e) A historical resources conservation plan or impact assessment.
f) A hydrological study for groundwater use and the impact on existing users.
There is no discussion to tie into a regional water line.
g) A sewage solids and storm water plan.
h) A traffic impact study.
i) A social impact study.
j) A bylaw lists study.
13. The environmental studies submitted by the developer are inadequate and do
not follow provincial directives.
14. The proposal is without substance and merit and must be dismissed.
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15. How does the developer hope to open the water park by June 2018 as
advertised if he does not already have approval for this from Alberta
Environment?
16. The developer is proposing to use the White Sands boat launch without first
consulting with the Summer Village and its residents.
17. The County is again going ahead without following the rules.
18. The County is giving this developer special treatment.
19. Please send me a document of Paradise Shores that resembles an area structure
plan because I could not find one among the documents that were advertised.
20. We, being residents of White Sands, want the County to hold a second public
hearing prior to issuing any approvals/permits, to make public the results of all
assessments and studies for public discussion.
21. When the developer completes a study, the County should have the study
reviewed by a qualified professional to assess the study, and the study should be
made public.
22. The environmental assessments must not just be done for this 110 acre
property, but for all other areas of the lake that can be impacted upon by
development of this land. Alberta Environment must approve all environmental
studies that the developer prepared.
23. We have seen in the past that the opinion of ratepayers is not a priority form the
County but only a formality that must be dealt with.
24. Has the developer submitted the appropriate studies to provincial, federal and
watershed authorities before making his application to the County?
25. The County Council has a fiduciary duty (i.e. upholding a trust) to those they
serve to protect their interests, in lieu of which there could be remedies sought
by those injured by the breach of trust.
26. Alberta Environment was never contacted until concerned landowners
contacted them.
Boating Capacity, Boat Traffic and Safety
1. This project will cause injury and possibly worse with too many boats on the lake
and not enough boat launches to get them all out of the water in a storm
emergency. Storms can come on very quickly.
2. How can the lake possibly be enjoyed with additional 500 boats in the water?
3. The proposed development will cause overcrowding of boaters on the lake.
4. The lake has a large area but it is very shallow for the most part. The marina is
being proposed in the deepest part of the lake where most boaters, anglers,
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kayaks, wind surfers/sailboats currently go because of the depth in that location
compared to the shallow waters elsewhere.
5. With too many boats on the lake the water becomes murky and weedy, with
possible impacts on fish habitat.
6. The Buffalo Lake Management Team should recommend calculations for
maximum boats on the water based on population and these numbers should be
confirmed and enforced.
7. There is not enough space for 750 boat lifts along the shoreline of the proposed
campground.
8. Experience shows boating occurs within ½ mile of the shoreline, which means
that the proposed campground will concentrate 750 boats in an area that would
be unsafe for everyone.
9. The proposed protected marina is unlikely to survive one big storm.
Pollution – noise, gasoline, smells and garbage
1. This project will cause noise pollution.
2. A noise barrier is required along the east side by the floating water park, not just
on the west side.
3. Construction noise must stay in line with the County’s bylaw.
4. This project will cause smells from the sewage tanks and when the vacuum truck
pumps out the tanks.
5. Tank vent filters and scrubbers for the trucks are required.
6. The development will increase litter in our area.
7. The 12ft sound barrier on the west side of the development is simply not
acceptable.
8. The boats at the marina will leak gasoline and motor oil into the lake.
9. Who is going to pick-up all the garbage on our beaches and roadways?
Deterioration of the Environment
1. The size of the project will cause negative impacts on the lake, the land, and the
wildlife.
2. Concerned about our water, our birds, our property and our piece and quiet.
3. Our beautiful area will be ruined by the plans and greed of a developer.
4. The developer has no intension to preserve - will rape and pillage the land.
5. No amount of hoop jumping by the developer will satisfy what is needed to
preserve this area.
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6. Seasonal campers do not care for the lake the same as permanent residents do.
7. Every aspect of this development will affect the environment in a damaging way.
8. There is absolutely nothing positive or protective that would emerge from this
project.
9. No setbacks as per IDP for wetlands or watercourse; stockpiles are soiling into
wetlands.
10. ATVs will destroy the area.
11. Boats will cause oil and gas spills in the lake.
12. Buffalo Lake is a migratory bird sanctuary.
13. The proposed development will disturb the shoreline.
14. It will damage natural fish habitat.
15. The proposed marina will destroy the best fishing hole on the lake.
16. Where are the environmental impact studies?
17. Will there be street lighting?
18. Is this development under a bird migratory flightpath?
19. The proposed development will be stripped and graded into something
resembling a shopping mall.
20. Buffalo Lake is one of few lakes that is free of blue green algae.
21. The developer will turn our family type cottage life into Disney Land over night
with no regard for the residents who have a vested interest in our properties.
22. This proposal will bring strangers into our intimate community.
23. The developer will be gone when the last lot sells and will leave a legacy of
devastation behind him.
24. Please do not let one person’s greed destroy the essence of our lake.
25. The hills where the campground is proposed is a natural habitat for deer and
many other creatures that adds to our enjoyment of the area and now all of that
will be gone, along with an increase in garbage, pollution and the peace and
quiet.
26. We as residents are not allowed to even pull grass on the shoreline but the
proposed development is allowed to come in and have a negative impact on the
lake.
27. Pelicans, fish habitat and the lake will be impacted.
28. Buffalo Lake evolved over millennium – now with the proposed development,
within two years there will be environmental shock, and the lake will be altered
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forever, with every aspects of wildlife and the environment being in jeopardy of
critical disruption.
29. Why did the environmental study not list blue herons and blue birds on the
property?
30. How will people not destroy the lake riparian area if they will try to get to the
lake down the bank?
31. The developer sees this as a financial opportunity, but we see this as a major
devastation to a sensitive ecological area, like dropping a bomb in the middle of
a farmer’s field. It is heartbreaking.
Visual Impact and Aesthetics
1. A shelterbelt around the perimeter of the campground is a reasonable request.
2. The developer has promised to plant thousands of trees and this should be
included as a condition of the approval.
3. The 12ft high sound barrier on the west side is unacceptable.
4. At a glance, the proposed campground design resembles a storage lot, not a
family-friendly environment. I see a sterile landscape without walking and cycle
paths and almost no green spaces, just tightly packed long row upon row of RV
stalls, obviously designed for maximum revenue with blatant disregard for the
lake.
Lake Access and Boat launches
1. The developer should not be allowed to bring in renters who use the resources
of other communities but instead build their own facilities.
2. The White Sands boat launch is already extremely overwhelmed and the parking
lot has already surpassed capacity.
3. Boat launch traffic parks along the ditches.
4. There is a consistent line up at the boat launch.
5. The impact of 4,000 on this boat launch.
6. The campground has no lake access.
7. Parking at the beaches and boat launch is at capacity now, 4,000 more people
will increase the overcrowding.
8. The White Sands boat launch has no washrooms and garbage facilities.
9. The two IDPs require IMPROVED public lake access, and this development will
not provide that.
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10. The White Sands, Rochon Sands and Provincial Park boat launches are all at
capacity with severe backlogs on peak days.
11. Will the developer or the County improve the Buffalo View Estates boat launch?
12. The campground residents will never pay a docking fee for the marina and
instead will overcrowd existing boat launches every morning and evening.
13. Various upgrades are required to make the Buffalo View Estates boat launch
usable.
14. The lakeshore is public land and must remain as such.
15. Will we be compensated for the use of our White Sands private boat launch?
White Sands and Rochon Sands beaches
1. The impact and overcrowding of 4,000 on the beaches.
2. Parking at the beaches and boat launch is at capacity now, 4,000 more people
will increase the overcrowding.
3. Public beaches in the area are very limited for the size of population proposed by
this development.
4. If our beeches are open for the use of these renters, then their facilities must
also be open for us to use.
Bayview Street and Sands Street
1. This street is used by pedestrians and children and should not receive increased
traffic volumes from the proposed development.
2. The developer must provide an extension of Bayview Street to intersect with Rge
Rd 20-4 as a much needed emergency access for the whole of the south shore
area.
3. Road access to the proposed campground on Bayview Street is not viable for RV
both in width and traffic volume.
4. Bayview Street must be blocked off for campground traffic use.
5. Bayview Street and Sands Street is too narrow and not designed to
accommodate all the traffic that will be visiting Rochon Sands from the proposed
campground.
Infrastructure
1. Will this development impact the timing of bringing water to Buffalo View
Estates?
2. What are the impacts on water supply and wastewater of White Sands Summer
Village?
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3. The developer must not be allowed to use or drill groundwater wells for drinking
water.
4. Will the County pay to upgrade the Red Willow lagoon when it reaches capacity?
5. Will the County receive sufficient property taxes from the development to pay
for all the required infrastructure and road improvements?
6. If greed is this developer’s motivator then we as taxpayers all stand to pay the
price.
7. Buffalo View Estates has no where to take our garbage – where will the garbage
from the proposed campground go.
8. The IDP states that 100 dwelling units require 36 septic trucks – this means that
the proposed campground sewage system would require a steady stream of
trucks that would stress the roadways.
9. Will this development cause longer lines at our waster station?
Traffic impact, road conditions, dust nuisance and road safety
1. Dust control is required as the dust on Rge Rd 20-4 and Twp Rd 40-2 is
unbearable even now – the traffic and dust on the road between the White
Sands boat launch and the summer village is so bad we cannot sit outside on
long weekends.
2. Increased traffic on the roads; traffic on the roads has been steadily increasing.
3. Calcium is not a viable treatment for dust control.
4. The 30km/hr speed zone at White Sands must be extended past the proposed
development.
5. Walking paths on the White Sands road must be explored.
6. Our children play in the roads and streets and the additional traffic will be unsafe
to them.
7. Highway 835 is a narrow single lane road with no shoulders – very dangerous
with many RVs being towed and farm equipment – the highway must be
upgraded.
8. The gravel road from Hwy 835 into White Sands is not built to handle the
proposed increased traffic.
9. Intersection of Hwy 835 and Twp Rd 40-2 must be upgraded.
10. The intersection of Rge Rd 20-4 and Twp Rd 40-2 is a 90 degree, blind corner.
11. The roads have hills with restricted sightlines.
12. The only permanent solution to dust control is to pave the Twp Rd 40-2 in front
of White Sands.
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13. There was no traffic study prepared for consultation by affected landowners.
14. The County taxpayers should not have to pay for the improvement of
infrastructure resulting from the proposed development.
15. Will the development provide sufficient on-site parking?
16. The access into the campground is a violation of the Alberta Transportation and
Highways Act I wonder who approved this mess? All the roads will be wrecked.
17. Driving on the White Sands road in the rain is like driving on gravy, and when it is
dry you cannot see for the dust.
18. The developer must pay to pave the White Sands road and upgrade highway
intersections.
19. The traffic study by JCB Engineering is flawed and does not provide for worse
case scenarios neither take into account water hauling and sewage trucks.
20. County ratepayers should not have to foot the bill to construct new roads or
improve existing roads.
21. Even without the proposed development, the intersection of Hwy 835 and Rge
Rd 40-2 needs traffic signage in all directions.
Scale, Density and “Lot” Sizes
1. The size and scale of the development is many people’s biggest concern.
2. The lot sizes do not comply with the Buffalo Lake South Shore IDP.
3. This is a 300% increase in the population of our area.
4. The density and scale of the development exceed all logic and sensibility for land
use planning. It will lead to overcrowding that will spill over to the Summer
Village of White Sands.
5. Bring the scale of this development down to something more reasonable.
6. Scale this down to 50 – 80 RV sites instead of 800.
7. This one development would take up over 30% of the total development
capacity of the South Shore Growth Node as set in the IDP.
8. This development uses all the small lots allowed in the IDP.
9. The development does not fit into any of the lot sizes.
10. We do not want Buffalo Lake to be the next Sylvan Lake.
11. Even 100 more units on this lake will destroy the lake as we know it.
12. The proposed campground density is much higher than other campgrounds in
Alberta.
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13. The size and population of the proposed campground on this shallow lake is very
concerning to us.
14. The size of this campground will change the character of Buffalo Lake.
15. The proposed campground can be compared to a couple of skyscrapers going up
in downtown Stettler.
16. This is way too many people for the lake.
Emergency Services and Enforcement
1. How will emergency services be able to support the proposed development?
2. Police, fish and wildlife and bylaw enforcement cannot respond to the existing
development, how will the County ensure this will not continue and get worse?
3. Police, ambulance and fire services will be strained.
4. What are the developer’s plans to address this?
5. Will the developer provide a water truck for fire prevention?
6. Will there be increased security and police presence?
7. This project will require far more support from the RCMP and Fish & Wildlife.
8. Having a liquor store on the campground could be problematic.
9. Speeding vehicles will increase.
10. Impaired driving and boating will increase.
11. The resources to contend with the increased crime do not exist.
12. How will the campground deal with potential for fire from fire pits and propane
tanks?
13. Crime will undoubtedly escalate in the area.
14. The County must not build only an emergency lane on the road allowance
dedication for Bayview Street extension to Rge Rd 20-4 but a standard, full size
road.
15. Does the developer have any plans for security staff on the property?
16. The developer and the County is required to prepare an Emergency Response
Plan and a Disaster Plan, along with significant investment in emergency
response services.
17. The additional stress on Emergency Management Services due to this
development will be at the cost of County ratepayers – it must be at the cost of
the developer.
18. The scale of the project presents a public safety hazard for overcrowded boating
and potential lawsuits against the BLIDP municipalities.
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Contradictions with or trying to circumvent the two Buffalo Lake IDPs and the Land
Use Bylaw
1. The two IDPs does not allow for long term stay, seasonal, leased RV sites as an
acceptable residential development and use.
2. It is not clear whether this is a multi-lot subdivision or a stand-alone
development.
3. The RV stalls in this campground should comply with the minimum lot sizes of
the IDP.
4. The developer’s business plan of long term leased changes the scope and
definitions in the two IDPs and calls into question the validity of the rezoning
proposal.
5. The proposed campground does not allow access for the general public and this
is a contradiction to the IDPs.
6. Please explain why the policies of the Buffalo Lake South Shore IDP do not apply
to this development?
7. This campground should be considered commercial not recreational/residential.
8. How can the developer propose to dredge a wetland to build a waterpark?
9. The proposed campground will concentrate 46% of the County’s allotted
development capacity ion 4% of the growth node area.
10. The proposed development is not consistent with the lifestyle character
expressed in the IDPs.
11. The County is trying to circumvent the rules of the IDPs relative to types of
housing, buffer areas and density. Table 2 in Appendix D of the BLSSIDP states
that a maximum total of 80 units could be developed on the two subject
properties, instead, the developer is allowed to have an additional 920 units.
Which other landowners in the area loses their right to develop? Does the
County propose a first come first serve system? The Transfer of Development
Credits scheme as per Appendix F would have been a better system.
12. Why does the County not take ER and MR for the proposed development?
13. Density cannot be transferred between undeveloped parcels of land, except if
the Transfer of Development Credits Scheme was implemented.
14. If the County does not impose the density and lot size restrictions on the
proposed campground, the County will be violating its own bylaws.
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15. The IDPs call for a walking path along the shoreline for use by the general public,
yet the proposed campground does not include such public walkways.
16. The developer is allowed to cut and fill instead of retaining natural topography.
17. It does not match by 10% the density and lot size of adjacent White Sands.
18. The campground must provide MR and ER.
19. The County is completely ignoring the two IDPs and the BLISMP by approving the
proposed development because it is not following the rules and regulations of
those documents.
20. RV park and campground use is intended for short-term, temporary
accommodation, not 35-year leases.
Other
1. The developer already misinformed Council as the contractor True North is out
of Edmonton and not local contractors as promised.
2. Are the trucks and equipment on site operated by local labourers?
3. Are the floodlights at night provided and installed by a local company?
4. County and Summer Village ratepayers will have to pay increased taxes due to
the proposed development.
5. The proposed campground is detrimental to property values.
6. This is a “foot-in-the-door” and “fill-in-the-blanks” application.
7. Cellphone and internet services is already strained with the existing users, 4,000
additional users will require additional bandwidth.
8. If this project was done in compliance with the IDP then there would be 200 ½
acre parcels, paying a total of $400,000 taxes for 500 people. Compared to this,
the proposed campground of 4,000 people should be paying $2,000,000 taxes a
year. Who is making up the shortfall?
9. This project is not in line with the existing profile of Buffalo Lake. If the people
who bought cabins in this area wanted waterslides, convenience stores and gas
stations, we would have bought in Sylvan Lake.
10. Why not instead build a community of permanent cabins. This resort is going to
be like a pink stucco house in a community of natural exterior colours.
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4. OPPOSED – Copies of Actual
Submissions
A. Objections Received Before Public Advertising
Bryan and Dana Remillard
#11 #13 3rd Street
Summer Village of White Sands, Alberta, Canada
February 14, 2018
SUBMISSION IN RESPONSE TO DEVELOPMENT PERMIT APPLICATION FOR
PARADISE SHORES RV RESORT (RV Sites Canada “Developer”), BUFFALO LAKE
As a resident and property owner in the Summer Village of White Sands and as an Albertan, it
is my opinion that the above noted RV Resort currently proposed has not followed proper
processes and has ignored the agreed to principles of the Buffalo Lake Integrated Shoreline
Management Plan (BLISMP) and with limited interjurisdictional co-operation and municipal
planning integration that needs to include both Alberta Environment and Parks and Federal
Fisheries and Oceans, or for that matter proper overall consultation that is required to address
the concerns of impacted stakeholders. This proposed re-zoning for an RV park of 800 sites and
increase human activity to increase of over 2000 people (does not include visitor’s numbers to
RV owners) will have a negative impact to the lake.
The high speed of which this proposal approval for re-zoning is being pushed through
mindboggling. The first that most people in the area were made aware of this RV Park and the
introduction of potentially increasing human activity in the area by over 300% without any
infrastructure or studies of impact (other than the developer just stating there will be minimal
impact to the environment), was from your e-mail sent on January 24th. This is the same date
the developer submitted proposed area structure plan re-zoning, and within weeks presented
to council on Feb. 14th, 2018. The developer has already moved heavy equipment and trailers
onto land and according to their own website has sold or taken deposits on ~200 sites already
(up to $7 million in sales already). The developer’s actions to date, as they obviously
proceeding on the assumption that approval is a foregone conclusion.
Again, to quote your own words from your e-mail dated January 24th, 2018, “Please note that
the County and the developer discussed a public consultation strategy in November 2017. This
involved what is being done now, but it was not expected that it would have to happen in a bit
of a hurry.” This does not bold well for the developer if even prior to approval is surprising the
municipality authority, and is a very good indication that they are not about working in an open
and transparent manner.
From a strategy meeting (not sure what this entailed), between yourself (County of Stettler)
and the Developer, and in less than 3 months later (including Christmas break) the developer
has started moving in construction equipment and is selling lots as if approval is a forgone
conclusion (even though you have indicated to the developer that this is at their own risk). This
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obviously strategy of proceeding with break–neck speed during off-season allows the
developer the ability to pre-sell sites and begin construction and usually leads to the “asking for
forgiveness” if their actions exceeds that of the municipal jurisdiction. Let’s be clear the
developer is motivated to get this done with the singular focus of money. From the developer
perspective, being the first one to do this in the area, able to sell each site at $35,000 - $50,000
p RV Sites Canada has the potential to make more than $30 million for this ventures and still
own the land after the leases have expired. Thirty million dollars is lot of money involved here
for being the first mover. Their sole focus to push this approval through with the county of
Stettler, without providing much in terms of details of any impact studies and costs that the
county and summer villages will have to bare in the future. If this is any indication how this
developer assesses “risk” (as you have warned them), before proceeding, I would suggest that
the county of Stettler needs to more than remind this developer that this county (and for that
matter all surrounding county’s that Buffalo Lake is in), does not rush to approvals for
unprecedented development business ventures but make informed management decisions in
the long-term interest of impacted Albertans and minimize the loss and degradation of
wetlands.
Currently I have not seen any of the required environmental impact assessment studies for air,
water, wildlife, migratory bird impacts, traffic ,fire, policing, safety that would allow me to even
make an informed decision regarding the long term impact of this proposal. In discussions and
inquiries to AEP in Edmonton and to Federal government that RV Sites have provided any
analysis or had pre-approval consultations or proactively opened a file with the Province or
Federal Government to understand what they need to provide regarding assurances to protect
impact this development with have to the ROW, shoreline, and wildlife under different
jurisdictions. This is why it is important to follow the recommended process that was
established for Buffalo Lake re-zoning applications as recommended by the municipality and
ignored by the developer in this case. I have yet to find anyone at the Minister of Environment
office or Environment and Climate Change Canada, or Fisheries that has even heard of this
development plan on Buffalo Lake.
It is the developer risk that they have not followed proper processes and ignored the agreed to
principles of the Buffalo Lake Integrated Shoreline Management Plan and with limited or no
inter jurisdiction co-operation and municipal planning integration that needs to include both
Alberta Environment and Parks and Federal Fisheries and Oceans, or for that matter proper
overall consultation that is required to address the concerns of all impacted stakeholders. This
is all specifically referred to in the AEP website section 13-1 under the and copies of the Buffalo
Lake Integrated Shoreline Management Plan (BLISMP) has been made available to all
municipalities.
Alberta is currently asking other provinces and other municipalities to trust both the process
and regulations in place both provincially and federally to ensure safe sustainable development
especially in and around water boundaries, so we need to be held to the same accountability in
our own Province by respecting our current regulations and process allows a construction to
proceed on one of our largest lakes without due process or transparency to adjacent
stakeholders and land owners which most will be negatively impacted and to all Albertans.
For these reasons and others too many to list, we ask that you review these concerns and act
responsibly and appropriately by not the above noted approval application for re-zoning at this
time. Thank you for your considerations and assistance. Please confirm of receipt of this letter.
Sincerely,
Bryan, Dana, Zachary, Gabriella, and Connor Remillard
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Darlene Philpot
My husband and I are more then aware what happens when a developer creates a recreational rv park.
He grew up on Moyie lake ( west of cranbrook) and a developer came in and formed something similar
to what’s proposed. The result is a nightmare! This was how we found ourselves in white sands. We
actually sold our Moyie property because of the nonsense the RV park had created. The boat traffic, the
noise pollution, not to mention the obvious deterioration of the environment within and out of the lake.
We are proud of our environmentally sensitive area and with the addition of the numbers proposed, we
are very concerned about our water, our birds, our property and frankly our peace and quiet. We have
watched crime, pollution, boat traffic and increase by huge amounts. We have watched as the rv resort
on moyie has destroyed so much, just our opinion, and are fearful of this doing the same. We ourselves
feel blessed to have had the opportunity to call white sands Home and continue to have friends and
family up to enjoy our “heaven”. It is our fear that yet another beautiful area will be ruined by the plans
and greed of a developer who has no intentions to preserve but rather rape and pillage the land and the
beauty within. It may sound extreme but as ones who have been through this before, the impact on our
environment is irreversible. No amount of hoop jumping by the developer will satisfy what is needed to
preserve this area.

Cheryl Van Dusen
Called on February 07, 2018 to express her extreme opposition to the proposed Paradise
Shores RV campground. Her concerns are based on the impact that possibly 4,000 people
would have on the White Sands boat launch and beaches, and that the property where the RV
campground is being proposed has no lake access.
Phone call received by Johan van der Bank
Good afternoon Mr. Vanderbank,
Further to our phone conversation on Wed, Feb 7th, please consider this email a formal letter
of complaint against the Paradise Shore RV Resort proposal.
As a year round resident of the Summer Village of White Sands, this proposal will significantly
negatively impact every aspect of our lives in the village.
Specifically ( but not confined to).
- severe overcrowding of the beaches in the village
- parking overcrowding as we are at capacity at beaches accesses presently
- boat launch use overcrowding
- huge parking issues at the boat launch as we are already at capacity most days
- increased crime
Please reply to this email and ensure this complaint is formally logged in opposition to this
proposal.
Thank you.
Cheryl VanDusen
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Sheena Sawula and Cody Strangward
I am sending you concerns regarding the proposed development at Buffalo Lake.
We have recently purchased a home on Marina Crescent at Buffalo View Estates. We are primarily
concerned about the influx of traffic on Bay View Street as it runs past our home and we have two small
children. We are wondering if the main access for the RV Park will be from the gravel road at the east
end of the existing Bay View Street and extending the length of Buffalo View Estates to the east where
there is currently a gate. If this is the case, what safety measures will be put in place to ensure our
children’s safety. With a proposed 800 lots that means an extra 800 vehicles at the very least; many of
them large truck and trailer units.
We are also concerned about the amount of boat traffic in the area. When speaking to a representative
from the sales team, he said they are anticipating approval for a marina of 200 plus boats. Will the
campers use the BV Estates and Rochon Sands boat launches in the meantime?
Given that we have invested over $500 000 to purchase our year round home at the lake, we are
invested in the area and the community. We purchased it with hopes of a peaceful, safe and quiet oasis
for our family; a safe community for our children to grow up in. What is to ensure the “buy in” of people
who are spending a small fraction of that on a summer recreation spot to the community? Are these
seasonal campers going to care for the area and the lake to the extent of permanent residents? Will
there be increased security and police presence in the area with the additional thousands of people that
this development will bring to the area?
With regards to the water pipeline that has been applied for for BV Estates, will this development
impact the timeline for this? Will residents be compensated for the cost of water/ sewer should there be
a delay?
Will this development impact our taxes? If so, in what way?
Thank you for your time in addressing our concerns and questions.
Regards,
Sheena Sawula and Cody Strangward
218 Marina Crescent
Buffalo View Estates

Phil & Rose LaRochelle
To the attention of Stetter Town Council,

February 16, 2018

We are writing with concerns and opposition of the Paradise Shores RV Resort development proposed
for Buffalo Lake in the County of Stettler.
Damage to Buffalo Lake:
Buffalo Lake currently has six campgrounds that I am aware of. Together they provide roughly 650
camping sites, potentially 2,600 people. Adding another 800 sites has the potential to bring in a minimum
of 3,200 people. That would be 5,800 people not including the population of the Summer Villages. That
alone would exceed the population of Stettler. It unconceivable council would approve a project of this
size. This would have a detrimental environmental impact to the lake, the land, as well as the wildlife. It
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would negatively affect our roads. As well, it would also affect the enjoyment and the safety we currently
have. The weekends already see a large increase in boat and PWC traffic. We also see a fair amount of
disregard and disrespect of the Boating Laws, Rules and Regulations.
We left a lake front property on another Alberta lake because of Cyanobacteria Blue Green Algae. One of
the reasons we bought on Buffalo Lake was the quality of the lake; there are not many surrounding lakes
that can boast they are Blue Green Algae free. Last year in Alberta 38 lakes were under green-blue algae
health advisories. We need to learn from the past mistakes of the overdevelopment on other lakes and
the costs and consequences they are now facing.
We cannot allow this to happen to Buffalo Lake.
Boat Launch:
Paradise Shores intent is to use the public boat launch by White Sands Summer Village and it “would
consider a future phase development to expand the boat launch if it were overwhelmed with boaters”
Well, the boat launch is already extremely overwhelmed with boaters and the parking lot has already
surpassed capacity as well.
Law Enforcement:
With the many more added watercrafts on the lake there would be a need for far more support from the
RCMP and Fish & Wildlife. For every ones safety and enjoyment on the lake there would need to be a
visible show of enforcement for alcohol, licenses and permits. Having a liquor store on the site of the
campground could also be more problematic than it is convenient. There is also the potential for more
criminal activity, noise complaints, ATV destruction, vehicle speeding, and impairments. We do not have
the resources readily available to contend with these issues.
Environment:
RV Sites Canada state they will “implement an environmental protection plan to alleviate impacts to fish
and wildlife as well as the water, soil, vegetation, and shoreline” The future of this project would include a
pier and a marina as well as a gas bar. Every aspect of this development would affect the environment in
a damaging way.
There is absolutely nothing positive or protective that would emerge from the development of an 800 sited
campground. The developer can talk a good talk to but realistically; it’s all about the money.
As a property owner in the Summer Village of White Sands I’m very disappointed that we did not directly
receive information or consultation on the land rezoning proposal or the planned development. On such
an immense change to Buffalo Lake it’s very negligent that this information was received through social
media.
In closing we ask that you consider the overwhelming opposition to the purposed development, and the
rezoning to recreational use. Council needs to ensure they maintain both the safety and enjoyment
currently seen at Buffalo Lake as well as protecting environmentally sensitive and valued land and
shorelines.
Respectfully,
Phil & Rose LaRochelle
52-25112 TWP Road 542A, 66 Lakeview Avenue, Sturgeon County AB T8T 0B2, S.V. White Sands AB
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Linda Regner
From: Linda <linregner@gmail.com>
Date: February 17, 2018 at 6:20:20 PM MST
To: "cneitz@stettlercounty.ca" <cneitz@stettlercounty.ca>
Subject: RV Resort Development
Greetings Cheri!
It has been noted that our Developer is moving forward on the newly proposed
Development. Unfortunately we noticed that the contractor being used is out of Edmonton,
Alberta and not local as stated in the preliminary meeting. The company being used is True
North Company. How sad to have been misinformed right out of the gate.
Linda Regner
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

Bill Sanchuck
From: "Vicky Sanchuck" <wv.sanchuck@xplornet.com>
To: "Graham Scott" <GScott@stettler.net>, "kathyandlorne@yahoo.ca"
<kathyandlorne@yahoo.ca>, "James Nibourg" <jnibourg@stettlercounty.ca>
Subject: SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT
Unsafe
New approach location . no setbacks as per IDP FOR WET LAND OR WATER COARSE STOCK
PILES ARE SOILLING INTO WET LANDS .
THANKS WILLIAM SANCHUCK
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Justin Stevens – next three pages
There is a growing concern from friends and neighbours that the paradise shores project is being pushed
through prematurely. This gives the impression right or wrong; that the consultation is a mere formality
for rubber stamping. My understanding of the south shore development plan is this amount of
construction prior to approval is not allowed. The wording seems clear to me but I look forward to
hearing your interpretation if mine is incorrect. Thanks in advance for your response.
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Leanne Whitechurch
February 12, 2018
Attention: Graham Scott
Re: Paradise Shores RV Development Buffalo Lake
My name is Leanne Whitechurch and my husband, Todd Zerbin, and I currently own two
properties in the Summer Village of White Sands. We have been coming to Buffalo Lake for 7
years now and it is a place that we truly love. We love getting away from the busy city and
enjoying the beauty and peacefulness of our lake getaway. When we had decided to purchase
a lake property, we looked at a number of places but the Summer Village of White Sands
appealed to us the most. The lake was gorgeous, the people were friendly and you could tell
the villagers took great pride in their community and still do to this day. The grounds are well
maintained, the facilities and amenities are clean and well taken care of and there is a strong
sense of community and friendship.
Over the past seven years, the village has seen growth and development but at a reasonable
and sustainable rate and all whilst ensuring the integrity and safety of the environment, the
lake and related ecosystems, and the residents. Any changes and development such as the
emergency roads and the water station have been well thought out, researched and evaluated
prior to making any decisions. Putting the safety of residents and the environment first is highly
admired value in the way our village operates.
Unfortunately, I fear that the proposed Paradise Shores RV development next to the village may
not operate in the same manner which is highly concerning. I am not opposed to development
around the lake and village however what I am not supportive of is:




Rapid development - Based on the proposed 800 RV lots at Paradise Shores, this would
equate to an increase of almost 300% in population to our lake area in one summer
(According to the 2016 Census of Population conducted by Statistics Canada, the
Summer Village of White Sands recorded a population of 120 living in 59 of its 253 total
private dwellings)
Development that is not conducted with safety and integrity at the forefront – As an
example, how can a developer begin marketing and selling a project that impacts the
infrastructure of a neighboring village without first consulting council and residents to
hear concerns and work collaboratively to resolve them? This seems like a small
demonstration of respect and to not do it makes me wonder in what other ways they
may demonstrate disreputable business decisions and operations.
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Although I have many concerns regarding the proposed development, my main concerns
are:
1. Water Safety
 Approving a development of this magnitude imposes a tremendous safety risk
for boaters and swimmers. How can the lake possibly be enjoyed safely with
additional 300-500 boats in the water? With such an increase of activity,
situations for potential crashes increase dramatically and not only impact our
residents (injury or worse death), they also impact the water (oil or gas spills,
debris). Have precautions such as larger no wake zone close to shore been
considered to protect swimmers and none motorized boats?
 In the event of an emergency or storm, how can all of these boats safely and
quickly get off of the water? Our current boat launch and boat trailer parking is
already inadequate for the village, let alone for another few hundred people
who may choose to use our launch instead.
2. Increase Traffic and Road Safety
 Can the roadways handle this dramatic increase in traffic? Highway 835 north of
Erskine is already so busy during the summer months with trailer and boat traffic
to Rochon Sands, Old McDonald and the Summer Village of White Sands. As well,
being only a 2-lane highway with no shoulders increases chances for accidents.
Another few hundred vehicles travelling that road on a summer weekend is a
very concerning thought.
 The safety of our children and residents is also a huge concern. At the moment,
it is so lovely to be able to go for a bike ride or a walk through the village to enjoy
the surroundings. However that being said, I know how challenging it is already
in our village to ensure drivers are abiding by the 30KM/hour speed limit. With
800 RV lots next door comes additional traffic not only in the form of potentially
speeding vehicles but dirt bikes, ATV’s and golf carts that will inevitably want to
explore the surrounding areas. This means increased motor traffic in our village
and increased safety risk to our playing children.
 Increased traffic also leads to increased dust (dust control is already an issue in
our village, imagine with hundreds more cars and trucks coming and going every
day), pollution, noise pollution, deterioration of our roadways and pathways and
crime (more traffic=more people = potential for increased crime and vandalism).
To me, it is sad to know that the peaceful village that we love and that residents
have worked so hard to maintain will no longer be that way.
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3. Impact to Infrastructure
 In addition to roadways what are the impacts of water supply, sewer, and
transportation of goods on the Village? Have these issues been thoroughly
studied, reviewed and consulted on? How will emergency services be able to
support the addition of 800+ RV lots? What are the plans of the developer to
address this and ensure minimal impact to the rate payers of White Sands?
4. Environmental & Wildlife Impacts
 With a development of this size on a lakeshore, I, like many others, have much
concern about the impact to the water, the ecosystems and the surrounding
wildlife. My understanding is that Buffalo Lake is an environmental reserve for a
number of bird species. What will be the impact to this with a high density
development?
 Undoubtedly, the development of their proposed marina will disturb the
shoreline and damage natural fish habitat.
 RV Paradise Shores claim that environmental impact as well as bird and fish
habitat studies have been completed. I believe the public, especially the
residents of the village, should have access to review the studies and the
findings.
At this time, I am struggling to support this proposed high density development as I feel
appropriate environmental, infrastructure and sustainability impact studies have not been
completed (or at least results not shared), nor proper diligence and public engagement
performed throughout this development process.
I am not able to attend the scheduled public hearing on March 14 as it is on a weekday, but
would ask that my letter and my concerns are considered and brought forward.
Thank you kindly,
Leanne Whitechurch (& Todd Zerbin)
16 Craig’s Cove
16 Mckenzie Way
Summer Village of White Sands
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Mark and Kate Luchenski
1) In order to ensure the environmental health of Buffalo Lake for future generations, its important
to consider impacts of overdevelopment. There are many lakes in AB that have toxic Blue/Green
Algae and Buffalo Lake cannot become another statistic of development mismanagement. Our
lake ecosystem must remain pristine for marine and human life. We need to hold our County
and Developers to extremely high standards and will expect that the ecological health of Buffalo
Lake be vital in every decision. (The BVE marina and shoreline destruction is a recent example of
mistakes we must learn from)
2) Our last point is in regards to approval, inspections and compliance. In order to keep the
developer accountable for actions, we would propose that all approvals must be obtained from
all parties, before commencement of any work. Routine inspections will be vital.
Mark and Kate Luchenski
127 Bayview Street
Rochon Sands, AB

Darrell Hicke
February 11, 2018
To: Johan van der Bank
Director of Planning and Development
Planning and Development Department
County of Stettler, Alberta
CC:
Cheri Neitz, Erskine Buffalo Lake Councillor, County of Stettler, Alberta
Graham Scott, Councillor Summer Village of Whitesands
Rick Strankman, MLA, Drumheller-Stettler Constituency
Dear Mr. van der Bank
Re Subject:
County of Stettler, Paradise Shores RV Resort, Buffalo Lake, NE-20-40-20W4
Development Permit and Proposed Rezoning Bylaw
File no. Bylaw 1588-18 and Bylaw 1589-18
Deemed Complete January 24, 2018
Preamble
On August, 2015 the County of Stettler No. 6 enacted Bylaw 1550-15 called the Buffalo Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan (IDP) 2015. The Committee Members on the representing Municipalities were Camrose County,
County of Stettler No. 6, Lacombe County, Summer Village of Rochon Sands and the Summer Village of White Sands.
The opening statement clearly sets the benchmark and gold standard for a vision of the future use and enjoyment
of this unique and historic lake of Alberta. An excerpt from this document states as follows:
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Buffalo Lake, being one of the largest water bodies in Central Alberta, is an important
amenity for the region providing year-round recreational opportunities. Buffalo Lake offers
publicly accessible shorelands, valuable natural landscapes, healthy and sustainable fish
and wildlife populations, and “lake-side” living opportunities. The Lake is not only
important due to its recreational amenities, but also because of its biodiversity and
extensive wildlife habitat areas. The popularity of Buffalo Lake has grown over the years
and continues to be discovered by nature enthusiasts, new recreational users, part-time
and full-time residents, and developers.

And the Vision for Buffalo Lake was stated as:
It is the year 2035. Buffalo Lake is a desirable place to live, vacation, and retire. The Lake
and surrounding area provides a valued ecosystem, opportunities for recreation, excellent
services, and a place to live, enjoy, or play for residents and visitors alike. Whether enjoyed
a few weekends a year or year- round, Buffalo Lake is a place to treasure.
The Plan Area supports agricultural activities and provides for a variety of recreational
opportunities, modern amenities, and low impact accommodations and housing. Under
the framework established in this Plan, visitors and residents are able to enjoy the scenic
shorelands, clear water, abundant wildlife, and healthy natural environment. By managing
and planning growth around the Lake, through this Plan, the area’s ecological integrity
has been maintained while allowing appropriate development to occur.

Objection Points
Under section 2.2.4 (e) South Shore Growth Node it clearly states the area is very attractive for Residential
Development which would be a contradiction of the term RV Park. While RV Parks are indicated as Recreational uses
in section 3.1.3 (iv) as tourist accommodations nowhere is it stated that long term stay, seasonal, leased RV sites are
anticipated as an acceptable residential development and use. It also calls into question the term definition of
Recreation verses Commercial development when compared to the business arrangement whereby Paradise Shores
is only offering potential customer a long term lease rather than a outright purchase to obtain fee simple ownership.
It is also difficult to understand under the Land Use bylaws whether this is a Multi Lot development or a standalone
Subdivision, it seems ambiguous, given the business plan proposed by Paradise Shores to only offer long term lease
sites to the public. More discussion and definition is need for clarity prior to a change in the land use designation. As
a rate payer this designation changes the scope and definition of this development proposal and calls into question
the validity of the rezoning bylaw proposal. This question should be answered to determine which development
policy the County of Stettler will apply going forward to this and all future proposed development permits.
The other key points of objections for the proposed Land Use Concept should include the following planning criteria:










Environmentally Sensitive Area – Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment not submitted
Shoreland and Riparian Habitat – unspecified plan for protection
Upland Habitat – very minimal green space, parks and habitat preserved within the development
that meet current policy and guidelines.
Wetland Habitat – it is clearly defined and recognized all wetlands are Provincial jurisdiction under
the Wet Land Act and the plan submitted be Paradise Shores to build an Extreme Water Park would
destroying wetland.
Historical Resources – no submission of a pre-site assessment or if artifacts are found no
commitment to conduct and submit a Historical Resource Impact Assessment.
Water Servicing – no Hydrological Study for groundwater quality and impact on area residents. No
discussion whether there is intent to tie in to a regional water system. No impact study of water
trucking that addresses traffic and safety.
Sewage, Solids and Stormwater – detailed study and assessment required.
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Density and Capacity – This is the key and major source of objection for all rate payers and area
residents. The Plan proposed by Paradise Shores to allow over 800 sites exceeds all logic and
sensibility for land use planning. If a reasonable assumption that 4 people occupy each site within
the park, the population of the park would potentially exceed 3200 people. Over the 86 acres of
development that would be over 37 people per acre or 0.027 acres per person. Clearly an
overcrowding condition that will spill over to the SV of Whitesands and existing area
developments. We are an open community with public access to shoreline, beaches, playgrounds,
walking paths, community events, and the boat launch. Upon review of the proposed development
none of Develper od Paradise Shores has not included access to the general public. This contradicts
Section 4.6.1 of the IDP.
Buffalo Lake Boat Capacity - The current boat capacity of the lake is 707 boats with the estimate
it would consist of 50 non-motorized, 375 slow motorized, 282 fast motorized. The calculation
methodology is sound but the assumption that the ratio of 40 % slow motorized to 60 % fast
motorized should be reviewed. It is very apparent from being an active user of the lake that this
estimate may be inaccurate. The popularity of boating, towing tubes/wakeboards, pontoons,
waterskiing and personal water crafts (PWC) has grown significantly. This activity has displeased
the fishing community at large. The ratio should go up to at least 75 % fast to 25% slow and the
carrying capacity would drop to 637 from the 707. Then the Boating capacity calculation to
dwelling units would estimate the number of residential boats currently on the lake should be 509
boats and the upper limit of dwelling units would become 6,786 from 7,533. This equates to 13
dwelling units per boat. The boat capacity limit would then be in the range of 60 boats for 800 sites
for Paradise Shore. No such limit is indicated in the proposal to prevent overuse and conflict with
existing users.
Traffic – This is an extremely sensitive issue for all area residents, the current condition of the
highways and rural gravel roads to accommodate additional traffic is an extreme safety issue. The
provincial highway 835 from Erskine to Rochon Sands is simply too dangerous due to the narrow
lanes and no shoulders, to safely pull over. The higher traffic imposed by the Paradise Shores lease
holders which will be a variety of RV trailers, boat trailers, water and sewage trucks are in addition
to the current high volume usage. This presents an extreme hazard to public safety. Additional
consideration should be to the use and safety of rural agriculture, oilfield hauling and the school
buses that frequent this highway. Rural roads 40-2, 20-2, 20-4 and 40-4 service the access for SV
of Whitesands and many farms on these routes. The overall road construction and maintenance is
good but there are dangerous features which make increased traffic hazardous. The intersection
of RR 40-2 and 20-4 is a 90 degree, nearly blind corner with an insider ditch line that has to be
rebuilt and barriers placed to prevent corner cutting. Or it needs to be rebuilt with a proper speed
curve design and improved sightlines to increase safety. All of these rural roads also have very big
hills with restricted sightlines to safely anticipate oncoming traffic. With increased traffic volumes
it will become a safety issue as well. The final safety issue on all the gravel roads is the amount of
dust and lack of dust control to provide safe driving conditions. It is a constant source of complaint
by landowner which border 40-2 that dust is a major nuisance to the enjoyment of their property.
Dust control applications and speed limit restrictions will ultimately provide temporary measures.
The only permanent solution will be to pave this portion of RR 40-2 that borders the SV of
Whitesands. And the final point is that no Traffic Study was prepared for the consultation by
affected landowners.

Point of Order
The County of Stettler No. 6 Council Policy Manual of January 2018 Planning and Subdivision Guidelines, Policy PD
4.3 provides the framework for multi-lot subdivisions and all other subdivision applications.
Under Section 2.2.3 for multi –lot subdivisions it states:
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And in Appendix B – List of Referral Agencies it refers to stakeholders as Community Associations.
The excerpt is as follows:

It is very clear landowners are identified as local interest groups for the purpose of reviewing the local area structure
plan if the Director deems it necessary to arrange a meeting of relevant stakeholders. The question arises whether
such a meeting was held in advance, who participated from the SV of Whitesands, when was the meeting held and
what was discussed, who was the other landowners that participated? Was any affected stakeholder contacted or
did the Director deem it unnecessary and what were the reasons?
Should this not be correct planning section to apply in this situation, then the Development Proposal falls under
section 8.5.1 for Processing of Subdivision Applications and the policy clearly shows adjacent landowners and
adjacent municipalities are entitled to comment on the proposed development:

The point being made is that since we are currently at a time when the Bylaw Amendment to Rezone for Recreation
is proposed and an Area Structure Plan was attached and submitted to the County, prior consultation and review by
affected parties before the application to rezone would benefit all parties. By delaying public input until after the
first or second reading, a lot of time, money and planning could be saved with an efficient planning process that
would prevent disagreement, conflict and angst among the parties involved. Council should consider this change to
Planning Policy.
Summary
This letter to you raises significant issues with regard to the Land Use Bylaw Amendment Applications for File No
1588-18 and 1589-18. The named plan, Paradise Shores Area Structure Plan, requesting a change of Rezoning from
current Land Use District of Agricultural to Recreational Facility is without merit. As an affected landowner, it is
requested the application be dismissed due to the lack of substance and detail to conduct a proper review and
consultation by all stakeholders associated with federal, provincial, county and local bodies.
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The County of Stettler land use policy are not clear whether this is a Multi-lot Subdivision and/or a standalone
Subdivision. Clarity and definition is needed to set the criteria for development.
A ruling is also requested whether this falls within the definition of Commercial rezoning verses a Recreational multi
lot RV Park.
Closing
This letter is presented as a show of commitment to participate in the land use planning process, under the
principals, vision and future goals that support scenic shorelands, clear water, abundant wildlife, a healthy
environment and a sustainable lifestyle. Buffalo Lake truly is a treasure to protect for future generations of Albertans.
Yours truly
Darrell Hicke
Rate payer and resident
28 Front Street
SV of Whitesands, Alberta
Box 1286
Stettler, Alberta
T0C 0B2
UNLESS someone like you
cares a whole awful lot
nothing is going to get better.
It’s not.
~ Dr. Seuss
(from the movie “The Lorax”)

Nicole Wright
From: Shaw [mailto:net@shaw.ca]
Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 7:36 PM
To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>
Subject: Paradise RV

Hello,
I had called your office today to inquire about the proposed new development. During that call
I was given a lot of helpful information, one thing that was said to me is that this development
was not suppose to be advertising yet. This evening alone I have seen 3 Facebook ads for this
development plus a registration summary for the Calgary RV show.
"DISCOVER OUR NEW LAKEFRONT RV RESORT
AT THE CALGARY RV SHOW THIS WEEKEND
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WHEN: THURSDAY, JANUARY 25TH THROUGH SUNDAY, JANUARY 28TH, 2018.
WHERE: BMO CENTRE AT STAMPEDE PARK
BOOTHS: PARADISE SHORES' BOOTHS ARE #237 AND #315 HALL 'D'"
On top of the list of concerns I already have, this just shows the character of these
developers. They are selling a concept as if it were actually true and set to happen, all while
disrespecting the wishes of the county.
Here are some of my other concerns I have as a rate payer in white sands:




Traffic into the village for Boat Launch Access
Traffic into the village for Water Fill Station Access
Commuter Traffic from HWY 835 to the RV Park/Village. This road is already
dangerous.
 Water – are they tieing into the Regional Line, or are they going to use the new fill
station?
 Sewer – how are they handeling it, what are the rules for that many holding tanks,
etc?
 Quality of Lake – has any study been done to see what the impact of this many new
users of the lake will do
 Enforcement – will there be active enforcement for vehicles, boats, speeding, noise,
etc. from the county?
I'm aware of the public hearing on March 14 and I will do my best to attend. In he meantime
any answers to these questions would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
Nicole
Sent from my iPhone
From: Nicole Wright [mailto:net@shaw.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 10:09 AM
To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>
Cc: Cheri Neitz <cneitz@stettlercounty.ca>; Graham Scott <gscott@stettler.net>
Subject: Paradise Shores - Feb 14th Meeting
Hi Johan,
I was reading the agenda for the meeting tomorrow and I noticed that the Development Office does not
believe this application is subject to the Multi-Lot Subdivisions because the land is not being subdivided,
rather long term rentals. The South Shore Growth Node Policies section 5.0 of the South Shore Inter
Municipal Development Plan states:
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"The policies of this Plan do not apply retro-actively to existing developments. The policies apply
only if and when a parcel of land becomes the subject of an application for an area structure plan
or an amendment to an area structure plan or an application for the rezoning of land, a
development permit or a subdivision. In accordance with the Act a Municipality is not required to
undertake any of the projects referred to in this Plan. Although expropriation of land remains an
option available to the Municipalities, nothing in this Plan must be interpreted as the
demonstration of intent by any Municipality to expropriate land for public purposes."
Since this development does need an area structure plan, plus it has an application for the rezoning of
land and there is a development permit required, can you explain to my why the policies of this plan do
not apply?
It is also clear that this development should be considered Commercial, since as you stated the area is
not being sub-divided, but long term rentals. The owner of the land is generating income of the rental
properties year after year, so I would think that should classify as commercial. Section 5.1.4 d) states:
"A Municipality may restrict specific developments based on physical site characteristics,
scale of the development, location considerations, or any other relevant factor."
Does this clause provide the Municipality with the power to ask the developer to scale down their
development from 800 sites to something more reasonable, or better yet, restrict it's development all
together due to other relevant factors?
Section 5.1.5.2 Density and Lot Size does not specifically say it applies only to multi-lot subdivisions only,
many other areas of this document states this, such as section 5.1.5.3. By this section not stating that,
would it not mean that the development needs to follow the Density and Lot Size Requirements?
Section 5.1.6. g - Please confirm if this will apply as the developer is planning disturb this wetland by
dredging, filtering and adding structures to the wetland on their property for their floating water park.
Section 6.2.1.1 states:
A developer for any multi-lot subdivision or multi-unit development proposal within the South
Shore Growth Node shall be required to prepare an area structure plan prior to approval of a
subdivision or development permit application.
I would think this should be considered a Multi-Unit Development Proposal, since the RV's on site will
meet the criteria of a "Dwelling Unit".
Section 6.2.1.4 states:
An area structure plan shall be completed and adopted by the governing Municipality prior to
the approval of any rezoning bylaw, subdivision application or development permit application
for multi-lot or multi-unit residential, recreational or commercial development on any land
within the South Shore Growth Node.
Since the ASP has not even been adopted by Stettler County, there should not be any approvals given to
even rezone the land, let alone issue the development permit.
Just some more concerns of mine I would like addressed if possible.
Thank You,
Nicole
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Letter from Nicole Wright next three pages
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Nicole Wright continued …
Sorry, one other concern I realized was not included in my letter.
I am very concerned about the use of the boat launch at the Summer Village of White Sands. This launch
has 2 bays in it now, and it is typically busy as it is. Adding hundreds of more users to that area is not
safe. There is reduced parking in the area. In the Buffalo Lake Management Plan, it has been noted
that expansion of the White Sands boat launch is nor feasible due to it's location.
Safety here is an utmost concern. If a storm picks up on the water and you needs to quickly remove 50
boats from the water, the boat launch could not accommodate for that. There was already evidence of
this during the past summer and the handful of storms that occurred. People were forced to beach their
boats since they could wait for the line up at the boat launch.
Thank You.
Nicole Wright

Megan Blaney
Good morning, I wanted to write the county to express my concerns for the proposed development at
Buffalo Lake.
My family has had a cabin at Baffalo lake for 4 generations. I grew up on this lake and now my children
are growing up on the lake. Over the past 10 years traffic has been steadily increasing on the lake which
is understandable. However, services to the area have not increase at that pace. Initially I was excited
when I saw the ad on Facebook as I thought there is no way a development of that size won’t be
required to bring services to the lake but once I read their application I quickly became very opposed to
this development.
Concern 1: highway 835 is not safe for the additional traffic 800 families will bring. Look at the accidents
last summer alone. County’s always wait to fix this until too late. There is no shoulder on this road and if
you bike, run or walk on this road it is scary. Make the developer pay for a portion of the upgrade!
Concern 2: Bayview road has a lot of pedestrian traffic. Where will kids bike if this is the access road.
Also there are several blind spots on the road that current residents are aware and are cautious of, But
with the additional traffic accidents of vehicle versus pedestrians will happen.
Concern 3: additional strains on emergency services. With that much traffic more police presence will be
required along with ambulance and fire due to the density of that development will they be required to
have their own services as it is a private community? I ask this as I am a member of RV development
like this in Rocky Mountain house. We are required to have our own fire truck and water pump.
Concern 4: water. The current proposal is to drill wells for 800 sites. That is a huge strain on the area
plus the water quality in the area is low for drinking. How will this be done in the 5 months they are
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advertising if environmental and health studies haven’t been done. Why is the water line not being
brought in from Donalda at the developers expense? Especially with the size of pool/water park they are
planning on building.
Concern 5: sewage. The current plan is for the 800 sites to truck the sewage off site?? Again as a
member of a site that has 800 members we truck the sewage off site. A few years ago Rocky Mountain
house closed access for us to dump our sewage because their current infrastructure couldn’t handle the
increase load. Will the county of Stettler pay to upgrade the system in the future to account for the
increased load or will the developer?
Concern 6: proposed water park on pond on site. How will they open this in June 2018 and truck in sand
for a beach as advertised if they haven’t done the environmental studies or applied for the approval.
Concern 7: proposed marina. Has an environmental study been done in regards to the increase boat
traffic along with what wind protection will be needed to protect a marina that size in open water.
I am all for development and improvements to the area. I would love to get our cabin off it’s well! But it
has to be in a smart, effective and sustainable manner.
This development is being advertised in Calgary like crazy with no regard for the environment, roads or
the surrounding communities. Please protect our county and the lake by making this developer do
everything the right way. Please don’t let them rush through the approval process and turn the lake into
every other lake in the province. They city of Calgary makes this mistake, they develop first and do
services later. Please please improve the roads, pathways, water and sewage first and not after 800
more families tax the area. Please don’t approve this for the tax money please do it because it is
sustainable for the area. Lots of developments across the country are green developments. Look at
dockside green in Victoria. Ask this development to be innovative for the area not to just tax the area
with 800 new families.
Sincerely, Megan Blaney
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Hebert, Damien SCAN-STP/722
Sent: 02/12/2018 12:29 PM
To: Graham Scott (gscott@stettler.net) <gscott@stettler.net>; wnixon@stettlercounty.ca;
jnibourg@stettlercounty.ca; dgrover@stettlercounty.ca; egendre@stettlercounty.ca;
lclarke@stettlercounty.ca
Cc: Ainsley.Hebert
Subject: Paradise Shore Development - Concern
To whom it may concern,
My name is Damien Hebert, my wife Ainsley and two daughters have a property in CJ
Estates in the Summer Village of White Sands. When we purchased this property 8
years ago we immediately fell in love with the peace and beauty that surrounds Buffalo
Lake and the Village of White sands. This is a summer village that takes great pride in
keeping our community clean and has worked so hard to make continuous
improvements to the village. Many of said improvements born out of the fundraising and
volunteering of its residents. Examples of said improvements include new children’s
play structures, repair and updates to tennis court, new recycling center, toilets on our
beaches, look out Gazebo, and many more.
As you may already know, according to the 2016 Census of Population conducted by
Statistics Canada, the Summer Village of White Sands recorded a population of 120
living in 59 of its 253 total private dwellings, a 31.9% change from its 2011 population of
91.
The village continues to see ratable growth and development, which is supported and
encouraged by WS residents as the growth is responsible and proper diligence has
been performed to ensure the infrastructure can support it.
When i came to learn that an 800 RV site development was being marketed and
promoted right next to our village it caused justifiable anxiety and concern. I asked
myself; how could a campground that would see summer population in our area
increase by almost 300% over one summer be approved? What's more, how could a
developer start selling this project to the public and promoting infrastructure that is being
cared for and maintained by the Summer Village of White Sands without first consulting
its residence to hear their concerns and work with the White Sands council to address
and resolve them. This is certainly the process any respectful developer would
undertake.
Among my many personal concerns, those that resonate the loudest are the following:
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1) traffic and road safety. Both from the perspective of main highways and roads such
as 835, Range rd 204, Township rd 404, and second the roads in the Village of White
sands. The proposed 800 RV lot development will see considerable increase in vehicles
on those roads around Buffalo Lake in the Summer and surely have a risk and impact to
safety. Moreover, those roads are more likely to experience increased wear and require
more frequent repairs and maintenance. Is the Paradise Shore RV development going
to generate sufficient tax revenue to sustain this infrastructure, as well as sufficiently
contribute to public services such as emergency response, fire department, and polices
services? With 800 RVers comes many ATVs and dirt bikes that will intuitively want to
explore the Summer Village of White sands. This inevitably will lead to increase
occurrence and threat of speeding and reckless driving; ultimately increasing the risk for
ATV accidents, injury to kids and peoples, destruction of roads, ditches, and paths, as
well as considerable noise pollution and litter. This increase traffic also has the potential
threat of increased crime. Its easy to predict that the beautiful and peaceful Summer
Village that has been cared for and built by its residents will quickly change to
something no one can view as reasonable.
2) Lake/water safety - the current White Sands boat launch and boat trailer parking is
already inadequate for the current number of users. approving a development of this
scale posses both a tremendous safety risk for boaters and the waters of Buffalo lake. If
a storm were to roll through, there is already insufficient boat launch capacity to get
boats off the water safely in a timely manner. What will happen when there is an
additional 300- 400 boats on the lake? How will they get off the water before a storm
hits? The highly probable reality in that scenario is injury to people or worse death. Then
there is the highly probable impact to the lake and its ecosystem. Boats will crash
ashore, will sink and will leak gasoline and motor oil into the water.
3) Studies and Consultation - Have proper studies and due diligence been conducted
regarding water supply to the RV Park, sewer and storm water management,
transportation risk assessment, population density studies, impacts to environment and
surrounding communities, review of costs and requirements for public services? What
are the plans of the developer to address these concerns and to ensure minimal impact
to rate payers of WS and Rochon Sands?
I want to end this email by stating i am not opposed to development around Buffalo
Lake. I am not opposed to a campground development, but developments and growth
need to reasonable and relative in size to its existing neighbors. A 50-80 lot RV park is
something i could support assuming the appropriate studies, diligence, and public
engagement is performed.
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I am unfortunately not able to attend the scheduled public hearing on March 14 given it
lands on a weekday, but would kindly ask that my letter and concerns identified therein
are considered and discussed.
Kind regards,
Damien Hebert

From Julie Ruttan
A resident of White Sands went to the Calgary Boat Show this past weekend and visited RV Sites
Canada booth .. The following is what was discussed with her .. I understand sales people
usually man these booths and are interested only in sales but this information is very suspect ..
It does not bode well for this company and the court of Public Opinion. Each of these
statements are false and misleading to the general public.
We would like to request that this be brought up at their presentation at the
Wednesday council meeting and trust that RV Sites will do what is necessary to ensure correct
information is relayed to potential buyers and residents of the County of Stettler, Village of
White Sands, Village of Rochon Sands.
Thank you .
SSCA
"Just talked to RVParks at the boat show...this is me pretending to know nothing or
where it is. This is what they told me...
They are very excited they got approval this morning for all their boat lifts.
They will have 780-1000 sites
They will be bringing in county water - but have access to several wells now.
Monthly fees as $109 (capped at $155 in ten years)
They will be upgrading the white sands boat launch.
The dolphin pond infrastructure (beach area inland) will be open and equipment
installed in June 2018.”
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From Martin Lazore
As a property cottage owner and seasonal resident of White Sands for the past 42 years I would like to
raise some issues regarding this proposed, massive development. I can appreciate that some
development may be necessary; however, the scope of this proposal is very questionable.It may be a
large body of water area wise but it is very shallow as can be verified by the Buffalo Lake 2007
Bathymetric Survey Map. The proposed development, namely the marina, would be situated directly on
the deepest section of the lake, namely 7 meters in depth. This is where most anglers and boaters
currently go. The fish habitat in the area would definitely be impacted by all the boat activity etc. that
would be created especially with the number of lots proposed. This is a multi-functional lake with very
limited water input, recreational boaters, anglers, kayaks, wind surfers/sailboards, etc.currently share this
limited section of the lake because of the depth elsewhere. The rock/sand ridge that extends from the
north east shoreline across the lake to the south shoreline must be carefully navigated during the dry
years when water levels drop as boat damage can occur so most boaters do not use this area.
Additional concerns:
1. Public beach areas are very limited for the number of potential lots. With the recent housing growth,
crowding already exists at the Whitesands beaches during peak times. This overcrowding will definitely
create problems in the future.
2. Parking at the existing launch is very limited so more space would be required.
3. Water quality with the excessive boat activity. Currently, on busy days water becomes very murky and
weedy due to the disturbance of the lake bottom. This must have some impact on the fish habitat.
4. Septic and potable water issues. Area well water is marginal and with the concentration of 800 possible
septic tanks that close to the shoreline this could create major problems. Maybe a septic processing
facility for the area would work.
5. Potential traffic, dust, noise issues within this area would need to be addressed. Residents bordering
the road allowances currently are trying to cope with this let alone another 800 lots, residents and
visitors.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my concerns and I look forward to the outcome of this planning
process.
Martin Lazor
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From:

Date:

Travis & Loranne Tweit
Buffalo View Estates
403-472-2216 TBTweit@gmail.com
February 14, 2018

To: Johan van der Bank
County of Stettler, No. 6
jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca

Re: Bylaw #1588-18; Bylaw #1589-18
Objection to Development Permit Application, Rezoning Application, Area Structure Plan
RV Sites Canada - Paradise Shores Development Proposal (NE-20-40-20W4)
Dear Mr. van der Bank;
Please accept this as our initial objection to the above applications and associated bylaws
receiving first reading at Council on February 14, 2018: 1) Rezoning from Agricultural to
Recreational, 2) Development Permit, and 3) Area Structure plan as presented by RV Sites
Canada.
Our objection is based on many factors, including but not limited to:
-

-

-

Lack of public consultation. As an owner of a lot in Rochon Sands, and two lots in Buffalo
View Estates (adjacent to the proposed development), we have not received any
information, nor had any correspondence from, the Developer. Developments of this
nature require public input and consultation. As well, ASP’s require intensive public
consultation before they can be considered for acceptance by Council, and this has not
been done.
Inadequate and incomplete applications and impact assessments. The Developer has
not provided adequate studies to show impact assessments that are required prior to
approving any development. These include, but are not limited to, Traffic (both local and
highways 601 & 835), Environmental, Emergency Response, Wetlands, Storm Water,
Waste Water, Municipal and Environmental reserves and Boat Traffic (list is not
comprehensive).
Density of Development. The Buffalo Lake Intermunicipal Development Plan and the
Buffalo Lake South Shore Intermunicipal Development Plans (IDP’s) need to be considered
in full context. The IDP’s spell out dwelling density calculations based on total boat traffic
that the lake can handle. The fact that the Developer is attempting to circumvent this
requirement by issuing long-term leases, as opposed to subdividing, should not preclude
the Development from having to adhere to the same, or even stricter, standards for
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density of development which must also fit within the broader scope of the IDP’s and all
potential future developments on the South Shore.
The proposed development would set a precedent in the County regarding density of
developments (leased RV sites), which would threaten the overall capacity and health of the
lake. We understand that there will be opportunity for further public input sometime in March,
and we very much look forward to this process so that all concerns can be heard and proper
processes can be followed.
Thank-you for your time and consideration of this email.
Sincerely,
Travis & Loranne Tweit
Cc: Cheri Neitz, Councillor, Erskine-Buffalo Lake

Ron and Linda Dick
We have a residence at 19 Aspen Ridge Blvd in the Summer Village of White Sands and believe
that we and all residents are directly affected by this proposed development.
Before considering the above noted proposal for acceptance, numerous environmental impact
assessment studies are required for air, water, wildlife, traffic ,fire, policing, and the list
continues. For greater detail and clarity, please review the attachment enclosed.
The fact that this proposed development will be more than double the existing population of
the adjacent Sumer Village of White Sands requires no imagination as to the negative impact on
every resident living there, never mind the impact on the entire lake and its residents as a
whole.
For these reasons and others too many to list, we ask that you review these concerns and act
responsibly and appropriately by withholding approval until such time as the developer can
demonstrate through independent third party studies, that the residents of the Summer Village
of White Sands, will not be negatively affected by this project.
Thank you for your considerations and assistance. Please confirm of receipt of this letter.
Ron Dick
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Michael and Angela Wiens
Hello,
We are residents and property owners at Buffalo Lake and have concerns about the proposed RV
development:
1. Has a proper environmental assessment impact study been done?
2. Huge growth that is potentially not in line with the current growth plan.
3. Potential for dangerous and excessive traffic along Bayview Street as cars go in and out throughout
the weekend. As it stands, it is getting busy even with the limited developments.
4. Does it adhere to the BLISMP? Their documentation suggests that the shoreline will remain
untouched, but looking at the proposed development, they have several huge docks proposed. And
simply because you’re not actually “revising” the shoreline doesn’t mean that 700+ RV sites plus a
chlorinated pool plus other proposed building structures and up to 400 new boats on the lake is
“protecting the shoreline."
5. Residents of BVE were not allowed to dig wells because the plan was to hook up to the municipal
water supply. The RV development site suggests that there will be wells in addition to municipal water.
Why this difference?
6. Noise levels with about 400 more boats on the lake.
7. The plan suggests that they will be using the existing boat launches at White Sands, Rochon Sands,
and BVE. How can any of these accommodate?
Our concern (along with many others it appears) is that Buffalo Lake, still a tranquil and serene area, will
become another commercial operation (similar to Sylvan Lake) with heavy traffic in and out. While we as
residents can’t oppose any and all developments, we can certainly oppose the type of development that
seems excessive and does not align with the current growth plan, shoreline management plan, and
overall general atmosphere that Buffalo Lake represents. It is our understanding that the public hearing
will be in March. We are submitting this message so that council is aware that we residents are very
concerned about the proposal and do oppose it as it stands now.
Thank you,
Michael and Angela Wiens
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Edward and Linda Holt
75 Sands Street,
Rochon Sands, Alberta
(Mailing address: #54, 2821 Botterill Crescent,
Red Deer, Alberta T4R 2E5)
Email: eholt@telus.net
Dear Sir or Madam:
RE: PARADISE SHORES RV RESORT BUFFALO LAKE
We are taxpayers in the Summer Village of Rochon Sands. After review of the development
proposal, we have some serious reservations.
-Highway 835 north from Hwy. 12 has no shoulders—it is inadequate for additional traffic that
will result in the addition of 700-800 RV lots. Therefore we feel that HWY 835 needs to be
upgraded from Highway 12 north, and county road access to the proposed Paradise Shores RV
Resort Buffalo Lake be completed prior to occupancy of the RV park.
-Also, Bayview Street should be continued to access the County Road to the east to allow
another exit from Rochon Sands – which is badly needed in case of emergency or road closure
of HWY 835.
-The increased activity at the existing boat launches at White Sands, Rochon Sands and the
Rochon Sands Provincial Park should be addressed now—not after severe backlogs occur. As
we live adjacent to the Rochon Sands Provincial Park boat launch area, we know that this boat
launch is already being used to capactity on peak days.
Edward & Linda Holt
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Christi and Murray Brennan
Mr. Vanderbank and County of Stettler Council,
Further to the Paradise Shores RV Resort application we, as previous owners in the Summer
Village of White Sands for 20 years, 6 years of which I was development officer, and now
current property owners in the Carlisle Estates subdivision within the County of Stettler would
like to express our concerns with regards to this application. First and foremost, we are
extremely concerned about the density of the project. 800 lots with the potential for multiple
people per lot significantly increases the demand on water, water availability, sewer, sewer
disposal, power, road safety and maintenance, over population of boats on the lake, the
environmental impact on fish and the lake ecosystem and usage at the already overcrowded
boat launch accesses to the lake.
Owning property and living year round at the lake for 20 years, we have driven the very narrow
Hwy 835 (probably Alberta jurisdiction) with no shoulders passing trailers and boats, and have
driven the proposed gravel roads accessing the development that are lacking in gravel and slick
with mud in the rain. How do you plan to address safety and quality of the roadways with the
potential for 800 more vehicles on those roads during the lake season?
We have launched our boat waiting in line for our turn to get in and out and struggle to find a
parking spot for the truck and trailer. How to you plan to address the potential for hundreds of
more boats that they want to access from only one boat launch? Do you have plans to make
the Buffalo View Estates county boat launch usable to launch boats? As a county tax payer we
have tried to use this launch and cannot as our trailer gets high centred. As we do not have a
huge or uncommon boat/trailer I would assume this leaves the beautiful launch unusable for
many others as well and increases the demand at the Rochon Sands and White Sands launches.
Drilling a well with adequate water for our lake property was a challenge. I realize the Shirley
McClellan water line is a possibility for water access but their application plan is to drill wells to
service all the properties. What effect will this have on the quality and quantity of other water
wells in the surrounding area?
We are concerned that the county may lose out on potential tax revenue from properly
subdivided residential properties vs. what the zoning and use of the land with leased camp
spots, as proposed, will generate. Will it generate enough revenue to safely upgrade and
maintain the access roadways to this area and other infrastructure that may become the
counties responsibility? Our property taxes in the Carlisle subdivision are high enough with
minimal service and I fear if land use and taxing structure of the proposed development is not
planned appropriately it will come at a cost to the rest of the county ratepayers.
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We request that you please consider spending the money required to consult with the
appropriate professionals in order to provide a long term, sustainable solution for the
environment, the lake, the people that currently own and live at the lake, the people that visit
and enjoy our lake and for our Stettler community as a whole. An approval for a high density
development that gets pushed though based on pressure from a developer with no direct ties
to our community, our summer villages, existing lake subdivision developments or our lake can
have a catastrophic lifelong consequence to the health and usability of Buffalo lake, the tourism
that it already brings to the community and the tax revenue that it currently brings to the
county.
Sincerely,
Christy and Murray Brennan

Pauline Auld
February 12, 2018
Re: Paradise Shores RV Resort Development Permit, Area Structure Plan and Bylaw Amendment
Applications 1588-18 and 1589-18
Dear Sir,
This letter is in response to the recent opportunity for public input on the proposed Paradise
Shores RV Resort Development at Buffalo Lake. As longtime and original residents of the Bolin
subdivision, we wish to express our concerns regarding the massive density proposed for this
site and the potentially serious environmental impacts and implications of approving such a
development.
Our concerns are as follows:
* Massive over density (800+ proposed RV sites). With an estimate of four persons per lot
this would equal a density of over 3000 people on this small parcel of land. This density
approaches the size of the town of Stettler, when I grew up there in the 1960s. Is the County of
Stettler prepared to provide the necessary infrastructure, supports and services required to
support a community of this size?
* Traffic concerns on roads that are not built or maintained to handle the massive increase in
vehicular volume and the impact that the increased traffic will have on existing communities.
Potentially Highway 835 would need to be widened and other secondary roads would need to
be paved. This expense should be covered by the Developer and should not be at the expense
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of County Of Stettler rate payers.
* Lack of architectural planning and design with environmental considerations. Architectural
renderings of the proposed development show no evidence of environmental considerations.
The existing farmland consisting of native shrubs, trees and grasslands will be stripped and
graded into something resembling a Shopping Mall parking lot. There is no evidence of using
the natural grades of the existing land or of preserving any of the natural environmental
features of the property incorporated into this design. Nor is there any evidence of preserving
the local history of the Bolin Ranch (as historic buildings are being demolished as we speak). It is
unfortunate, as acknowledgement of Alberta’s pioneers and Central Alberta farming history
incorporated into the architectural planning and design, would have generated local respect
and brought a unique theme to this proposal.
* Water, sewer and waste management concerns. With a development of this density, there
are concerns regarding the volume of water that will be required to service lots and the amount
of waste that will be generated.
* Impact on Buffalo Lake. A massive development of this density will result in increased boat
traffic, water pollution, overuse of existing lake community facilities and have a significant
impact on the environmental reserve lands. This will result in a negative impact on wildlife,
waterfowl and fish stocks, the very things that people from the city come to the country to
enjoy!
* 12 Foot Sound Barrier Fence on the the west end. This is simply not acceptable!! A
significant aesthetically pleasing natural buffer around the entire perimeter of this
development must be incorporated into the design to minimize impact on existing communities
and their residents.
* Lack of consideration or respect for existing lake communities and their residents by RV
Sites Canada. There has been no information sessions, open houses or public consultation with
existing land owners and long time residents as to how the new development can coexist, with
minimal impact, with existing lake communities. It would be advisable for RV Sites Canada to
conduct research into past developments such as Buffalo View Estates, which may provide
useful information and lessons learned into the design and development of future proposals.
We would respectfully urge the County Of Stettler County Council to take into consideration all
the above noted points when considering this Development Application, Area Structure Plan
and Bylaw Amendments and to reject the proposal as submitted. We would further
recommend that RV Sites Canada be asked to engage in a public consultation process prior to
resubmitting a mutually agreed upon application. Thank you for the opportunity to provide
input into this process.
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Pauline Auld & Peter Chitrenky
91 Bayview Street
Rochon Sands Heights
County of Stettler
“Don't it always seem to go
That you don't know what you've got
Til its gone
They paved paradise
And put up a parking lot”
Song Lyrics from Big Yellow Taxi by Joni Mitchell

Kevin and Angela Moller
Hi, we just wanted to state our dislike for the proposed Paradise Shores RV resort at Buffalo Lake. We
have just recently purchased a lot in White Sands and have been enjoying our new quiet little
community. It would be horrible if 800 rv sites opened up creating high volumes of people, traffic and
boats on the lake. I’m sure it would also decrease our property value.
Thanks
Kevin & Angela Moller
6 Pheasant Terrace
780-385-1831

Michelle Ball
Hi there,
I understand you’re looking for concerned residents of Rochon Sands to voice their opinions via email
prior to tomorrow’s meeting.
Our biggest concern is the scope of the proposal. If the development was only a quarter of the
proposed lots I’m sure people wouldn’t be screaming quite so loudly. Size concerns stem from concerns
in regards to roads (who pays for new road developments when we’re already asking for help on
existing roads?), sewage and waste water plans, and future safety concerns.
Good luck tomorrow and I look forward to reading about the outcome.
Regards,
Michelle Ball
Mishgou@hotmail.com
403-703-9124
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Cody Klaus
The entire concept of a huge seasonal campsite coming to the shores of Buffalo lake really
has us concerned.Buffalo lake has been a spot for locals from around Stettler area for many
years and what's made it unique has been the lack of hordes of people.Sylvan lake is
unusable by families trying to have a safe time out on the lake.Gull lake in the summer is the
same, the boat launch has to be closed as there is too many people on the lake there are line
ups causing traffic jams and the entire experience is a nightmare.Have you seen what it costs to
launch a boat in Sylvan as they try to deter people from coming?One might think a campground
like this would bring business to our community well for the most part weekend warriors like
these from the city always stock up at Costco with fuel and groceries so don't be nieve and think
shopping in our local town is going increase.All a 1000 site campsite on the shore of our lake is
going to do is increase traffic around a quite community,increase boat traffic during the day by
possibly hundreds of boats and make our lake where we enjoy calm waters for fishing or the
safe waters with only a few boats when we decide to let our kids try waterskiing.This Paradise
Shores will be the end of our summers at Buffalo lake and I'm sure many others as well and we
will pushed farther and farther away from home to get away from the crowds.
The Klaus family.
Get Outlook for Android

Ken and Shelley DeLeenheer
We as property owners in Whitesands are very concerned about the new development of Paradise
Shores. There are so many unanswered questions, that aren’t seeming to be addressed, sewage disposal
and containment, water supply, how many wells required for 800 dwellings, and an access road . Not to
mention the impact 800 more boats on the water will do to the wild life and migratory birds. We can not
see anything positive coming from this new development.
Sincerely Ken & Shelley DeLeenheer
Sent from my iPad
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-----Original Message----From: Julie Ruttan [mailto:jruttan@shaw.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 2:24 PM
To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>
Cc: Glenn and Julie Ruttan
Subject: Re: Paradise Shores
Hi Johan .. I got the mill rates from Yvette. Thanks ..
If no performance bond is taken, is there another option ? What assurances do you have in case of stop
order that there are funds to complete the restoration work from the developer, bankruptcy , lack of
sales or income to complete the project as per ASP and Bylaw report? Sounds to me like the County
could have another BVE scenario .. Especially if some of the future studies that are required are not in
the developers favour.
A performance bond is nothing more then insurance so that the County will not be on the hook as they
were in BVE. If this should happen again I would think there would be some backlash from current rate
payers in the County. I am not sure property taxes would cover a significant shortfall.
Thanks so much
Julie
> -----Original Message----> From: Julie Ruttan [mailto:jruttan@shaw.ca]
> Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 4:27 PM
> To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>; Jacinta Donovan
<jdonovan@stettlercounty.ca>
> Cc: Glenn and Julie Ruttan; Graham Adamson / Kim Tillmar
> Subject: Paradise Shores
>
> Hi Johan .. Just reading the Bylaw Report and have a few questions …
> What is the mill rate for the taxes on Resort Recreational ? How does that compare to Resort
Residential mill rates ?
> Have RV Sites Canada put up a performance bond to start development ? Just want to avoid Another
BVE fiasco if the developer goes bankrupt. sells the company , does not get proper approvals and
development not completed.
>
> Thanks Johan and Jacinta .
> Julie
> SSCA
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Jim and Sandy Bodie & Family
Dear Mr. Van der Bank:
As a concerned Albertan and BVE lake lot owner, we appeal to you to stop the planned
development rezoning and development application of the Paradise Shores RV Park
development at Buffalo Lake as outlined in Development Permit application DP18001.
We are not interested in any Developer taking our “family type cottage” life and turning it into
Disneyland overnight, with little or no regard for existing neighbors on either side and the spirit
of all existing owners who have a substantial investment and vested interest in our Lake Homes
and properties. We are a quiet, close knit lake community of families, working together,
playing together and all with similar priorities toward enjoying all of the natural richness that
Buffalo lake has to offer, but also in maintaining the health and longevity of our precious lake the best kept secret South of Edmonton I might add, and for this very exact reason. We do not
want to become a bombing metropolis like say, Sylvan Lake with its increased commerce,
increased crime, drug issues, sublet trailer lots for party weekends, transient visitors with no
vested interest in sustaining the culture of our community, increased RCMP presence and the
overall impact on the lake/community and sensitive ecosystems is a major concern as the
number of RV density proposed is preposterous, especially if you do the math, it will destroy
the essence of the South Shore!
The safety of our children is of great concern with the increased road and boat traffic, lack of
road infrastructure, as well as the overwhelming increase of strangers into our intimate
community. The number of planned RV sites must be revisited. We understand that
development is inevitable, but there is no going back if this is not done correctly from the
start. I say halt the project, gather residents input and trust me, you will find no one in
agreement to having 800 new lots opened next door to their revered and quiet hideaway. Let’s
protect what little lakefront we have left, ensure our footprint is minimal, the sensitive
ecosystems are sustained and that the health of our lake is of paramount priority so that we all
will be able to enjoy it for many decades to come, before passing it down to our children’s
children for them to enjoy. We are adamantly opposed to any developer who doesn’t have a
vested interest in our amazing lake, but is only there for the money grab and is gone when the
last lot sells, only to leave a legacy of devastation behind them. Yes they may own the land, but
common sense and agricultural responsibility as well as community acceptance must
accompany this proposal before entertaining its acceptance. The proposed 800 RV sites must
be altered and minimized or stopped completely.
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Our appeal to you is not that of a “not in my backyard” nature, it is an appeal to do our due
diligence and ensure every aspect of this proposed development “fits” and “by managing and
planning growth around the Lake, the area’s ecological integrity has been maintained while
allowing appropriate development to occur”.
Your attention and consideration of all stake holders is appreciated.
Yours sincerely,
Proud BVE Lake Lot Owners
Jim and Sandy Bodie & Family
Cell: 403-816-8060

On Feb 26, 2018, at 2:04 PM, Sandy Bodie <sbodie@coca-cola.com> wrote:
Good afternoon,
We are urgently seeking to halt the RV Development by Paradise Shores and below I’ve
included our email to Johan for your information. We plan to attend the public hearing on
March 17th but wanted you to be aware of our position in advance, in which I believe we speak
for most if not all of the neighboring communities at Buffalo Lake. It is disheartening to see
already the clearing and destruction of trees on the proposed development property. The flood
lights and crews working feverishly as if they’ve already received county approval.
We surmise that the Stettler community might be excited by this increase in population and
optimistically anticipate a boost to their local economy, but this cannot be the sole or primary
factor for considering such a tremendous influx of population into this revered and pristine
lakeshore. The Developer made promises at the county meeting, but are these local business
trucks in the picture below filled with local laborers? Are the flood lights provided and
installed by a local company? Will these anticipated RV lot leasers actually venture into
Stettler, if only for medical reasons and is the county prepared for such a tremendous influx of
population? Are the roadways conducive for the influx of traffic, be it leasers, visitors,
emergency vehicles, RCMP, dumper trucks, water trucks, etc. and who pays the cost for this
infrastructure? The mere thought of an additional 800 lots (with an average of 3 people per lot,
this estimate is low for recreational property) is outrageous. We implore you to move slowly
and reconsider the density of this proposed project. The Developer stated that they have
engaged an environmental scientist, but is the magnitude of this project in keeping with Alberta
Environment? What does this environmental scientist report? The Developer promised a TIA
with a preliminary report to be delivered the week following the country meeting, what are the
results in this report?
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As a comparison, the Developer noted he completed development at the Oasis Grove RV Park
in which 320 sites total were developed on approximately the same amount of land as the
proposed RV Paradise Shores; only 64 sites did he develop from the ground up. Why now the
necessity to put 800 sites onto a similar amount of land I wonder? AND in addition, include a
pool, water park, clubhouse, obstacle course, etc. to the already densely populated 80+
acres? I personally question the intention of this Developer based on fact and that if greed is
his motivator we all stand to pay the price if thorough and comprehensive studies are not
completed in advance of considering his proposal, even with a reduction in density to this
proposal.
Please see our email below as well as current pictures of the land in question (Feb.23) and how
already the landscape and lakefront have changed since the county meeting. Again, the
Developer seems committed to opening June 2018 and is very confident that he will gain
county approval – what’s the hurry I ask – why the huge push – well time is money!! Please
don’t let one persons greed destroy the essence of our lake.
Your time and consideration are greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
Sandy Bodie
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Corinne Ball
To whom it may concern,
As a long-time resident of Rochon Sands I am deeply concerned about many aspects of the
proposed 'Paradise Shores RV' development.
Over the last 30+ years I have watched our little community of Rochon Sands grow. I have
witnessed to growth of White Sands and the development of some new communities in Braseth
Estates and Buffalo Sands to name a few. I don't think that anyone is opposed to some growth
around the lake. It is inevitable and absolutely manageable at a reasonable pace. But to more
than double the population of two of the communities combined seems ill-advised and
irresponsible.
I am concerned about the logistics of adding half the population of Stettler in the near future.
What will they use as a water source? Will the taxpayers fund that? Or the developer? How
about septic? Are they giving themselves enough time to properly install wastewater services?
Who will upgrade the roads to accommodate such a huge increase in traffic? I am sure that falls
on the shoulders of the taxpayers, does it not? And if the lots don't have permanent structures
there is not a lot to base taxes on to offset these new costs, is there?
How about emergency services? My husband and I host a foot-race at Rochon Sands. This past
year we had a runner in distress. It took nearly an hour and a half to get an ambulance to us as
all of the county ambulances were out on other calls and our call had to be contracted out.
Certainly adding a couple of thousand people (once again, more than double White sands and
Rochon combined) will put more strain on an obviously already over-drawn system.
Also, as far as density, I understand that the developer wants to adopt and adapted A.S.P? Does
this not set a dangerous precedent for future development? As I've stated, I don't think any
residents are opposed to new development but I doubt anyone would like to see Buffalo Lake
become the next Sylvan lake where it is beyond busy and crowded. With the proposed A.S.P.
we could be facing development of up to 30,000 RV sites (10 RV's per acre). It is a dangerous
precedent to set. I, for one, would vehemently oppose this re-zoning.
Will the county be asking for a completed Transportation Impact Assessment to confirm impact
on the existing communities? We certainly cannot add that volume of traffic to the 835 alone? I
don't feel that it would be safe to have that be the only access for 1800 dwellings or more.
(Around 800 between Rochon and White sands plus the proposed 1000 sites)
How about a Stormwater Management Plan? Has the developer provided a plan that meets
province stormwater runoff rates?
I would also like to see an Environmental Impact Assessment. The giant marina they have
proposed is right in a known fish habitat. For over 30 years, maybe more, that has been one of
the best fishing holes along that shoreline. Certainly development of that magnitude would be
detrimental to the fish habitat in the area. Does the developer have evidence of application to
provincial and federal approving authorities for the marina?
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Also, has the county done any calculation regarding a maximum number of boats on the water
based on the population? For sheer safety reasons alone, I would hate to see what a 1000 lot
development would do to the number of boats on the lake.
I hope that council will consider the concerns of local citizens when contemplating this
proposal. A development of this nature and size does not fit with the Buffalo Lake
Intermunicipal Development Plan nor does it fit the desires of local residents. As I've stated
before, we realize that development is unavoidable and can actually be a good thing however it
needs to come about in a more responsible and carefully considered manner.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Corinne Ball
#2 Beach Street West
Rochon Sands

From: Shawn Kobi [mailto:shawn@skweldingltd.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 4:14 PM
To: Jacinta Donovan <jdonovan@stettlercounty.ca>
Subject: Amendment to Bylaw No 1443-10
Good Afternoon,
We would like to express our concern into the Amendment of Bylaw No 1443-10 and feel that
any amendments or steps taken in regards to the proposed RV site would be severely
premature and ill though out by the county. We are asking the County to respectfully hold off
on approving any amendments until further investigation or study can be done in a number of
areas, some including but not limited to:
-

Traffic and Safety of Hwy 60 and Hwy 835
Additional strain on emergency services
Water sourcing. Wells were not allowed for Buffalo View Estates development. Is it
wise to allow wells to this magnitude?
Impact on the Lake
Septic/Garbage Disposal – We have been in Buffalo View Estates for well over 5
years and still have nowhere to take the garbage!!
Number of RV Lots planned
Density of Lots
Increased crime
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- Environmental and Wetland Impact Studies
- Assessment of Historic resources
- Effects of Marina/Waterpark Features
- Noise
- Visual Impact
- Off Road Vehicle Usage
We feel that all steps should be taken only after great consideration and investigation, as things
are much more difficult to undo once done. Let’s make sure that the voices of the rate payers
and the concerns of the communities are heard. Buffalo Lake is one of the few lakes left in
Alberta not to be overrun with boats and bodies or blue green algae. The impact of even 100
more sites would be significant to the lake environment as we know it and should not be
ignored. We urge Council to please consider carefully the big picture and not to approve
without proof that it is in the best interests of everyone involved.
Sincerely,
Shawn and Paula Kobi

Laurie Tait
On Feb 25, 2018, at 7:01 PM, Laurie Tait <ltait20@icloud.com> wrote:
I am becoming quite concerned with the construction that has started on the Proposed RV
Resort near White Sands. Why has the County allowed them to put in the approach on that
curve, is it not dangerous? Did you know that they are moving soil into the natural drainage
paths for Spring runoff to the lake? Do they have permission to start this project without
proper studies? Do they even have the proper zoning yet? I was hoping to get more
information at the public hearing, but I can see that the County has, yet again, given permission
to go ahead without following the rules. This is very disappointing, I thought with the last
election we were starting a new legacy of communication and openness with
ratepayers. Please let me know if there is another side to this that will help with understanding
why the County is giving special treatment to this group. Please ask for this activity to stop until
the legal process has been followed. Thanks Laurie Tait
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Jacqueline Howard
Hi Johan
As you are aware, there has been some development activity at the Paradise Shores property. Some
photos were recently posted on a social media site that showed a fair bit of stripping and grading taking
place within the development area. I understand through their DP and Land Use Redesignation package
that they planned to demolish existing structures and some minor earthworks (item 21), however it
does appear that the scope of the earthworks is fairly significant. They have stripped and graded a large
portion of land, removed existing vegetation, and appear to be pushing materials over the escarpment.
I had an opportunity to speak with Todd Aasen from Alberta Environment and Parks regarding this
application and he confirmed that there has not been a formal application filed and no environmental
reports have been submitted by the developer (as of the date of my phone call which was last
week). He advised that their correspondence has been limited to a phone call.
In addition to touching base on the site work, I wanted to inquire with you about Figure 6 (Conservation
Design Analysis) found in the Buffalo Lake South Shore Intermunicipal Development Plan. Can you
confirm whether or not an EIA was submitted yet. I was reviewing the figure which highlights a number
of water features within the development area. These wetlands (or water bodies) do not appear to be
accounted for in their concept plans (one is completely covered by RV lots and the other is shown as an
inflatable water park). I would like to ensure that the environmental component of this development is
not neglected and as such wanted to touch base with you regarding the areas showing water on Figure 6
and whether or not there has been an agreement negotiated with the Province or the County to
compensate for the removal of these wetland / water features. Section 5.1.6 of the Buffalo Lake South
Shore IMDP indicates that an ASP will ensure that natural environment and environmental
considerations are addressed for developments proposed in the South Shore growth node. I read the
environmental items provided in the Paradise Shores ASP and the DP/LUR applications and wanted to
confirm if the environmental sections provided in these documents were prepared by the developer or a
qualified professional.
Perhaps the activities taking place on the property and the existing environmental features are nothing
to be concerned about, and if that is the case my apologies for bothering you with this information. My
background in urban planning and work I have done on similar applications, tells me that there are quite
a few environmental considerations that need to be flushed out before this sort of work begins.
I would appreciate any information that you can share on this matter that might help clarify the process
and site work that is taking place
Thank you very much
Jacqueline Howard, RPP, MCIP
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John and Sandy Goucher
From: john goucher [mailto:outlook_2AE054599A75D0B3@outlook.com]
Sent: Friday, January 26, 2018 3:45 PM
To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>
Subject: New Subdivision
Hi John, my wife Sandy and I would like to let you know that we disagree with the proposed
new subdivision on Buffalo lake near White Sands this will only stress the lake and the
protected bird population more, by adding more people, noise, traffic and watercraft.
Regards
John and Sandy Goucher

From: Beverly Shaw [mailto:shawbev@me.com]
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 3:33 PM
To: Jacinta Donovan <jdonovan@stettlercounty.ca>
Subject: Object to change to Bylaw 1583-17

Dear Mrs Donovan
I have been an owner at White Sand since 2000.
I am very concerned with the Paradise Shores Proposal, and object to rezoning request.
I understand that new development is going to happen and this is good for our community.
The size and scale of the development is my concern and the lack of clarity concerning
environmental effects. Will the restrictions in place now on the water shores be upheld.
I am unable to attend Wednesday Feb 14th, do to the short notice I received of this scheduled
hearing
Thank You
Beverly Shaw
Property Legal Description
24 -4 -411MC
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Angie Wiens [mailto:awiens227@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2018 10:45 AM
To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>
Subject: Paradise RV - photos of trees removed

Hello again,
Attached are photos of the work that is currently being done and yes, the developer has
removed spruce trees and native shrubbery.
I on behalf of dozens of other residents urge you to look at this closely. It appears that the
developer is trying to circumvent the Recreational Facility land re-zoning which does NOT allow
removal of trees (sections 106.11 and 106.12).
http://ab-stettlercounty.civicplus.com/DocumentC.../View/506

They are likely going to accept the fine as part of the cost of doing business. While this is what a
lot of developers do, it is a bit of a greasy move and not in the spirit of getting anyone on board
with their project. If they are being deceitful already, we will have no faith that they will
continue their plan (if approved) ethically. The county should flag this also as a potential
problem.
I know hundreds of local residents are concerned about this whole development and how it is
approached. Not everyone is opposed to any and all development - the majority are opposed to
what appears to be an extremely aggressive plan that does not enhance or relate to the existing
area and its residents without having demonstrated traffic studies, environmental studies,
water use, etc.
Thanks again,
Angela Wiens
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From: Tersha [mailto:hersheebar@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 7, 2018 3:25 PM
To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>
Subject: Paradise rv campsite development

Hello,
This is Tersha Stevens. I live on a acreage beside village of whitesands.
In regards to the new paradise rv campsite I have a few requests/concerns.
Please provide a copy of the following:
-traffic safety impact study
-social impact study
-environmental impact study
-bylaw lists study requirements county/developer.
We are wondering if there are plans regarding road expansion, whitesands boat launch use,
water use etc.
My husband hopes to be at the meeting next week. I plan to be in contact with Alberta
municipal development for further guidance. The above studies need to be conducted prior to
any further plans for development with this project.
Thank-you.
Tersha Stevens
403-741-9915
Sent from my iPhone
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----Original Message----From: Julie Ruttan [mailto:jruttan@shaw.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2018 12:30 PM
To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>; Cheri Neitz <cneitz@stettlercounty.ca>
Cc: Graham Adamson / Kim Tillmar; Glenn and Julie Ruttan
Subject: Paradise Shoes - RV Sites Presentation
Hi Johan .. I have a few questions on the presentation .. It was difficult to hear some answers and
questions on the live stream..
I am formulating an email to go our to our members and want to make sure I have correct information.
I will not personally be able to attend the 3/17 public meeting as I am out of the country ..SSCA will be
sending representatives but just wanted to know if there will be a live stream of the public meeting?
Johan response: The County IT department is not sure that the Agriplex, where we plan on hosting the
public hearing, has the internet bandwidth required for live streaming. So without saying no at this point
in time, I would say the answer is that the hearing will likely not be livestreamed.
1. Is it my understanding that before the public hearing RV Sites will have more studies done ..eg.
Transportation, Environmental Study .. If so which ones?
Johan response: I have not had a chance today to catch up to the developer on this, but as far as we had
discussed earlier, the following studies are underway: 1. Traffic Impact Assessment 2. Wetland
assessment (which will include an assessment of wildlife) 3. Stormwater management approval from AB
Environment 4. Wastewater management approval from AB Environment 5. Water system approval
from AB Environment (whether he uses groundwater wells as an interim water source or installs a
waterline from White Sands must still be discussed, but if it is groundwater it will only be temporary
until the County waterline is available. If it is a groundwater well the approval of that lies with AB
Environment. 6. The IDPs require a lake access plan and his is to use the existing public boat launches. In
the absence of a municipal access plan for improvements required at the boat launches, he is willing to
work with the County and White Sands to negotiate what he can do to enhance the White Sands boat
launch with additional parking, etc. He stated that his users will only need to use the boat launch twice a
year - putting their boats in and then leaving them at the boatlifts by the proposed marina - he has not
yet started a process to obtain approval from AB Environment for the marina.
2. Hamm mentioned ... that part of the lake is zoned for a marina. What is that about?
Johan response: I am not sure what he meant - if I were to guess, I would say he meant that the BLISMP
"zoned" this portion of the shoreline for "General Use".
3. Is it possible to get a topography map of the area and how they are incorporating natural topography
into their plan?
Johan response: the area structure plan that is available here: http://abstettlercounty.civicplus.com/329/Proposed-Development---Paradise-Shores-R shows the overall layout
map and the different layout maps for each Phase of the development with contours underneath to
represent topography.
4. Hamm wanted the public to know about a Land use Bylaw from 2010 that shows campground can be
done. Could you send me that info?
Johan response: he was referring to the two IDPs both of which "designate" the property as part of the
South Shore Growth Node within which recreational development is allowed.
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5. There is now more land being considered as part of this development . Will we be seeing a new ASP
that includes this property ? What are their intentions for development?
Johan response: Yes, the ASP will be revised in order to correctly advertise it. As soon as I have revised
maps, I will make them available.
6. You were talking about some committee meetings to have after the MCB .. I could not hear you and
just wondering what that is about ?
Johan response: I was requesting a committee of Council or a committee of the Municipal Planning
Commission to meet with staff and the developer to negotiate the development permit conditions. They
decided that the whole of Municipal Planning Commission will get involved.
Thanks so much .. I appreciated your proposal about the use of Bayview Street .. It seems like the
developer is on side with it also. I do think that answers one of our objections.
Johan: just so you know, that is only a proposal from me, in response to the community concerns. You as
a community have to continue applying the pressure on this item, because if you do not, it is possible
that this idea may get thrown out and a road gets build.
Julie
SSCA

Jeannie Kezama
From: Graham Scott [mailto:GScott@stettler.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 7, 2018 1:15 PM
To: Jeannie Kezama <kezamaj@gmail.com>; Tamara Kezama
Cc: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>
Subject: RE: Paradise Shores - RV Sites Canada
Hi Jeannie,
It looks like the documentation you are referring to are between a RV Sites Canada and the
County of Stettler, so I will forward this on to County staff to properly answer.
I am not sure what format the County will use at their public hearing. Normally there are
written submissions and there is an opportunity for those at the meeting to speak as well.
Cheers,

Graham Scott
Summer Village of White Sands
(w) 403-742-8305

From: Jeannie Kezama [mailto:kezamaj@gmail.com]
Sent: February 7, 2018 12:54 PM
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To: Graham Scott <GScott@stettler.net>; Tamara Kezama
Subject: Paradise Shores - RV Sites Canada
Scott, I have read the development permit for that proposed RV resort and am looking for some
clarification. I have listed my preliminary questions below as potentially the information is
available online or from alternative sources. If any or all of the questions don't have answers
available yet and will be addressed at the public hearing, I will be sure to attend. I have never,
however, attended a public hearing and will need guidance on the format. Do I submit my
questions to a central point or do I have to wait for the opportunity to voice all my questions
verbally at the hearing?
Questions from the development/rezoning permit:
1. pg 3 - 12 - I would like clarity on "may acquire county water" - what does that mean? Is there
any chance they will pull water from Buffalo Lake at any time now or in the future? County of
Stettler response: the developer was told that the County will endeavor to bring water to
Buffalo View Estates, but could not give a definite timeline. In response, the developer stated
that they will apply to Alberta Environment for a commercial license to use the existing
groundwater well, connected to a privately operated communal water system. The developer
stated that they will design the private communal water system with the required valves to be
able to connect to a future municipal waterline, if and when the County runs the line to Buffalo
View Estates.
2. pg 3 - 13 - "county to supply water details of city line at property boundary connection
point". What does this mean, how will the county supply water to the property line? CoS
response: see response to #1 above – basically they are stating that the County must provide
the details of what type of valves and the preferred location for the valves, so that they can
install those at their property line to County standards, in order to be able to connect to a
future municipal water line to Buffalo View Estates.
3. pg 4 - 15 - "parking will be set aside" - how many cars do they envision they will need parking
for? Will it be substantial enough for all 800 lots and their guests? If not, what are their plans
for overflow - the roadway, etc? What would be the plans if parking is full and there are excess
cars? How would this be enforced? CoS response: The County’s land use bylaw contains specific
parking requirements for specific land uses. “For all other land uses” the parking requirement is
at the discretion of the Development Authority. A number of different land uses are proposed
at the RV campground: RV stalls, water parks, restaurant. All of these uses have different
parking standards. The County does not have a parking requirement specifically for recreational
facilities and a campground – they fall under the category “For all other land uses”. When it
comes to the stage where a development permit would be issued, the Development Authority
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would use its discretion, based on research that will be presented to them at that time, and
would likely impose a condition that a certain number of parking spaces must be made
available on-site. There is always the possibility that any parking lot can overflow from time to
time in busy seasons, for example many mall parking lots are full during Christmas shopping.
Therefore, it is very likely that the County will impose another condition on the development
permit that parking is not allowed to spill over onto public roads and all parking must be
accommodated on-site. The developer would therefore have to contend with the possibility
that if they have overflow parking the spillover would have to occur on their on-site streets.
4. pg 5 - 19 - if lots will be set back 30 meters and a road will be built, is this road then on the
property of the lot owners or within the 30-meter setback area? CoS response: The proposed
RV campground is not a subdivision, therefore the 30m setback would still be contained on the
private property of the developer. The road and walkway would be adjacent to the 30m
setback, all on private land.
5. pg 6 - 1 through 5 - studies. It notes that impact assessment studies - including stormwater,
transportation, emergency response plans will only be conducted while phase 1 is under
construction. What are the plans if the studies note that any part of this infrastructure is
detrimental to the environment, the existing infrastructure? There is no mention of an
environmental impact study of the increased stress on the lake with the proposed build. Has
such a study been completed and does it include the impact of infrastructure building of other
projects already approved but not yet built? CoS response: The developer proposed to start
construction on Phase 1 as soon as they had a development permit application in to the
County, which they do. The developer was advised that any construction work performed
before a development permit is issued, would be at their own risk. There are reasons why it
seems logical to postpone the traffic impact assessment until a later phase, because traffic
counts do not exist for all the roads leading to this property, and a built-out phase 1 could
provide good data. The traffic impact assessment and the emergency response plan are the
only studies that the County would get involved in, as all the others are the jurisdiction of
Alberta Environment and Parks. While the County would not stop a developer from taking the
risk to proceed with construction early, especially when statutory land use plans support the
proposed development, provincial departments such as Alberta Environment may not take that
approach for the aspects that they control. There are several items that the developer would
have to obtain approval or licensing from AB Environment, including wetland assessment,
commercial groundwater well, the construction and operation of sanitary, storm water and
wastewater systems, setting up a utility co-operative, etc. As to the environmental impact of
the proposed development, we need to keep in mind that the provincial government and the
five municipalities around the lake have prepared three plans to address future development
capacity and impacts on the lake. The first of these plans is the provincial Buffalo Lake
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Integrated Shoreline Management Plan, which identifies the provincially-owned shoreline
adjacent to the subject property for “General Use”. The plan recognizes four known lake access
points in close proximity to the subject property, i.e. public boat launches at the Rochon Sands
Provincial Park, in the Summer Village of Rochon Sands, at the Buffalo View Estates subdivision
in the County and at the Summer Village of White Sands. The plan does not identify fish and
wildlife interests in the vicinity of the subject property (e.g. no historical Piping Plover habitat,
no emergent vegetation that are used by colonial nesting birds, and no fish spawning areas). In
addition to this plan, the five municipalities around the lake have adopted two statutory
documents as bylaws in the form of intermunicipal development plans. These plans allocate
3,280 new dwelling units just to the lands within the South Shore Growth Node (i.e. County of
Stettler, Summer Village of Rochon Sands, and Summer Village of White Sands) – note, Camrose
County and Lacombe County each has an allocated capacity for an additional approx. 3,000 new
dwelling units. The total lake development capacity of 7,300 units was determined using several
indicators, one of which was boating capacity. Of the maximum development capacity for the
South Shore Growth Node, about 2,150 new units are allowed in the County. The proposed
campground of 800 units will not bust that allocated capacity. In the context of the total
development capacity around the lake, the RV campground is a small portion.
6 - pg 7 - has there been any study or information completed on the impact of these additional
resources on the boat launch at Whitesands, including the impact to the lake water from the
increased boat traffic and petroleum contaminants? What about parking at the boat
launch? There is already insufficient parking for the Whitesands residents who use this
launch. Parking on the weekends is all along the roadway. CoS response: the two
intermunicipal development plans referenced above in #5 require that the Member
Municipalities prepare a lake access plan of improvements to existing public lake access points
and the construction of new lake access points. The purpose of such a plan would be to provide
a developer with a list of improvements required for lake access. The three Member
Municipalities of the South Shore IDP have not yet prepared a lake access plan. The developer
has stated that he is willing to work with the Summer Village of White Sands to address
capacity issues at the existing public boat launch, should this become evident in the future.
7 - pg 9 - "Wildlife will be able to follow the natural shoreline..." Has there been an impact study
or consideration on the change in wildlife habitats and habits from the proposed increase of
human interactions in the proposed site (both phases), the marina, the beach activities, and the
water activities? CoS response: as noted under #5 above, the property is not considered to be
located in an area that must be preserved, instead all the plans in place today identifies the
property for recreational residential development. The property has been farmed for decades.
The bank down from the top to the shoreline is mostly undisturbed and the developer has
stated that they intend to leave it as such. The shoreline of the lake in this location is identified
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for “General Use” in the provincial integrated shoreline management plan. The developer
would have to obtain approval from Alberta Environment for a marina and the use of water
bodies as water parks, when they get to that part of the development. In both instances Alberta
Environment will likely require environmental and engineering studies as part of the review
process. For now, as long as the area structure plan includes this requirement, it is not expected
that these studies must be undertaken now. The purpose of the area structure plan is to put
into place a set of rules which the developer must adhere to in order to get approval for a
development permit.
8 - pg 9 - "water quality will be monitored" can we get clarity on what water quality will be
monitored - the lake? What are the qualities being monitored - vegetation changes,
contaminants, fish and wildlife? CoS response: this refers to the developer’s responsibility to
provide safe potable water to the residents. Regular testing of the water will be a condition of
any license for a commercial water system that Alberta Environment would approve.
9 - pg 10 - Has consideration or impact analysis been completed on the number of vehicles on
Bayview Street with both phases, for both residents and their potential visitors? CoS response:
The Buffalo Lake South Shore IDP requires the dedication of land for a road allowance from the
east end of the existing Bay View Street eastward to Range Road 20-4. This road dedication is
not required to service the proposed development. The area structure plan proposes that
construction traffic shall use Range Road 20-4 and that RV campground access during operation
will be from Range Road 20-4. The developer proposes to dedicate land for a road allowance
along the south boundary of the subject property. From the perspective of the Buffalo Lake
South Shore IDP the primary purpose of this road dedication would be for an emergency access,
which was identified as a high priority during public consultation on the South Shore Shoreline
Management Plan in 2016. The secondary purpose of the road dedication is to secure the road
allowance for future requirements, when a road connection between Bay View Street and
Range Road 20-4 may become necessary due to public demand for improved road connections
or as a result of traffic volumes.
Scott, I am currently in a neutral position for this proposal and I believe the answers to my
questions are important to make an informed decision. I greatly appreciate any direction you
can provide me to find more information.
Sincerely,
Jeannie Kezama
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From: Jeannie Kezama [mailto:kezamaj@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 20, 2018 12:19 PM
To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>
Cc: Graham Scott <GScott@stettler.net>; Tamara Kezama
Subject: Re: Paradise Shores - RV Sites Canada

Johan, after reviewing your responses, I have a couple of more points that need clarifying.
3 - you noted "when it comes to the stage where a development permit would be issued". How
is this permitting different from the already approved development permit, (the link attached
to the original email notice was for a Development Permit)? Johan response: That was the
development permit application, not the actual development permit.
6 - you noted "the three Member Municipalities of South Shore IDP have not yet prepared a
lake access plan". When is the plan due to be completed? Johan response: The municipalities
started public consultation for a shoreline management plan in 2015. Since then, progress has
been delayed due to the provincial government not releasing their new mooring policy.
Presently the plan is not moving forward until we know what the provincial government’s
mooring policy is. I do not know what the timeline is for the government to release that
mooring policy.
New questions:
Johan, you stated that Paradise Shores RV Resort is not a subdivision but is private property,
which falls under the Land Use Bylaw - Other. Reading through the Buffalo Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan (August 2015), I am looking for clarity on where this project fits.
3.1.2.(b) Residential units may include a variety of permanent dwelling unit types for both seasonal and
year-round occupancy depending upon the applicable provisions in the governing Municipality’s Land
Use Bylaw. Architectural types are envisioned to range from smaller cottages and cabins to larger, more
substantial single detached houses.
Understanding that this is a private development (not a subdivision) are these sites then classified as
residential units? Johan response: My interpretation is that the RV stalls count towards the overall
development capacity for the south shore growth node however, the land use falls under Section 3.1.3
Recreation 3.1.3(a)(i), (ii) (iv) and (v).
3.1.2.(c) Recreational vehicles may be permitted either for seasonal or long-term use within planned
subdivisions depending upon the applicable provisions in the governing Municipality’s Land Use Bylaw
What are the governing land use bylaws for recreational vehicles for private property in this Growth
Node area? Johan response: The County’s land use bylaw applies.
3.1.5 Density
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An overall average density of approximately 0.9 dwelling units per gross acre for each Growth Node shall
be required and identified through the preparation of a Growth Node Plan.
What is the overall density of this project? Does this proposed project fall in line with this criterion? The
entire South Shore is 3,804 units. What is the total land amount designated as South Shore? What is the
percentage of this development of the total South Shore Growth Node? Johan response: The overall
density of this project is not relevant – the 0.9 du/ac applies to the growth node as a whole, as was used
as a mechanism to arrive at the total development capacity for the south shore growth node. Please
read again my response to your previous question #5 below (in our first email exchange). The total area
of the south shore growth node is 3,550 acres, including 918 acres of existing development.
3.1.11.(e) Where an application is made for a multi-lot subdivision or a single lot, multiple dwelling unit
development (excepting multiple dwelling units intended for agricultural purposes), the governing
Municipality shall require that the application includes a report from a qualified professional which
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Municipality that the proposed method of water supply will have
no negative impact on the Lake or groundwater, as well as no significant impact on existing water users.
Has this obligation been fulfilled? Johan response: The approval of the use of groundwater wells falls
under the jurisdiction of Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP). The County will negotiate with the
developer to connect to a municipal waterline, when it becomes available. If AEP approves the use of
groundwater wells, the County will still insist on the developer connecting to the municipal waterline.
3.1.12.(b) Notwithstanding Section 3.1.12.(a) and subject to Section 3.1.12.(c), the governing
Municipality may allow individual, private wastewater disposal systems where:
i) proposed lot size is of two acres or more; and
ii) the developer can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the governing Municipality, in consultation with
Alberta Municipal Affairs and/or Alberta Environment and Parks, that an alternative technology for
enhanced private sewage disposal meets or exceeds the applicable regulatory standards required of
such systems, for the protection of surface and groundwater quality; and
iii) the alternative technology affords an acceptable level of maintenance and management to the
Municipality.
3.1.12.(c) Notwithstanding Section 3.1.12(b), on lakefront properties that have a property line located
within 800m (2,600 feet) of the outside edge of the Provincially owned Lake ROW, only self-contained
private, individual wastewater disposal systems (holding tanks) or collective wastewater systems shall
be permitted. This includes the replacement of an existing private, individual wastewater disposal
system that is located in any of the multi-lot subdivisions existing and not collectively serviced at the
time of the first adoption of this Plan in 2010.
3.1.12.(f) Where an application is made for a multi-lot subdivision or a single lot, multiple dwelling unit
development (excepting multiple dwelling units intended for agricultural purposes) that is proposed to
be serviced by individual private wastewater disposal systems, the governing Municipality shall require
that the application include a report from a qualified professional which uses “The Model Process” to
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Municipality that the land is suitable for the use of such systems
without any negative impact on the Lake or groundwater.
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Based on the above criteria, what is the proposed sewage disposal system? If holding tanks, has the
developer demonstrated that the land is suitable for such systems or the construction process will not
negatively disturb the land? Johan response: The BLIDPs allow only one method of private sewage
disposal system for this type of development and that is a collective system that drains into concrete
holding tanks. Not sure what you mean by “negatively disturb the land”.
3.2.10 Development Standards
●

Protection of Lake water quality;

Johan, you stated the water quality monitoring in the Paradise Shores development permit pertains to
providing safe potable water. My interpretation of these Development Standards is that they must also
protect the quality of the Lake water. Should this then include an outline of their plans to monitor the
environmental impact on the Lake from the development? Lake water quality would need a preconstruction analysis as a base-line. Johan response: The most likely source of lake water contamination
would be through storm water runoff. The developer is responsible to obtain approval from Alberta
Environment for a storm water management plan.
2.2.5.(b) Lifestyle Densities
Through public consultation with Lake users and residents of Buffalo Lake, the Steering Committee
determined that the primary reason for limiting development within the area is to maintain the “Lake
lifestyle”.
The overall consensus expressed by the public was that future lot sizes, density and ultimate population
were factors most affecting their sense of community, with the overall guiding factor being the size of
future lots. The public strongly voiced a preference for larger lots of up to two acres in size, with the
smallest lot desired being 0.5 acres in size.
It would seem that the approval of this development permit is directly opposed to the "strongly voiced
preference" of the community on the property size and type of development for the area. I am curious
on the reasons for disregarding the consensus or if this is the process, why ask for opinions in the first
place? Johan response: 2.2.5 (b) is part of 2.2.5(a) and 2.2.5(c) which when read together, basically
explains the two main factors, i.e. boating capacity and lifestyle densities, that were taken into
consideration when the development capacity for each of the growth nodes was determined in 2010.
Lastly, there was a survey conducted by the County in 2015. The posted results are available but I
couldn't find an updated development plan that incorporated any of the information from the
survey. Can you direct me to it? I would like to understand if the results impacted the plans. Johan
response: This would be part of the shoreline management plan that was started in 2015 and which I
explained under #6 above, why it has not progressed any further.
Thanks Jeannie
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On Jan 22, 2018, at 11:57 AM, Julie Ruttan <jruttan@shaw.ca> wrote:
https://youtu.be/saBChjN0FRQ
Just saw this on You Tube .. Seems a little premature since no public consult has been done , If
that Marina gets approved I would be very surprised .. Any way .. I left a message for you to call
me ..
Home 403-249-0967
Cell - 403-650-8275
My phone has started to ring already !!
Julie
-----Original Message----From: Julie Ruttan [mailto:jruttan@shaw.ca]
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 4:27 PM
To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>; Jacinta Donovan
<jdonovan@stettlercounty.ca>
Cc: Glenn and Julie Ruttan; Graham Adamson / Kim Tillmar
Subject: Paradise Shores
Hi Johan .. Just reading the Bylaw Report and have a few questions …
What is the mill rate for the taxes on Resort Recreational ? How does that compare to Resort Residential
mill rates ?
Have RV Sites Canada put up a performance bond to start development ? Just want to avoid Another
BVE fiasco if the developer goes bankrupt. sells the company , does not get proper approvals and
development not completed.
Thanks Johan and Jacinta .
Julie
SSCA
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On Jan 27, 2018, at 10:06 AM, Deanna Patko <deannalyle@hotmail.com> wrote:
Hello Johan,
Was looking over the Paradise Shores Area Structure Plan, and noticed they do not refer to
density restrictions. It was my understanding that the South Shore Development Plan allows
for potential RV developments, but has restrictions on density, allowing for approximately 0.9
du/ac. As the development is 86 acres, this would allow for substantially less than the 800
proposed dwellings. They make note that they are located inside the Growth Node however
seem to be exempt from its policies?
Was also unable to find mention of the Proposed Land Use District - Recreational Facility
District within the South Shore Development Plan. Was this change at the discretion of the
county?
Please advise, thanks!!
Sincerely,
Deanna Patko, County Resident

Mike and Mary-Jane Jackson
-----Original Message----From: Mary-Jane Jackson [mailto:mikemjjackson@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 7, 2018 3:42 PM
To: Johan van der Bank <jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca>
Cc: Cheri Neitz
Subject: Paradise Shores development
Hello. We’re property owners in both the summer village of Rochon Sands (14 Shady Drive] and the
County of Stettler (16 Pony Drive).
Our concern with the PS development is the large number of lots proposed. We are not adverse to
residential lots such as phase one of the Bolin subdivision. Those new residents have brought a lot of
good to the table.
This proposed development will put too much stress on the current lake resources (garbage, boat
launches, water wells, roads) etc. Their proposed marina is in prime fishing habitat.
We implore the County Council to consider this development very seriously and recognize what the
impact on current property owners is. Thank you.
Mike and Mary Jane Jackson
Paine 403 7420063
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Carol Berreth

From: Carol Berreth [mailto:CBerreth@tarponenergy.com]
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 2:50 PM
To: Jacinta Donovan <jdonovan@stettlercounty.ca>
Cc: 'Ray Berreth'
Subject: Paradise Shores Proposal
Good afternoon. I would like it to be known that I object to the rezoning of land to Recreation
Facility District for the proposed Paradise Shores development, which is on the County of
Stettler Council Meeting Agenda.
As a newly acquired property owner in Buffalo Estates – I do not wish to have thousands of RV
lots in our backyard. If we had known when we were looking at lots that this was on the
horizon we would have looked elsewhere.
It appears that RV Sites Canada is circumventing the Buffalo Lake Inter municipal Development
Plan (the Plan states a 0.9 acre minimum lot size). RV Sites Canada is stating that because these
are long-term leases as opposed to owned lots, they do not need to adhere to a minimum lot
size. That doesn’t make sense and it leaves it open to a dangerous precedent that could see
thousands of RV lots developed around Rochon and White Sands without any restrictions on #
of RV's & boats.
Thank you.
Carol Berreth
20 Marina View Close

> On Feb 8, 2018, at 7:04 PM, Angela Moller <moller5@syban.net> wrote:
>
> Hi, we just wanted to state our dislike for the proposed Paradise Shores RV resort at Buffalo Lake. We have just
recently purchased a lot in White Sands and have been enjoying our new quiet little community. It would be
horrible if 800 rv sites opened up creating high volumes of people, traffic and boats on the lake. I’m sure it would
also decrease our property value.
>
> Thanks
> Kevin & Angela Moller
> 6 Pheasant Terrace
> 780-385-1831
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On Feb 25, 2018, at 4:30 PM, Linda Regner <linregner@gmail.com> wrote:
I am currently preparing another email. Way too much misinformation.
A road has been made, and I wonder as to whom approved this mess. You cannot see it when coming
into the lake. Is this in violation to the Alberta Transportation and Highways Act. I do not know the
exact distance that you must have clear visibility from each side, but this is not in compliance. I can see
an upcoming accident (hate to even think about that). Also if they are planning on several hundreds of
gravel trucks before the spring road ban, I hope they use flag people. All of the roads will be
wrecked. School buses also use this road, long before they came along. The 24/7 construction plan
they are about to do, hopefully is looked at. Safety concerns, noise, safety permits etc. I still cannot get
past that they have started. I live in the County of Mountain View. My daughter works with a big
development company. They are not allowed even a shovel in their development until approved
permits are all in place. We had a information meeting at the SVWS hall yesterday. The shortness of
time with all of this is of great concern to all.
Linda Regner

Michael Wiens
On Feb 19, 2018, at 7:09 PM, Michael Wiens <mwiens225@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello,
Just inquiring about the work that appears to be started at Paradise Shores RV proposed site. Our
understanding is that the zoning is not yet approved, so why would they be allowed to clear out fully
grown trees at this point already?This seems senseless and wasteful. And are they approved with
provincial wetlands and policies for this? We didn’t think so because once again, the zoning has only
been proposed to council. We urge you to inspect this activity and we will be checking it out at the
provincial level to ensure that all permissions have been granted for this mass clearing out. Whether or
not this project is approved, it still must be done in line with proper bylaws.
Thank you,
Michael and Angela Wiens
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B. Objections Received After Public Advertising
Chris Fix
Hi Johann,
I want to provide my comments by email, as I’m unable to come to the Public Meeting. My one and only
concern is that road access on Bayview Street isn’t viable for RV’s. Both in width and in volume. I’m
wondering if access to/from this RV resort could be restricted to RR204/203A, or made to go south at the
west boundary of Buffalo View Estates. I’m sorry, I don’t know what number description applies to that road,
but it goes south from Buffalo View Estates and connects to 835. That route however, creates a dangerous
intersection with RV’s turning left onto 835, in the middle of a corner, in the middle of a hill? No one really
wants a stream of RV’s coming Friday afternoon/evening and leaving on Sunday. Nor is it safe for the kids
that live/play, or people who walk, along Bay View Street. Traffic aside, that’s my only concern.
Chris Fix Professional Corporation
2445, 10180-101 St. NW
Edmonton, AB T5J 3S4
(780) 429-5050

Diane Maley
Subject: RV Sites Canada
To Graham Scott,
We purchased property in the summer village of whitesands over 20 years ago because of the quiet
serenity of the lake. If this new development goes in it will be equivalent to another Sylvan Lake. It will
no longer be safe to take our grandchildren behind the boat to go tubing or even a quiet afternoon of
fishing due to the increased boat traffic. The existing boat ramp and parking area will not be adequate
for the increased demand . The traffic on the gravel road is unbearable already in the summer the dust
levels are so bad between the boat ramp and the village we cannot sit outside on long weekends nor is
it safe for ourselves, our pets or our children and grandchildren to walk on this road now adding a
possible 800 more vehicles will make it unbearable and extremely unsafe . In the hills where this
development is being planned is a natural habitat for deer and many other creatures which heightens
the enjoyment of the surrounding lake area , all that will disappear along with an increase in garbage in
the lake , and pollution from the boat fuel in the marina destroying spawning for the fish , and the peace
and quiet along with it. This development will be a detriment to the lake and all the surrounding
residents .
Thank you,
Diane Maley
White Sands Resident
Sent from my iPad
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Next three pages Regan Hay
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Gordon Kristensen
To whom it may concern:
>
> Regarding the proposal by RV Sites Canada we bought at Whitesands in 1997 due to the peace and
quiet of the area in particular Buffalo Lake. Now we see the plans for a resort that will destroy wildlife
habitat along with the loss of any peace and quiet. A marina is planned that will destroy fishing and
spawning habitat not to mention the pollution that will be created in and around said marina from
fuelling of boats on the water in the moorage area along with garbage that will most definitely be
discarded into the water at the marina. With the gravel road there is already a major dust problem, now
with 800 more lots in a small area (high density lots) the dust will be unbearable. With no plans for their
own lake access for launching boats the two existing accesses will not and can not handle this type of
traffic increase. The existing lake access (boat ramps) are already at maximum traffic levels on a normal
weekend and cannot handle such an increase. The existing roads cannot handle such a traffic increase,
not to mention the danger to pedestrian traffic near the boat ramps. Crime will undoubtedly escalate in
the area. We do not need or want another Sylvan Lake type resort area.
> Thank you
> Gordon Kristensen
> 63 Lakeview Court
> 1-403-554-9921
> Sent from my iPad

Andrea Hay
Hello Mr. van der Bank,
My family has a cabin in White Sands and I am writing to express my concern for the proposed
Paradise Shores development. I imagine you have received a lot of comments and queries with
respect to the environmental impact of such a massive development on the lake and its
surrounding land. I certainly have significant concerns in this regard but I will leave it to others
who can likely articulate those issues in a more educated manner.
My concern is with respect to safety issues – for our community and all those surrounding this
proposed massive development.
Boat Traffic in Emergent Weather Conditions
The weather at the lake is unpredictable and seems to be becoming more sudden, and
sometimes fierce, in its onset. If the County is going to allow, and encourage, such a dramatic
increase in boat traffic on the lake, what are the plans that are in place to get that traffic off the
lake in the event of an emergent circumstance? A “wait a see” approach with respect to
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determining whether there is a need for more boat launches is simply unacceptable. There are
already significant line ups at the boat launches even without this development. None of the
people in this development will have direct lake access (lake front) so you can likely assume the
majority of people purchasing these lots will have boats and will be using the White Sands
launch – thereby significantly increasing the usage of that launch. The chaos that would exist in
the case of a severe weather event is easy to predict. This must be managed and even the
addition of one or two new spaces to launch boats will be woefully insufficient.
Road Access for Emergency and other vehicles in an Emergent Event
Further, if a significant emergency were to occur and emergency vehicles were required to
attend (perhaps en masse), what are the plans to ensure access for those emergency vehicles in
the face of what would likely also be residents wanting/needing to get out of the communities?
The few roads that lead to the communities that already exist would be seriously congested
even with current development. With the addition of potentially several hundred people at
Paradise Shores, the County is potentially inviting catastrophe in the form of total grid lock on
the few roads that lead to and from the communities.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my concerns and for taking them into account when
considering whether this development will compromise the safety of all those individuals who
use and enjoy Buffalo Lake.
Andrea Hay
Mr. van der Bank,
Another issue that has also recently been brought to my attention is the potential fire hazard
created by an RV park of this size and density. Not only will each of the 950 to 1000 trailers
have propane tanks, it is also assumed that they will also have fire pits. What considerations
have been given to these significant fire hazards? We tend to have very windy days up at the
lake and a development such as this could pose a significant risk to those who live in it and
those communities that surround it. When the risk of fire is considered and then the lack of
road access to the lake communities also taken into account, approving such a large
development would be an abrogation of the County’s responsibilities to its residents.
Regards
Andrea Hay
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Deanna Patko
Greetings Johan,
Just finished reading the new Structure Plan for "Paradise" - 1000 RVs. It was mentioned that
there is no maximum density specified. However in the South Shore Development Plan
Appendix D, Table 2 they do identify parcels of land with development capacities. Am
wondering why this no longer applies? It identifies Ol’MacDonald’s Campsite as having a
density of 5.44 du/ac, Rochon Sands 1.44 and White Sands 1.11. In comparison Paradise will
now be 9.09! Wow. Rochon Sands Provincial Park has 69 campsites on 285 acres, density 0.24.
Glennifer Lake has a gated resort community with just over 650 RVs situated on 218
acres. Their density is approximately 2.98. Another gated community, Pine Lake Leisure has
about 400 RV's on 77 acres. Their approximate density is 5.06. RV Lots Canada's previous
resorts varied anywhere from around 43 to 292 sites. David Hamm's previous start to finish
addition, The Greens at Oasis, appears to be the most dense with only half being sold or a down
payment received out of 64 according to their map.
It is stated in the Transportation Impact that Rochon and White Sands is approximately onequarter of the population of Paradise. Again, wow. That introduces a lot more traffic and usage
on our "uncrowded lake". To put it in perspective, 1000 RVs x typical family size of 4 + friends =
5000. Just imagine the entire population of the town of Stettler driving out here to enjoy the
"national-park-like atmosphere". Just to note, in Banff National Park there are 13 campgrounds
with a total of just over 2000 sites available, on 6641 km2 (1,641,027 acres). No RV Resorts
containing 1000 RVs in 110 acres there!
It is also my understanding the South Shore Development Plan was brought to life with the help
of public input. It predominantly speaks on small lot subdivisions. In fact, I could not find any
exact reference to a "Recreational Facility District" anywhere. It does mention RV parks Ol'MacDonald's is in the growth node, so it does deserve a mention. I understand the county
can change land uses, however shouldn't the public have an opinion? What exactly was the
point of the South Shore Development Plan if you are going to override it in its entirety to suit a
developers whims? 800 RVs was quite ambitious, 1000 is just disheartening. "The BLIDP
requires, and the feedback received during public consultation for this Plan confirmed the
desire, that the existing character of the South Shore must be maintained with new
development into the future. This character is defined as a 'rural recreational destination' and is
reflected in the presence of larger lots, limited commercial activity and limited public
amenities." So far the only criteria Paradise meets is limited public amenities being that it is a
gated community! The have a Residents' Water Park, which changed in name from Community
Water Park. Quite fitting.
The BLIDP also mentions public input - "the overall consensus expressed by the public was that
future lot sizes, density and ultimate population were factors most affecting their sense of
community, with the overall guiding factor being the size of future lots. The public strongly
voiced a preference for larger lots of up to two acres in size, with the smallest lot desired being
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0.5 acres in size." Again, why the complete disregard for public opinion? "Within this context of
authority of this plan, an area structure plan for land located: i. in the County of Stettler No. 6
shall demonstrate compliance with the County's multi-lot subdivision policies, regulations,
standards and principles". However Paradise is exempt from the policies of the South Shore
Plan given that it is not being subdivided. How convenient.
What exactly is the point of this public hearing? It appears you and the developers are quite
confident in the applications going forward. Why waste our time on yet another "public
opinion"? Who is looking after the best interests of the county residents? There are plenty of
negative opinions on this development, and it just keeps getting worse. Paradise states "after
months of face-to-face meetings with the County of Stettler's development office, we are now
full steam ahead having thoroughly and meticulously completed our due diligence." The next
step for us residents would be an appeal by the sounds of it.
I am also quite shocked at the new Structure Plan, identifying a phase 3. How many more
changes shall we expect? They seem to keep "rewriting" and adding in new wording. The
artistic rendering differs still on their website - when is this insanity going to stop? I would like
to see more transparency about their intentions. Are they getting the appropriate
permits? Have they in fact been in contact with all the appropriate authorities? They appear to
be moving a lot of ground, especially over the bank towards the lake as documented in drone
photos. How are they not impacting the riparian zone or environment close to our lake? The
BLIDP requires a developer to follow a conservation design approach, which means they would
not be allowed to cut, fill, and grade the natural landscape or to clear-cut natural vegetation,
except where absolutely necessary, e.g. for road building. I have seen drone photos of their
progress to date, there is not much vegetation left. Have also observed the burn piles. They
were certainly not there for roasting hot dogs and s'mores. Have you seen the newest parcel
they acquired? Again, there will be significant land movement to make room for even more
profit. The county may profit from this venture but the developer will profit the most, all at the
expense of the tax-paying residents. They are not doing this development as a favour to us,
they are in it for the money! Can they not keep some of our lake in its natural format? They of
course are meeting the ROW criteria, but I am thinking not a whole lot of wildlife, namely the
deer and moose we see around our place will be going anywhere close!
Their transportation assessment touches on parking, but what about increased usage to 20-4?
They spoke on dust control within their resort at the meeting, but what about the actual
roadway carrying those transient residents to their 1000 RVs? And the solid waste and garbage
removal trucks? It's again misleading that they are promoting the Marina and Launch #2 next
door, being that they are gating Rochon Sands off. The only exit is on 20-4. So where's the dust
control there?
My apologies for the lengthy email Johan. I however feel quite strongly that this project is not
what the public had envisioned when those structure plans were drawn up. To have spent all
that time and effort making those plans, only for them to be entirely disregarded! It's
maddening! If the development had been on a smaller scale, conforming with the densities
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already existing in the area or even being a bit more consistent with other gated RV
communities within central Alberta, I feel the negative opinions would have been less. This
project however just keeps getting more grandiose.
Sincerely yours,
Deanna Patko

Dianne Moran
Dear Mr. Vanderbank,
I would like to register our opposition to the proposed Paradise Shores RV
Resort. The size and population of such a development on this shallow lake
is very concerning to us.
We at Scenic Sands have faced years of opposition regarding any shoreline
development because of environmental concern over upsetting the natural
habitat. We therefore cannot imagine how any level of government could
even consider approving a huge development such as this which will change
acres of land along the lake. We at Scenic Sands have been told that we are
not allowed to pull the natural grasses near the shoreline -- how can this
developer plan to bring in machinery to create beaches, a marina, etc.?
We ask you to please vote in opposition to this Resort.
Sincerely, concerned tax payers,

Dale & Dianne Moran
Lot 712 Scenic Sands
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Morris and Brenda Fischer
Dear Mr Vanderbank,
My husband and I are 30yr+ residents of the Summer Village of Rochon Sands. The huge
development planned would impact us greatly in our enjoyment of the Lake, and completely
change the character of Buffalo Lake. We realize some future development is inevitable, but
the scope of this project, which would effectively double the existing populations of Rochon
Sands and White Sands is untenable. Development must take place in an environmentally
friendly, sustainable way with the health of Buffalo Lake, and the shoreline, and maintenance of
quality of life and enjoyment of our lake for all residents. It would bring huge increases in
the boat traffic on Buffalo Lake, and great increases in the traffic through our Summer Village,
with increasing safety concerns on all fronts.
We have some specific concerns, and would like to see a Transport Impact Assessment to
confirm transportation impact on the existing communities, including temporary and long term
access solutions. Who would pay for this road- the developer or the taxpayers?
As well, just because the Developer states minimal changes are happening to existing
topography, does not mean there will be no changes to runoff rates- more detailed plans are
needed showing pathway profile, designs, and materials for sound barriers and park design
should be required.
An Environmental Impact Assessment must be completed. The proposed huge marina is
situated in a historically prolific area for fish habitat. As Buffalo Lake is considered a natural
reserve - any use of shoreline must be carefully considered and in line with existing studies
from the Buffalo Lake Shoreline Management Plan. Evidence is needed of provincial and
federal approval of a Marina.
Buffalo Lake shoreline Management team should recommend calculations for maximum boats
on the water based on population- these numbers should be confirmed and enforced.
If the County grants approval for this high density development, it would create a dangerous
precedent for any future developments, and be totally out of line with all other lower density
developments around the Lake, forever altering the Lake culture.
We have tried to look after our portion of this great treasure for the past 35 yrs. Please look
after your portion.
Thank-you,
Morris and Brenda Fischer
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Linda Regner
Please see attached email below
Questions arising from the proposed PS Resort are many for most residents within the SVWS.
One doesn't know where to turn or who to believe as there seems to be so much confusion
with so little answers at this time
- If the Environment Study is completed, should it not include all phases.
- the traffic assessment addresses parking at PS, but should include the hwys and range roads
but then how can this be done accurately with such massive amounts of motor vehicles about
to invade these poor roads. When it rains, my vehicle can hardly keep on 20 -2, its like driving
on gravy, and when it's dry you can't see for dust, both ways posing dangers. There will be an
insane amount of traffic on these roads.
- the Environmental Protection Act did not address the water fowl and that it is a migratory
lake.
- Terra HDD Solutions Inc for Horizontal Directional Drilling Oil and Gas was used by
the developer. Wouldn't it be better to appoint one who has more knowledge of the lake.
- Why did the developer pay for the reports.
- The studies appear to lack substance and merit. They are the bare minimum to get approval.
(County email server could not open the Word attachment)
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Mark Luchenski
Johan, as collector of objections I would like to state after reading only a few paragraphs into
the environment protect plan. PRV is already not complying with their plan. The snow on the
lake is black with top soil directly related to the construction. They have specifically stated that
there would be top soil control.
Their plan states the current use of the property as farm land. I believe there are many acres
along the shore line on this property that has never been broke and would not be classified as
farmable land but remains as a filter to the lake.
This would also be true with the BVE marina that continues to put large amounts of top soil into
the lake after every rain storm from the development above. The county has spent numerous
hours and dollars trying to mitigate the issue.
Thank you for including, Mark.
Sent from my iPad

From: Bryan Remillard <bryanrem@shaw.ca>
Date: March 3, 2018 at 2:22:50 PM MST
To: aep.minister@gov.ab.ca
Cc: Lorne Thurston townoffice@stettler.net
Subject: Paradise Shores Development Concern: Proposal of an 800 site Provincial
Recreational Vehicle Park on Buffalo Lake, Alberta
The Honorable Shannon Phillips,
Minister of Alberta Environment and Parks
Dear Minister Phillips,
As a resident in the Summer Village of White Sands (for over 10 years) and as an Albertan, it is my
opinion that the above noted RV Resort currently proposed has ignored the agreed to principles of the
integrated development plan. The high speed of which this proposal approval for re-zoning is being
pushed through cannot be considered transparent or proper disclosure to impacted stakeholders. There
were no open houses with stakeholders, no consultation with ENGO’s, no inquiries regarding the
environmental impact to the lake, provincial shoreline, habitat, or surrounding area. I did find on the AEP
website that any development needs to promote ongoing “inter-jurisdictional cooperation among
Integrated Development Plan (IDP), Steering Committees, local municipalities, Provincial and Federal
agencies with the Buffalo Lake Integrated Shore Plan initiative in order to achieve mutual aims and to
further the health of Buffalo Lake and surrounding land.” In my inquiries to the County of Stettler, I have
been constantly told that all proper processes have been following the prescribed statutory processes in
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the Municipal Government Act, but are relying on the developer to work with AEP on any provincial
requirements, and that no discussions with the Federal government has taken place. Following and
documenting all proper municipal process is definitely needed, but does not invoke confidence that an
Integrated Development Plans, Steering Committees, local municipalities, Provincial and Federal
agencies are involved to achieve the mutual aims and to further the health of Alberta’s Buffalo Lake prior
to re-zoning application" is actually occurring or will occur. An 800 RV site and increasing almost
immediately 2000 - 3000 people, ATV's, boats to the area is in my opinion not furthering the health of
Buffalo Lake.
I have also inquired to the county of Stettler about the environmental impact to the lake; what studies
have been done in terms of understanding the impact of an increase of 2000 – 3000 people to the lake.,
waste disposal plans, human impact to this eco-sensitive area. The response was that this land was
identified in the early 2000’s to have recreational development potential (may be accurate but the largest
RV parks was not the intention at that time, and there was a different government in place at that time as
well), and that “many in-depth environmental studies that were completed by the provincial government in
the 1990’s for the weir in the Buffalo Lake outlet” as the impetus that this developer has stated "would
have little to no environmental impact". Environmental studies that were done in the 1990's, does very
little to ease any of my or my family concerns. As you have said, we know so much more with respect to
human activity, impact to climate change and the environment impact, then we did even 10 years ago, let
only more than 2-3 decades ago.
I do understand that this developer has the potential to make over $30 MM from this venture. But
potential profit should not take priority and should not allow the developer to proceed as if all required
approvals are a foregone conclusion. The developer even has been actively marketing this development
to the public already. They have pre-sold/taken deposits on hundreds of lots from Albertans already to
date and are creating an urgency to sign up before all lots are gone. They are promoting a new marina 128 (need Provincial / Federal approval) , potentially new/expanded boat launch (same requires
Provincial / Federal approval), new waterpark (no provincial watershed impact on this) and again
misleading the public prior to even having a single public hearing (first public hearing is March 17th). See
below response to inquiry of a potential buyer on this development.
When asked "What timeframe for everything to be ready, including kids waterpark". RV Sites replies "1st
phase will be ready for move-ins June 15th, waterpark will open this summer". This message is
consistently being told to Albertans, prior to any approval. My understanding that this has been a
consistent response from RV Sites Canada to prospective buyers, but this frankly is not honest. The
county of Stettler development office in an e-mail stated that this is common practice to pre-sell prior to
approval. I have reached out to a few land developers & landman and they have stated they would not
consider this common practice due the reputational harm if approval is not granted, as well as a potential
perception concern that they were not considering impacted stakeholders. The developer RV Sites
Canada, has also already moved heavy equipment on site in full public view, in the anticipation of
developing this land right on Buffalo Lake.
The first notice that most residence in the area heard of this development with from an e-mail on January
24th. As mentioned the speed of this development is mindboggling and with so much money motivating
this, the lack of transparency and disclosure and the developer proceeding as if all approvals are a
foregone conclusion is resulting in an awful perception of how Alberta develops its lakes and ensures
safe development near water in the Province. It is my opinion that the Provinces needs to get involved
sooner rather than later on this matter and state to this developer that this is not how we do business in
Alberta any more. That this developer needs to pause with its rush to monetize the provinces natural
resources and work with the AEP and other inter-governmental jurisdictions as per the integrated
development plan in the area prior to applying for approvals and proceeding / advertising like Government
interaction is only a matter of course. That there is limited acknowledgment that there may be a need to
update air, water, wildlife, migratory bird impacts, traffic, fire, policing, safety impacts analysis prior
to making informed decisions regarding the long term impact of putting one of the largest private RV sits
on the lake. For these reasons and others too many to list, we ask that you review these concerns and
act by working with the County of Stettler, to postpone the noted approval application for re-zoning at this
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time until proper stakeholder consultations and inter-jurisdictional co-operation with the developer can
take place and the right information/impact analysis can be made to the public regarding the potential
impact of a development of this size on one of Alberta's largest but shallow lakes. Thank you for your
considerations and any assistance in this manner.
Sincerely Yours,
Bryan, Dana, Zachary, Gabriella and Connor Remillard

Linda Nelson-Karg

Hi, further to the letter I received about the public hearing on March 17, 2018 at 1:00 pm, I have the
following questions/concerns that I would appreciate having addressed at the hearing:
1. Highway 835 Traffic: Very concerned about safety on such a narrow highway with the added traffic
from owners plus visitors of up to 1000 RV lots being added to the already busy stretch of road. That
835 intersection that they will be using is a dangerous intersection at the best of times, due to poor
visibility on both sides. What, if any, considerations have been made on plans for that highway and
intersection to be upgraded to make it safe for that amount of impending traffic.
2. Mentioned that County plans to bring a municipal water main to this area along the south boundary
of their property. Also states not known when the water line will be extended to Buffalo View
Estates. Would it not be more financially feasible to continue that line at the same time?
3. Where is the Red Willow lagoon located in relation to Buffalo View Estates & Rochon Sands?
4. Solid Waste Management: Noted that area structure plan must provide for a garbage collection
site. Where will this site be located on the property as I didn't notice it in the attached drawings?
5. Traffic Impact Assessment: 'The dedication of a 66 ft. wide road allowance that would function as an
emergency access lane until traffic volumes or public demand requires a standard road connection is a
priority for the County'.
What guidelines will be used to determine 'traffic volumes or public demand'? And will safety of
Rochon Sands/Buffalo View residents be considered as part of those guidelines?
6. Are there any plans for 'on site security staff' at this campground?
Thanks for putting my questions forward as part of your presentation.

Linda Nelson-Karg
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Mike and Cathy Wind
Relative to the proposed RV development, we are unable to make the meeting on March 17th, so would
like to voice our concern via this email.
We bought our place in Scenic Sands a few years ago, when the beach had been cleared and we had
beautiful sand. That’s what sold us on the place. It was further than we had wanted to drive from our
home in Taber, but the sandy beach was perfect for our grandkids. Now, a few years later, there has
been grass seeded and we have very little sandy area left. We’re not allowed to cut the grass or pull
any to keep a little sandy area, all in order to be conscious of the lake environment. You can imagine
then, our surprise at a development of 1,000 campsites even being considered. It’s not hard to imagine
the impact this will have on the lake. We would ask that you do extensive studies of the impact this
would have on the entire area before moving any further with this.
Thank-you,
Mike & Cathy Wind

Glen Ruttan

February 28, 2018
Stettler County
6602 44 Avenue
Stettler, AB
T0C 2L0
Attention: Johan van der Bank, Director of Planning
Larry Clarke – Reeve
Ernie Gendre
Dave Grover
Cheri Neitz
James Nibourg
Wayne Nixon
Les Stulberg
Summer Village of White Sands
Box 119, Stettler, AB, T0C 2L0
Leann Graham, Planning and Development
Summer Village of Rochon Sands
Jason Olson, Chief Administrative Officer
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Re: Review 0f Bylaw 1588-18 and 1589-18 Paradise Shores ASP
The development of a 1,000 unit RV Park on a 110 acre parcel is not consistent with the vision,
goals, objectives and policies as outlined in the BLISMP and the South Shore Development Plan.
The Bylaw states “ the County’s portion of the undeveloped lands within the South Shore
Growth Node is 2,471 acres and there is capacity for 2,159 new dwelling units including RV’s.
The proposed 1,000 RV campground stalls can be accommodated under the County’s capacity.”
The County proposes to approve a Bylaw wherein 46% of it’s new dwelling unit capacity
(1,000/2,159) will be concentrated on 4% of it’s share of the undeveloped lands (110/2,471). The
proposal would result in a 70% increase in the number of dwelling units in the South Shore from
1,425 units to 2,425 units.
The Bylaw further states that “ the sizes of the individual RV stalls or lots within the
campground property are not required to meet the minimum size of subdivided lots stated in
the South Shore IDP, because the proposed campground property is not being subdivided.
Neither of the IDP’s states a maximum density for development on the subject 110 acre parcel”.
That may be true but it is not consistent with the spirit of the 2 IDP’s. The County shouldn’t be
looking for loopholes or ways to work around the stated goals of the IDP’s. In the section
discussing Maximum Development Capacity of the Growth Nodes the capacity number was
based upon a combination of Boating Capacity and Lifestyle Densities.
Paragraph 2.2.5(b) of the Buffalo Lake Inter-municipal Development Plan states that the
Committee determined that the primary reason for limiting development within the area is to
maintain the Lake Lifestyle. The overall consensus expressed by the public was that future lot
sizes, density and ultimate population were factors most affecting their sense of community, with
the overall guiding factor being the size of future lots.
Paragraph 3.1.2(a) states that when residential and recreational development take the form of
multi-lot subdivision, low impact, cluster developments should be considered the preferred
option whenever possible and shall be compatible with surrounding development, both in
architectural character and scale.
Paragraph 3.1.2(b) states that architectural types are envisioned to range from smaller cottages
and cabins to larger, more substantial single detached houses.
Paragraph 3.1.2(c) states that recreational vehicles may be permitted either for seasonal or long
term use within planned subdivisions. This does not appear to contemplate 1,000 RV units on a
single 110 acre lot.
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Paragraph 3.1.3(a)(iv) states that recreational uses allowed in the Growth Nodes include tourist
accommodations including resorts, motels/hotels, bed & breakfasts, group camps, campgrounds
and RV parks. This would appear to imply short term rentals or usage.
Section 3.1.10 is titled Development Standards.
Paragraph 3.1.10(a) states that development in the Growth Node is characterized by multi-lot
residential clusters.
Paragraph 3.1.10(g) states that multi-family residential use may be considered. Such uses must
be dispersed through developments, avoiding large concentrations in any one area and their
design shall be compatible with surrounding development, both in character and scale.
The Bylaw states “ both IDP’s require that commercial uses are screened from adjacent
residential uses. The area structure plan proposes a sound barrier fence along the west
boundary to screen the RV campground from the existing residential development in Buffalo
View Estates”. The ASP actually proposes a 12 foot sound barrier.
Paragraph 4.4.5 of the South Shore Plan states that “ where new development occurs adjacent
to existing development, this Plan requires that the developer has to provide a buffer zone for
existing development by mirroring its standards for lot size, adjacent boundary dimensions,
density and type of land use/development for the depth of one block before increasing density
with smaller lots. The intent of this policy would be to protect existing investment from higher
densities and smaller lot sizes”.
The two IDP’s have not specifically addressed developments of the type proposed by Bylaw
1588-18. The goals and objectives of the IDP’s provide guidance as to the type of development
contemplated by the participants. Bylaw 1588-18 seeks to circumvent or otherwise avoid the
purpose of the IDP as defined by the stated goals and objectives. The County should not engage
in an exercise to get around the rules and violate the spirit of the IDP’s but should instead follow
or adhere to the underlying principles, goals and objectives as described in the IDP’s. If they did
this development plan would not see the light of day.
Table 2 of Appendix D of the Buffalo Lake South Shore IDP provides a breakdown of development
capacity per undeveloped land parcel in the south shore growth node. The table details how
potential new dwelling units have been assigned to undeveloped lands located in the County.
The table allocates 61 DU’s to NE20 and 19 DU’s to part of NW 21 for a total of 80 DU’s. If the
County approves an additional 920 DU’s on this property which landowner in the development
area loses their right to develop? Does the County propose a first come first serve system?
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Appendix F of the BLSSIDP addresses this issue. The Planning Committee identifies the Transfer
of Development Credits Scheme (TDCS) as an option that should be further researched and
considered during future reviews of the Plan. The TDCS would include checks and balances to
ensure that all landowners in the proposed conservation area have an equal opportunity to
develop their respective properties.
The Paradise Shores ASP should not be considered until this review has been completed.
Yours sincerely,
Glenn Ruttan

Lee Chapman
Hi Johan, Yvette
Lee called today with concerns:
 How does the County factor in the ER and MR with this proposed site?
 How are they allowed to put raised walk ways on the ER and MR when others who live
in the county are not allowed to put anything like that by their property?
 Does their distance back from the lake take into consideration of the ER and MR?
 Why are we holding the Hearing at the Agriplex? We won’t fit all the people who say
they are coming in.
 He said the BLISMP is out of date. Studies of endangered species 10 years ago are now
outdated.
 All other developers must pave the road why not this one?
 Do they need to be bonded? Make sure they have to money to follow through?
 Taxes, why are they not taxed as commercial or equal to what county residents pay up
at the lake. He pays close to $2000 for his lot. Even if one considers how many lots are
in an acre then technically PS is not paying the same amount per acre that he does.
 Boat lifts, docking, break water, at the price of those alone the developer would have to
charge a docking fee for each boat. Lee speculates that most people would opt out of
paying a docking fee and would just launch their boat each day and take it off each
night to avoid a docking fee therefore putting stress on the roads and launches.
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South Shore Community Association (see next 23 pages)

Distribution List:
Stettler County - all Counsellors, Johan Van der Bank, Jacinta Donovan, Yvette Cassidy
Summer Village of Rochon Sands - Dan Hillier , Jason Olson
Summer Village of White Sands - Lorne Thurston , Leann Graham
Lacombe County - Brenda Knight, Dale Freitag
Camrose County - Anjah Howard, Kimberly MacMurray, Don Gregorwich, Jack Lyle
Town of Stettler - Sean Nolls (Mayor) , Leann Graham
South Shore Communities - Rob Granfield (Abbey Road), Corinne Cruickshank ( Scenic Sands),
Lisa Eastman ( Buffalo Meodows), Daryl Baxandall ( Buffalo Sands) , Kathy Henkins ( Rochon
Sands Estates), Neil Milne ( Rochon Sands Estates)
Buffalo Lake Management Team- Pud Stevenson
Alberta Environment and Parks - Bob Shorten, Dave Pochailo
MLA - Rick Strankman
Stettler Independent - Editor
The South Shore Community Association (now Rochon Sands Heights in the County of Stettler,
previously Old Bolin and Buffalo View Estates) response to the RV Sites Canada development is
attached. We will be represented at the Public Meeting of March 17 by Darrel Baltimore and
Kyle Bruggencate.
Any questions or comments, please let us know by return email.
Julie, SSCA
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Karen Ahern

Attn: J. Vanderbank
Dear Johan,
Please find enclosed our family letter opposing the Paradise Shores RV park.
Please Johan, do not approve this development.
Sincerely,
Karen Ahern

Karen Ahern - next 17 pages

March 5, 2018
Re: RV Sites Canada – Proposed Paradise Shores 800 RV sites
Dear County of Stettler Councillors,
Hello. My name is Karen Ahern. My husband Wayne and I purchased our cabin in White Sands,
Alberta back in 2006. The cabin we purchased was not finished at the time of purchase. Only
the outside structure was complete. Over the years, we have worked on the cabin ourselves to
finish it. Many days I would take our 2 young sons to the beach, while my husband Wayne
would be back at cabin framing the walls. I myself have worked different types of jobs,
including cleaning office buildings at night and driving cars at auction, all the while being a stay
at home mom, to finance our little dream at Buffalo Lake.
Our 2 sons Graydon and Garrett were just 7 & 5 years old when we purchased our cabin. They
are now teenagers. Over the past 12 years, our boys have gone from building sandcastles,
digging in the sand with their little dump trucks to getting their boating licenses. Our cabin is
our family’s refuge from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. We absolutely cherish our time
at our cabin. We even have a mat at the cabin that says, “Take a Deep Breath, You’re at the
Lake Now”.
Fast forward to February 9, 2018. After picking up our mail, I found a letter from the Summer
Village of White Sands. Upon opening the letter, I read the following: … “This newsletter is to
notify you that a company called RV Sites Canada has made application to the County of
Stettler to make an 800 site campground between White Sands and Rochon Sands. This is a big
change for us and the area. We wanted to let you know right away.” At first, I had to read the
words a couple of times before the message sank in. Afterwards, I felt sick and could not sleep
for many nights.
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Pam Thomas
I have been looking for the document "Paradise Shores Area Structure Plan" which the County
of Stettler proposes to adopt as a guide for the Paradise Shores development, and have not
been able to locate it on the internet. Please send this document as soon as possible, as I
would like to review it and pass it along for legal advise prior to the public hearing. I have
worked with Area Structure Plans in the past, and there are not any documents on the internet
that would pass as an approved ASP.
Pam Thomas
Lot Owner at White Sands
Cell: 403-586-4111
thomaswpc@gmail.com

Evelyn O’Hara next two pages
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Evelyn O’Hara next two pages
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Greg Houston next three pages
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Katie Bullick next four pages
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Sharon Anderson next 8 pages
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Susan Chin

Hi.
My concerns with the proposed development plan is the common use of the current boat launch at
White Sands. This boat launch is very busy in the summer with lineups esp. on the long weekends.
The attraction to Buffalo Lake is the lake. If the proposed development plans to accommodate that
many rv sites, I would like to see plans for their own private boat launch. If they won’t commit to one
now, will they in the future? Or at least show the foresight of including a future launch in their current
proposal.
Of note, Old Macdonalds has their own launch.
Regards,
Sue
Sent from my iPad

Dan and Gillian White

March 11/18
Dear Mr. van der Bank,
Re: Paradise Shores Development concerns
We have been landowners at the Village of White Sands since 2007, and would like to voice
concerns over the size of the proposed development. From what we have read, the
proposed development appears to contradict the recommended density outlined for that
parcel of land, and is setting a density precedent with the scope/magnitude of the growth.
We acknowledge part of the proposed development is on land already zoned as
recreational. Our concerns are around the number of proposed sites ~800 and the speed of
the growth. This could mean a minimum of 800 additional vehicles on the roads each
weekend – as soon as summer 2018. The road quality is atrocious after a rainstorm with
the existing traffic, let alone at least tripling it. The speed with which RV Sites Canada
proposes their opening (May 2018) does not allow sufficient time for road improvements
to be made.
The traffic at the boat launch seems to have increased exponentially each year with the
existing growth patterns. The parking lot is always busy; however, last summer was the
first year the parking lot was so full that the vehicles and trailers had to park along the road
outside the boat launch area. Each summer there are at least two summer storms that
arrive quickly, prompting delays at the boat launch as everyone is attempting to vacate the
lake. One needs to experience these storms to understand how quickly they arrive, and the
impact. The existing boat launch area cannot accommodate further boats. The magnitude of
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these storms will also impact the proposed inflatable water park and marina, due to the
location and typical wind direction – likely increasing pollution with debris.
The increased population density will have significant impact on emergency services,
which will need to be reviewed and increased. Have any assessments/studies been
completed? It seems logical that this would be reviewed prior to any approval/permits
being provided. We had a tornado scare on a long weekend in 2018, where a police officer
came to our cabin, and told us to stay in the cabin until he came back to advise us further –
is there sufficient staff to ensure this type of service with the proposed population
increase? Increased density also increases the possibility/risk of fire, and crime.
We believe a full environmental assessment needs to be completed, to assess the potential
impact on the migratory bird population. There is a bird reserve a short distance from the
proposed development, and the increased population and boat traffic may negatively
impact this.
We also have concerns regarding the ethics of RV Sites Canada. When people ask questions
on their Facebook page ie) someone asked if the Paradise Shores development had
received county approval. RV Sites Canada responded no, then deleted the comment and
response. From neighbors who visited the Salespeople at the RV shows in Calgary and Red
Deer, it appears misinformation is being provided to potential buyers: all
approvals/permits are in place – only the waterslide is awaiting approval; the marina is
approved, and the doubling of the White Sands boat launch – all being completed in Phase 1
of the development
It seems RV Sites Canada has responses to concerns, but is not being required to back up
their responses.
From the County of Stettler Facebook page:
“…dust control for increased traffic. They are willing to do their fair share they advised and
have currently engaged a traffic impact assessment to be conducted”.
“RV Sites Canada stated their intention to leave a green footprint…plans to plant 5000
native species…and have engaged an Environmental Biologist to assess wetlands and
species.”
“Council questioned black/grey water handling. RV Sites Canada stated they have
developed a water flow system for every 32 trailers and will pump out from the holding
tanks and transport to lagoons”
-We would like to have the results of these assessments reviewed, made public, and
discussed at a second public hearing prior to approval/permits being provided.
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-Do existing lagoons have capacity to accommodate such an increased volume of
wastewater? Has the RV Sites Canada water flow system been reviewed by someone
qualified to assess the viability of the system?
-When RV Sites Canada has a response for a concern ie) a study has been completed, they
should be required to provide the study – the County should have the study reviewed by a
qualified professional to assess the study, and the study should be made public.
Regards,
Dan and Gillian White
31 Earl's Way, White Sands

Roger Zahara and Cheryl Pawliw
County of Stettler
Please consider our objections and comments regarding the purposed Paradise Shores RV
Development at Buffalo Lake.
We object to:
 The proposed “Quantity” of RV lots planned for the size of the property. This greatly
exceeds the Occupancy Density Ratio in comparison to the neighboring
communities. Allowing 1000 lots along with an entertainment theme park on 110 acres
does not fit in with the current development of the area, that being a cottage
community where nature can be enjoyed and respected, and which provides a quality of
life in a quiet down to earth setting. Allowing this to happen sets a precedent for the
remaining undeveloped land around Buffalo Lake.
 The proposed “Size” of the lots planned. This is exactly opposite of what neighboring
communities, for example Summer Village of White Sands, Summer Village of Rochan
Sands, and Buffalo View Estates are promoting.
Our Comments and Concerns:
 The realized congestion of the number of proposed lots will contribute to a more
intense exploitation of the lake and surrounding communities. An acceptable lake
impact assessment should meet approval of all counties surrounding the lake. The
Environmental Protection Plan provided by RV Sites Canada relates to areas within the
110 acres it does not address any issues that could be caused to the surrounding areas
due to this development. As well this plan is done by another company hired by RV
Sites Canada – nowhere does it show any approval for the proposed plans given by
Alberta Environment
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 The RV development will still command more support services such as policing, fire and
medical services. This will come at a cost to all residents of Stettler County, not just as
a cost to Paradise Shores.
 A development of this size and scope will generate tremendous amounts of traffic. The
Traffic Impact Assessment provided by RV Sites Canada addresses this, however its main
focus is traffic, roads and parking within the park. The highways and range roads
leading to the development are not addressed. This infrastructure concern also comes
at a cost to all residents of Stettler County, not just as a cost to Paradise Shores.
 All of the proposed amenities such as store, marina and water parks are designed to
profit Paradise Shores and do little to promote Tourism for the County of Stettler. The
Traffic Impact Assessment provided by RV Sites Canada indicates that there will be a
“cap usage allowance” for the non-residents of the park.
Long term it is questionable if this commercial development is the most economically beneficial
utilization of such a premium lake side property in Stettler County. We are still concerned with
the amount of activity happening on this property at the current time without an allowable
development permit being issued.
Thank you for your consideration,
Roger Zahara & Cheryl Pawliw
#20 Earl’s Way
Summer Village of White Sands

Eldon and Veronica Salmon next page
Please see attached letter opposing the develope of the propsed Paradis Shore RV Resort from
concerned Residents and Rate payers of the County of Stettler.

Eldon and Veroncia Salmon
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Eldon and Veronica Salmon
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Bill Pickett
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
To the Reeve and Council of the County of Stettler.
I vote No, 800 times No, to Paradise Shores RV Resort's development application approval.
Buffalo Lake's ecosystem has taken millenniums to evolve. Without question, the last century of slow
gradual settlement and population growth has altered it's natural evolution. With the Paradise Shores RV
Development proceeding, in two short years the entire ecology that Buffalo Lake fosters and sustains will
be subjected to environmental shock. While some small amounts of this invasion can be absorbed by the
surroundings, there is a real risk that some of it will be altered forever. Wildlife corridors and population,
bird habitat and migratory routes, fish and reptile habitats and populations, water quality and turbidity,
pollution of land and water, invasive species control. All are in jeopardy of critical disruption. Increases of
human intrusion on the ecosystem of Buffalo Lake must continue to be maintained at a slow measured
pace, the natural balance is too sensitive.
As property owners and seasonal residents in Rochon Sands I fail to see any net benefit to existing
residents of the South Shore of Buffalo Lake resulting from the proposed Paradise Shores RV
Development proceeding. The status quo we have come to cherish will be gone. All of us will be required
to sacrifice some degree of serenity, security, public safety, comfort, indirect expense, and many will incur
direct expenses.
In general I am not opposed to gradual, measured, thoughtful development of recreational properties on
the South Shore of Buffalo Lake, as was the intent of the contributors and authors of the Buffalo Lake
Inter-municipal Development Plan. It is a rare natural setting to enjoy the relaxing peace and quiet of a
lakeside village lifestyle. However, the scale and pace of the proposed Paradise Shores RV Development
is far too much, way too fast.
I am extremely grateful to the County of Stettler for it's YouTube telecast of the February council meeting
and presentation of the Paradise Shores RV Resort Development Application. It was most enlightening
and at the same time very disturbing. The ambiguous responses of the developers to questions posed by
councilors was distressing. I suggest that all of their comments need to be fact checked and should be
supported by relevant tangible data.
Why the need for a 12' high sound wall yet no mention that it will be 500 feet long (my est.) on the highest
elevation of land for miles around. This Great Wall of Paradise will surely be an ugly scar on the
landscape of the South Shore, for sure visible from outer space by Google, an eye sore for miles around
and inevitably scribbled with graffiti. It would most certainly be an obstacle to wildlife habitat. I can't
imagine who would consider this to be a natural landscape feature of a green footprint. A 12' x 500' sound
barrier may be a necessary urban fixture in Calgary or Edmonton but it is absolutely unacceptable
anywhere near Buffalo Lake. Might I respectfully suggest that the landscape impact would be better
served by completing Buffalo View Estates, Island View Close lots and then adding a tree covered berm
would naturally buffer the transition from country residential to a high density RV parking lot? The existing
properties wouldn't have an offensive urban monolith imposed on them and the new lot purchasers would
know what to expect. But what would I know?
Over the course of my career I have dealt with many residential sub division layouts and this presentation
is a prime example of poor. At a glance it resembles a storage lot, not a family friendly environment. I see
a sterile landscape without walking and cycle paths and almost no green spaces, just tightly packed long
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row upon row of RV parking stalls. Obviously designed for maximum revenue generation with blatant
disregard for the intent of the Buffalo Lake Inter-municipal Development Plan 3.1.2. It's just about the
money.
Emergency services to assure the safety of a population surge of 2,000 to 3,000 people needs a thorough
review. A review not only of Paradise Shores demands but it needs to encompass the South Shore,
Erskine, Alix and Stettler. Because when Paradise Shore's managers and scouts chase away all the
undesirables, where are they going to go? Who will cover the cost of that increase? It shouldn't be me.
The Paradise Shores development application offers “aiding in the expansion of the public boat launch
should it become overwhelmed”. I foresee a debate in the very near future on the definition of the word
“overwhelmed” and the double talk that will follow. Our cabin overlooks the bay at Rochon Sands and I
can testify that in peak season there are boats up and down that ramp, all, day, long. The increased
demands of day use boaters will create both ramp and parking congestion. Contrary to the suggestion
that most boats will be stationed in the proposed marina. I contend that as most of these boaters come
from afar they are going to drag their boats home and back with them. Who's right? Adding 800 or 1,000
dwellings adjacent to the existing villages on the South Shore, then inviting yourself to use existing boat
launches seems quit presumptuous to me. Paradise Shores contribution should be mandatory, that size
of marina should warrant their own boat launch.
Regarding the proposed marina; “all of our systems are going to be put in in the spring and removable,
taken out for the winter months”. I suspect that process would tie up the White Sands boat launch for
days if not weeks, if in fact it ever resembles the presented “just a marketing thing” renderings. Moreover,
where are they going to store it for the winter? As well I see no parking at their marina access. Do they
expect their boaters to walk a half a mile to get to their boat, likely carrying their skies, boards, coolers,
gadgets and gas?
I am not an expert and I don't have any hard research data to reference. But I contend that Rochon
Sands can't handle hundreds more beach goers on a hot summer day. The road network in Rochon
Sands is a hundred year old horse and buggy trail that has been paved over and sustained for decades
only because it conveniently meandered it's way around the original shacks and sheds of that era. Sands
Street wanders from Highway 835 through to the Provincial Park, it is so narrow in fact that 2 vehicles
cannot pass with a pedestrian or cyclist on the road. Were you to designate a 4' pedestrian only walkway,
Sands Street would become a one way street.
With my experience of 45+ years in the building industry I find it frightening to think of just how big a
disaster a project of this magnitude, in such a sensitive environment, could turn into if not performed by
vetted, professional, skilled developers, experienced in municipal planning and construction, following
established consultation and protocol. These people are not that and I urge extreme scrutiny and caution.
“Access to Paradise Shores RV Resort will occur from RR204...”
As you are aware, on it's own, Range Road 204 goes nowhere.
The vast majority of the traffic generated by this proposed development will be via Highway 835 and
Township Rd. 402. Highway 835 as it stands may meet the specification criteria for it's present annual
traffic count, but it is not well suited for the variety of drivers and vehicle types it currently gets seasonally.
The intersection of Highway 835 and Township Road 402 is already a high risk of collision, blind
intersection, that has proven to completely block ANY access to Rochon Sands with even a minor
accident. In the event of a major disaster, not only can the people in Rochon Sands not leave or worse
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evacuate, but emergency services can not enter. This could prove to be catastrophic. Lives are at stake
here. The recent Fire Smart program's efforts and progress towards public safety in Rochon Sands could
be rendered useless by one small collision. The 835/402 intersection is a choke point that needs to be
addressed, with or without Paradise Shores Development proceeding.
Without Paradise Shores at a bare minimum this intersection needs signage and traffic control
improvements in all directions.
Signage on 835 at 402
Rochon Sands

↑

White Sands

→

Ol' MacDonald's

←

I have grown weary of directing bewildered travelers back down the highway they were just on to get to
Ol' MacDonald's.
Signage on 402 at 835
STOP! Damn it!
With Paradise Shores Highway 835 needs a long overdue upgrade from Erskine to Rochon Sands,
should this project proceed. Adding 800 – 1,000 more dwelling sites (whichever number you believe) at
Paradise Shores will completely alter the current traffic flow dynamics. Expecting the intersection of
835/402 having to handle 5 times the traffic than currently accesses Rochon Sands within 15 months
could prove fatal. Hundreds more vehicles on Friday evening and Sunday afternoon, all turning. Not just
cars and trucks, but cars with trailers, trucks with trailers, trucks with a fifth wheel trailer and a boat trailer,
motor homes and motor homes with trailers. (up to 66 feet long that require low speed wide radius turns)
This intersection will need better traffic calming and turning lanes, and probably a four way stop with
rumble strips. Upgrades need to be implemented before a development of this magnitude should be
considered to proceed. And it shouldn't be me that pays for it. Paradise Shores is proposing building a
new Private Summer Town between two existing summer villages in 15 months. It has taken a hundred
years of painfully slow improvements to get Highway 835 to the condition it's in today. To expect it to
handle the demands of adding a town is unrealistic. Paradise Shores should build their own road to their
own town, first.
This entire venture is about the money. Regardless of Mr. Hamm's calling to provide recreation
opportunities and create better families. It's about the money. Tens of millions of dollars. It's about
saturating that parcel of land with as many paying customers as will buy in, with as little input cost as
possible, regardless of the impact on existing residents, infrastructure, the environment of the South
Shore and the entire Buffalo Lake ecosystem. It has taken a hundred years to get to where the South
Shore is today and in two short years it could get trashed.
My hope is that Paradise Shores RV Resort's application for development permit in it's present form will
be denied. I urge you to please not be pressed into a rushed decision . According to Mr. Hamm, “the
demand is there”, “the land is paid for” and “there is money.” If so, he will return after refining his proposal
around professional consultation and due process. If not, then you made the correct decision. Please
don't let greed trump cautious thorough oversight or relent to the pressure of this tactic of unverified lease
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agreement claims and forging ahead with earth work. At this point you are in control. But once this ball
gets rolling down the hill it will become difficult if not impossible to stop.
There is an untold number of ways to get this wrong and only one way to get it right. Quality is never an
accident. It is always the result of patient intelligent effort.
Thank you in advance for your time and consideration of my opinion.
Respectfully,
Bill Pickett
403-382-7891
Lethbridge / Rochon Sands

Brent and Colleen Carr
We are full time residents in Rochon Sands Estates and are very disappointed with our County in the way
this development proposal has only recently become public. It is obvious it has been in the planning stage
for a long time considering all the information that is now available.
We as Rate payers are reminded by the County that we can and will be fined if any work starts on our
property before the proper approvals and permits are in place. Why does this does not apply to Paradise
Shores?
This development will create increased traffic on narrow roadways (Hyway 835 with no shoulder) as well
as gravel roads adding to an already hazardous intersection of Hyway 835 and Township road 402. How
will traffic be stopped at the west end of Bayview St?
There will be a large increase in boat traffic on and around the south shore with extremely long line ups at
boat launches without near enough parking. Can you imagine trying to launch on a long weekend, not to
mention boats trying to get off the water with a storm coming?
Will all the amenaties be open and free for the public or just for the lot owners? Our amenities are free for
all to enjoy and will suffer under extreme use.
In the past we have seen that the opinion of rate payers is not a priority of the County but only a formality
that must be dealt with.
Brent & Colleen Carr

Trevor Eagle and Heather Burns
Graham and Johan
In the interest of ensuring this letter is received by those that need it, we are sending to you both.
As existing owners at 12 Makenzie Way in the Summer Village of White Sands, Heather Burns and I are
putting our disagreement and concern on record with the hope and expectation that this be
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considered/forwarded to the County of Stetter when they consider the permit applications for Paradise
Shores RV Resort (the "RV Resort")
Based on the public information available and direct impact to us we have the following comments:
Property Devaluation
-The development of approximately 800 seasonal/ four season at RV Resort is detrimental to the property
values immediately to owners at the Summer Village of White Sands and Summer Village of Rochon
Sands. This proposal will drive down the land and property values with the near instant addition of
approximately 400 lots in Phase 1 and further with the remaining lots to be brought along after Phase 1 is
complete.
-Growth has been more organic over the past decade but the proposed development would nearly
double the uses located on the south east corner of the lake
-A development should not adversely impact those existing owners and users but this will in a material
way. With a near doubling of the users on the south-east lake shore it will almost certainly decrease the
value and desirability of existing land owners simply because of the immediate addition to the shoreline
area.
Environmental Impact/ Access/ and Safety
-What environmental impact studies have been completed to support a development of such high density,
approximately 800 RVs on approximately 80 acres? We read the one from the developer that seemed to
inaccurate in species of birds and other wildlife. Blue herons and bluebirds that have been observed on
that property were not listed?
-How will the water be supplied? If the development proposes to drill wells to supply the users then
what is the impact to the water table supplying existing users? Would large volume wells impact the lake
level? Has the appropriate environmental assessments, including but not limited to Federal, provincial
and watershed authorities, been submitted in advance of the permit application with formal and complete
approval being provided prior to any formal approval from the County of Stettler.
-In the event of significant emergency, including but not limited to a large fire/forest fire, the safety of all
people at the south east corner of the lake would be at risk with the addition of 800 additional lots (or
approximately another 3,200 people). How would 3,000 to 5,000 people exit quickly and safely?
-How will the sewage and black water created by the 800 lots at the RV Resort be dealt with? If they do
not create a self sustained sewage treatment plant then will it be trucked? The impact to the existing
gravel road infrastructure and treatment of the sewage is yet another factor that impacts the existing
users and the environment in whole.
-Initial access to the RV Resort will need to be via some combination of Highway 835, Highway 601 and
Highway 56 are all paved single lane highway with no shoulder. After exiting the paved the highways the
gravel roads including Township Road 402, Range Road 204 and Township Road 404 with no
consequential shoulder must be traveled while the County currently provides no dust suppression. The
additional vehicular volume with commercial vehicles servicing the RV Resort will cause further
degradation to the roads and more stir dust for those owners along Township Road 404. Along Township
Road 404 the speed limit is 30Km which assists with keeping dust down but is not often adhered too prior
to the addition of 800 RV lots.
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Boating and Safety
-The RV development does not identify a proposed/planned boat launch but instead is identifying the
launches at White Sands and Rochon Sands that are to be used by the lease/owners of the RV Resort
development. As a boat owner I can assert and attest that the White Sands launch and parking facilities
operate already over capacity on weekends without the additional draw and demand being imposed by
failure of the RV Resort to plan its own
-The tax dollars and resources from the White Sands and Rochon Sands have been used to create the
existing facilities
-Storms often roll in from the North-West into the existing White Sands boat launch which causes
excessive short term demand that will be compounded by the RV Resort and its users which would result
in dangerous situations
-A large scale marina is proposed but its approval not assured, and it would reduce useable lake space
significantly on one of the deeper sections of the lake
-As an aside, I spoke to a sales representative at the Calgary Boat and Leisuere Show in January and
he said that "a boat launch application had been submitted and was approved and just "needed the
rubber stamp". I failed to record the conversation and do not recall the name but it leads to question what
else has been told to other by the sales force of the RV Resort.
Comparative
-For comparative purposes at Pine Lake, Alberta an existing development named Green Acres currently
exists. Based on Google Map view is has approximately 400 RV sites on approximately 80 acres which
equated to halve of the density of the proposed RV. Further, it has a boat launch with marina. The
proposed density appears much high then a city development or similar existing facilities near Buffalo
Lake.
-Based on a Google Map examination most RV developments, noting Gleniffer Lake and Pine Lake
specifically, provide both boat launches and marina for RV owners to use without having to effect the
surrounding recreational property owners.
Beach Access
-The lake front area at the proposed RV Resort is of low quality with little to no actual beach. Any
overflow from the proposed RV Resort will overload the existing beaches at White Sands and place a
further burden of the White Sands maintenance people and owners to clean and maintain the beach area.
Thank you,
Trevor Eagle and Heather Burns
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Bob and Sheila Kirk

We are long time residents of Rochon Sands and have raised our family here, who in turn are
now raising their families here. We are writing to express our disapproval of the Paradise
Shores proposed development. We have sent our concerns to the South Shore Community
Association which have been included in their response to Bylaw 1588-18 Paradise Shores Area
Structure Plan and the rezoning Bylaw 1589-18. The SSCA document is very well written and
outlines accurately why this development should not proceed as proposed.
The County is completely ignoring the Buffalo Lake Inter Municipal Development Plan 2015 (
BLIDP), the Buffalo Lake South Shore Inter Municipal Development Plan 2013 (BLSSIDP), and the
Buffalo Lake Integrated Shoreland Management Plan ( BLISMP) by approving this
application. These plans and documents were done diligently to protect the Buffalo Lake, it's
shoreline and surrounding area. There was tremendous work and effort put into these
development plans and any development application regarding this area must follow the rules
and regulations laid out in these documents.
We do not disagree that the owner of this property has the right to develop it but the existing
documentation must be adhered to going forward. The proposed development for 800 units
and now the possibility of 200 additional units bringing it to 1000 units in this condensed area is
absolutely way too high of density for all the reasons expressed in the South Shore Community
Association response document submitted to you.
We are extremely disappointed in how this project has been handled and how far along it has
progressed with no regard or input from the County Constituents and long time residents of
this lake at all. It is hard to understand why a proposal of this magnitude would even be
considered, but greed comes to mind. We are hopeful the County will listen to the people and
follow the regulations already determined for this area when approving any new development
and in particular the Paradise Shores Application.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Bob and Sheila Kirk
137 Bayview Street
Rochon Sands Heights
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Margaret and John Pelto
Subject: Proposed Development - Paradise Shores RV Resort
Dear Sirs:
Having reviewed the online information available with regards to the proposed Paradise Shores R.V.
Resort as filed by R.V. Sites Canada, I have the following concerns and questions which we believe
should be answered and/or addressed prior to the emission of any license or permit for the development.
1.
The application states that it proposes to use the White Sands boat launch, and notes that the IDPs
encourage the "improvement/expansion" of existing public lake access points prior to giving consideration
to the construction of new access lake points. However, the actual plan presented by the developer
proposes to use the White Sands boat launch without consideration at this point to any improvements or
expansion of the launch area. Given that the initial phase of the development is approximately 370 RV
lots, and given that the existing launch has only two ramps and minimal parking, and considering that the
majority of owners are likely to have water crafts also, we do not believe that the existing launch has
sufficient capacity. The launch site currently backs up /overflows in the summer under existing
conditions, and with the addition of more boats, this situation will only continue to be exacerbated. Thus,
the improvement/expansion of the existing launch should be a pre-requisite for phase 1 of the
development, and not something that the developer may consider in the future. With the full development
planned, a new marina/lake access point is a must, as there absolutely is insufficient capacity at the
existing launch. Additionally, with the current launch capacity, and when summer storms blow up as they
often do on Buffalo lake, the launch becomes congested and boats cannot be easily or quickly removed
from the lake with only the two launches and the weather conditions before/during a storm. We
personally have seen people still struggling to remove their boats from the lake several hours after a
storm has started to blow in, in challenging conditions, and with additional boats still waiting for their turn.
With additional boats waiting to be removed, the congestion and resulting delays would be worse, and
potential safety hazards to the boaters would be exacerbated. At a minimum, to allow for people to
adequately protect themselves during one of these storms, the inclusion of a marina/boat mooring
facilities in Phase I should be considered mandatory also.
2.
Density of the development - the application /bylaw package states that this area is within the
South Shore Growth Node, and that the Growth Node Recreational policies encourage recreational,
commercial and residential land uses for this property. The document also states that there are 2471
acres within this area, and an overall capacity for 2159 dwellings within this area (using 0.73 dwelling
units/acre as per the plan). With this proposed development wishing to add 1000 units as per the
application, while covering only 110 acres as per the application, while the overall number can be
accommodated within the plan, the actual proposed density of this development (approx. 9.1 dwelling
units/acre) is significantly above the overall average for the area, and will restrict any future developments
elsewhere in the area in the future given the total number of dwelling units as recommended by the plan.
In other words, this development will account for approximately 46% of all of the allowable dwellings in
the South Shore Growth node under the plan being concentrated on less than 5% of the land available in
the area.
3.
The application states that a traffic study will be completed prior to Phase 2, but as the initial phase
of the development includes the addition of approximately 370 lots, we believe that the traffic
study/impact study should be completed prior to phase 1, as the impact on the existing infrastructure
could be significant, and any potential safety issues/hazards with respect to the placement of the
temporary road and/or permanent road should be considered prior to the actual construction of any
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infrastructure, as hazards or impacts may exist in the Phase I development that must be addressed
and/or mitigated, and this is not possible to understand without a submitted and reviewed traffic impact
study. While the preliminary traffic plan posted on the website does note the number of additional trips
that could be generated on a peak day, there is no analysis of the impacts of those trips on the
surrounding roads, only an analysis of the capacity for parking on the proposed site. Additionally, the
document notes that 90% of the marina trips will not be relevant as "the RV lot owners will have priority to
acquire the berths for the long term storage of their boats.
Since 90% of the users will already be staying at the RV park, it can be assumed that 90% of the trips
generated by the marina". Given that the marina and boat facilities will not be constructed in Phase 1
(and given that there appears to be no certainty on when, if ever, these facilities will be constructed
according to the documents), this statement is felt to be misleading and reducing the number of trips
where no reduction is warranted at this point.
4.
Foot path access to the lake shore area/development along the lakeshore: the application states
that riparian zones will be left unaffected by the development, and a buffer area will be left between
developments and the riparian zones. However, how is it contemplated that people will be able to access
the beach front area without any development/enhancements to access to the lake shore without
affecting the riparian zone? Although we are unaware if there are existing trails through the riparian
zones, significant foot traffic could be generated from even the initial 370 sites, has this fact been
considered in the environmental studies?
5.
Water supply: the bylaw review notes that in the future, the water supply could be connected to the
White Sands proposed connection. However, the application itself notes that the water supply will come
from a private communal licensed groundwater well. Have the impacts of the additional water uses (as
well as the two proposed water parks and all associated infrastructure) been considered in terms of
drawdown against the existing aquifer, or have any capacity studies been completed in this respect?
Respectfully,
Margaret and John Pelto

Summer Village of White Sands – next six pages
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Ed Reierson and Donna Reierson Arseniuk
Hello Johan. We would like to express our concerns with the proposed Paradise Shores Resort
Development. We are concerned about several aspects of the plan which could negatively
impact the environment, waste, density, access roads, boating safety and use of the lake.
Our first concern is in regards to waste management. There doesn't appear to be adequate
plans in place for solid waste disposal for so many units.
Also, will so many units affect the water well resources available to existing homeowners? We
hope that thought is also given to providing water lines and a sewer system to existing
homeowners as well.
There is a very high density of units planned for such a small area. So many people,
congregated in a small area can adversely impact road usage in the area and a high number of
boats, pleasure crafts, waterskiers, paddle boats, canoers, tubers and children playing on the
water. This can lead to collisions, excess noise for residents along the shoreline, problems with
watercraft storage and generally unsafe conditions for adults and children who use the lake for
recreational purposes.
With many units being sold as rental units, this leads to a lot of transient people using the lake.
This in turn, increases the chances of people who have used their watercraft in Quagga mussel
and zebra mussel infected waterways, to transfer these to Buffalo Lake. This can affect the
pristine waters and health of the lake forever.
Bay View Street is not wide enough to accomodate a larger number of vehicles. The Paradise
Shores Resort should have it's own access road that bypasses the homes along this street.
Higher traffic volume would negatively impact the safety and use of this road for the residents
who walk and bike along this street. Highway 835 is a very narrow highway that was not
constructed for a high number of vehicles. It already requires several repairs and should be
widened. Plans to deal with highway improvements should preclude resort development.
The Paradise Shores Resort does not appear to have included using more of the natural
environment in its' plans. Leveling the land to provide for more units destroys the natural "lay of
the land", drainage issues and problems with the aesthetic value of Buffalo Lake. Also, natural
vegetation and trees should remain, to continue attracting the waterfowl and song birds which
make Buffalo Lake their home. This would also apply to their plans for use of the Environmental
Reserve and Public Lake Access.
This resort is simply too large and doesn't adhere to the guidelines set out in the Buffalo Lake
Inter Municipal Development Plan, the Buffalo Lake South Shore Inter Municipal Development
plan, the Buffalo Lake Integrated Shoreland Management Plan, the County of Stettler's Land
Use Bylaw 1443-10 and the Municipal Government Act.
Our concern is for the safe and enjoyable use of Buffalo Lake for all residents. Protection of the
bird, fish, insect and animal species which inhabit the area is important to ensure that the lake
continues to remain the best place to live and enjoy.
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Thank you for considering these concerns and ensuring that you will work to maintain the
integrity of the applicable governing documents, by working with the developer to adhere to
those guidelines.
Sincerely,
Ed Reierson
Donna Reierson Arseniuk
121 Bay View Street,
Rochon Sands Heights @ Buffalo Lake.
May God bless your day! Donna

Richard & Penny Gaffney – next four pages
Mr. van der Bank.
Please find attached our submission re Paradise Shores' Development application. As
proposed we are NOT in favour of this development.
Secondly, I am disappointed and concerned that as outline in your email of 2018 02 26 "
Due to the large volume of comments received ... the County will read a summary ... " . I
would ask that our submission be read at the Public meeting Saturday.
I appreciate the fact that our County has posted a number of items related to this proposal
on their web site. I would recommend that every submission be posted on the County's web
site as well as all materials submitted by Paradise Shores.
FYI I have also provided our County Councillor and Councillor Grover with a copy of our
submission.
Sincerely,
Richard & Penny Gaffney,
135 Bayview Street,
County of Stettler
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Mr. van der Bank.
Let me try again. Let me state up front that we are worried, loosing sleep and fearful that
the Paradise Shores development as proposed will turn out to be a gigantic mess.
Be assured we look to our County and Provincial staff and officials to protect our lake.
Some, after reading our March 12th submission, have cautioned it was too emotional and
our fears and worries, as presented, overshadowed our concerns.
Let this our March 14th submission stand as our official submission.
Please, please, please take the time to consider ours and other's submissions to ensure the
orderly development of a healthy, vibrant community so we can all continue to enjoy our
lake.
Sincerely,
Richard & Penny Gaffney,
135 Bayview Street,
Rochon sands Heights,
County of Stettler.
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Wendy and Jerry Dobos

We have a few concerns with the Paradise Shores campground plans. We have owned a cabin
in White Sands for 26 years and have noticed an increase in the amount of people on our roads
and lake. I can't imagine the impact an 800 unit campground will have on the Village. So much
traffic on the one main gravel road would mean more man hours to keep it upgraded. As the
boat launch area has already been expanded to accommodate the Village, where will all those
extra people park and I'm assuming most will have a boat. Fishing will be non excitant, as that
is the same area as all this construction is taking place. I'm assuming they are planning on using
the beach area as well, which on weekends is already tough to get a spot to sit.
No, no, no to more boats, more water toys, more vehicles on our roads, more people on our
beach, lots more disruption with having at least 2,000- 3000 more people.
Hoping our voices will make a difference and if not there might be a few for sale signs going up
within the near future.
Wendy & Jerry Dobos
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Dean Houston

From: Dean Houston
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 5:48 PM
Subject: Paradise Shores
To: Graham Scott
Concerns re; Campground by Paradise Shores 1. Campground access is set to use one of only
two routes available to reach the Village of White Sands. Traffic to the campground and boat
launch could block this route for hours and create huge dust problems. 2. The boat launch could
be over used to the extent that Village boaters may have difficulty finding space to launch their
boats and retrieve them. This could be most critical for retrieval during periods of sudden severe
storms. 3. The proposed lake storage structure for boats will interfere with a favourite area for
trawling by small boat fishermen and should not be allowed. J.D. Houston #52 Front Street
Summer Village of White Sands

Carolyn Cheetham and David Cheetham
Public Hearing for bylaw 1588-18 and bylaw 1989-18
To the Planning and Development Officer of the County of Stettler Johan van dear Bank and the fellow
county officers is Stettler
To: the Development Officer of Whitesands Leanne Graeme
The Chief Administrator of Whitesands Graeme Scott
The Chief administrator for the Town of Stettler Greg Switanky
The Mayor of Whitesands Lorne Thurston
Whitesands councillor Bill Sanchuck
Legal council of Environment Canada
As owners of a full time residence at Whitesands we formally submit this letter to be read at the Public
Hearing Meeting March 17, 1:00pm at the Stettler District Agricultural Pavillion. We regret we are out of
the country and cannot attend, but we and thousands will be directly affected ,long term by this
development. How can the County of Stettler not be accountable ? They are the governing body of
managing the environmental health of this natural Provincial treasure.
A Stop Work Order needs to be issued immediately by the County of Stettler and we will note the many
valid reasons why this development should never move forward. Hundreds of landowners at Buffalo
Lake share this opinion: validated by hundreds of messages on Facebook, several petitions, hundreds of
submitted letters and the fact that Whitesands and Rochon Sands councils have hired legal council.
Reason 1. To immediately issue a stop work order.
Cyanobacteria, commonly referred to as Blue Algae is toxic to humans and pets is found in 246 of
Canadian Lakes....it exists at Pigeon Lake, Gull Lake, Pine Lake, Sylvan Lake, Buck Lake, and Lake Babtiste
. LAke Winnipeg is spending $millions of dollars and it will take decades to make this lake safe to enter
again. .In the summers of 2017, 2016 residents of all central Alberta lakes were informed their lakes
were too toxic for use. The exception was Buffalo Lake which is not yet at toxic levels. Let's preserve
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that. It is the result of clearing vegetation from agricultural fields , and pollution from higher densities
which result in sewage and septic tanks leaking into the water as well as fertilizers from manicured
landscaping. We watched forest fires strip vegetation in California. When the rains came, mudslides
followed.
Buffalo Lake has been one of very few lakes without toxic levels of Cynobacteria but history confirms
that will happen as quickly and aggressively as this developer pursues Paradise Shores. 950 units, with a
couple resident in each unit and including children and pets is well over 2000 people, an overnight
town.
Density allowances have recently been modified for Buffalo Lake. Perhaps science around us tells us to
review and rectify the numbers to the previous lower numbers.
Reason 2 to immediately issue a stop work order David Hamm and his development for Paradise Shores
has not adequately provided real, feasible or viable supporting reports for water, sewer, road access, or
boat launch provisions.
A. Suggesting just tapping into the Shirley Mcllelan water supply is premature. The infrastructure does
not yet exist and therefore no one is certain the supply can support the residents who have spent years
achieving approval through proper course.
B. A realistic Sewer plan does not exist so there cannot be approval for development. If RV vacationers
cannot afford or wait for a sewer pump truck pump out , will they simply wheel their portable tanks to
the water?
C. The existing, temporary construction road is excessively unsafe and the sight lines put children on
school busses and all at risk. If there is an accident, will someone sue the county? Cheri Neitz, councillor
for Buffalo Lake specifically, assured me on a phone call that this road was temporary. Safety is never
"temporary" . Has a viable road access been approved.? If it is through Rochon Sands you can be
guaranteed hundreds of residents will be more than disappointed in their county representatives.
D. Sheri Neitz advised me that David Hamms development had proposed "just adding onto the two
White Sands boat launches as the land beside it is his. White Sands waited for nearly two year to get
proper approval to simply repair one of our boat launches. You can't just say you will add to it to support
2000 instant residents this May. What about parking.? This existing boat launch is already at maximum
to support the village of White Sands and it doesn't get everyone off the lake when a windstorm hits
suddenly and boats cannot load onto the trailers fast enough. If any resident is in their boat with their
children or grandchildren when a storm hits, and there is a terrible accident because they cannot get off
the lake will they sue the County of Stettler for negligence in this regard?
Sheri Neitz also informed me David Hamm owns the land, it's currently zoned agriculture and he's only
doing agricultural development.....so far. All work is at his financial risk. What about the ALL the risks to
this Provincial/National treasure. The intent of Paradise Shores development is very clear ...and it's not
agriculture. It Never was.
Reason 3 to immediately issue a Stop Work Order David Hamm is very relatable in his YouTube video of
his first presentation to the County. He's from Portage la Prairie. Certainly he would have requested
approval for a similar development at Lake Winnipeg or Lake of the Woods, and clearly any councillors
of lakes in Manitoba or Ontario would have told him no. As Stewards who govern and protect their
Lakes and exercise their authority.
If the County of Stettler can allow this development to proceed without proper necessary
documentation of viable water, sewer, road access, water launch/access then Alberta or Federal
Municipal Affairs should conduct an inquiry. They are the governing body of the County and the
residents of Buffalo Lake should request their Legal Council to request such an inquiry. In the mean time,
be accountable and immediately issue a Stop Work Order.
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Reason 4 to immediately issue a Stop Work Order It is unsettling to all how quickly the Paradise Shores
Development is being Expedited.
The County of Stettler needs to know that the County that Governs the Little Bow lake declined to
consider a Paradise Shores Development , but would consider review if the request was for a maximum
of 200 units. The Paradise Shores Developer went away.
Reason 5 to immediately issue a Stop Work Order The County of Stettler was not accountable when a
previous developer excavated hastily a marina development next to Rochon Sands. The devastation and
destruction which is permanent to the shoreline of our lake can never be restored. It is also known that
the sewer is an ongoing issue at this development. Let the Stettler County councillors learn from past
mistakes. Stettler County councillors should learn from the councillors of our neighbouring lakes, Pine
Lake , Pigeon Lake, Lake Babtiste, Sylvan Lake, Buck Lake that would undoubtably council you to
seriously protect the asset you currently have,as they must regret not doing so and now their densities
have destroyed provincial treasures.
Reason 6 to immediately Issue a Stop Work Order
My parents, Bert and Dorothy Strain bought a lakefront lot in 1972 which is currently owned by my
sister's family. My husband and I own a permanent residence at Whitesands and my brother owns a
permanent residence at Whitesands. Another brother owns at Old Macdonalds and will soon spend 6
months of the year at the lake. Our grandchildren are 4th generation. THE POINT: the developments of
both Whitesands and Rochon sands have evolved slowly and progressively over more than fifty years.
Outhouses once acceptable were confirmed contributors to blue algae and removed. A slow process.
Water was once pumped up from the lake for cabin use. A practice that is no longer acceptable. TIme
and consideration together with knowledge over many years resulted in Development that was
progressive and conducive to a healthy Eco system. Not in four months.
950 units is a small town advertised ready for May 2018 and aggressively being pursued.
One final concern. We saw on a October 2017 Tweet ; that Sheri Neitz was on the steering committee
for the Paradise Shores Development. As councillor who specifically represents the Buffalo Lake
Community this would be a direct conflict of interest. We would ask that legal council review this.
Perhaps we are mistaken.
Like many in the Buffalo Lake Community, I have personally been unable to sleep at night because of
this development. I am sick with worry when I drive by and see how dangerous the access road is, even
if it's temporary. How can something we all know is wrong continue to proceed? Should we truck in
some Blue Algae water from our neighbouring lakes, fill a paddling pool and invite all the Stettler County
councillors grandchildren for a swim? This worked for Erin Brokevich. How are Rochon Sands
landowners going to feel when they County Tax statements arrive? Will they feel our County Councillors
were accountable for what they had the authority to do. A recent tweet confirms a new Chair for the
County of Stettler. The Buffalo Lake Community trusts you will guide this governing body to do the right
thing.
Respectfully,Carolyn Cheetham, Architectural Technologist David Cheetham, Architect March 14,2018
We previously submitted letters to Graeme Scott on January 25, with two addendums that were not
read at the public hearing on February 24,2018 at Whitesands.
Sent from my iPad
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Eleanor Jensen
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Greg Hayden
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Bill Day
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Bud Willis

Might be to late to say anything but want to make a couple points. Guess a guy can’t do much about
development but I do need to say the way this has all come together seems wrong. I’m sure you’ve heard
about everything and by the looks of it, most of our Buffalo Lake Community. To bad the County didn’t
contact residence that this directly impacts. With this development the intersection at my place and the
Anderson farm will need to be upgraded as well as the road paved to the new development. The traffic is to
dense right now. Look into the accident reports and on any given weekend during the summer I could send
you videos of rvs and so forth stopping and trying to turn around there to go to Old McDonalds, now double
that with this development. If there has been a traffic report done on this, I’d have to say its bogus. I can set
up my deer cam on the corner May long and that would be good enough to prove any of this. This is a danger
to everyone in our community. Would the developer not be responsible for this? How is this any different
from when I sat with you and Tim before I bought my place and joked about putting Bud’s Beer Bait and
Tackle shop at my place. You took this very seriously and the very first thing you told me is that I would be
responsible for turning lanes and so forth and I was only joking. Not sure why this developer would not have
to do this now? (think its even in your bylaws). Simple but serious email here but the road access needs to be
addressed even from an Emergency response stand point. With my kids at the age of enjoying the lake and
this development doubling the population on the lake, Emergency response had better have no issues getting
where they need to go as quick as they can.
Bud Willis
403–870-1158
SW18-40-20

John Smith

Family camping will provide for a lifetime of memories and for the “city folks” an opportunity to
disconnect and get back to the basics. In a society where hard work is idealized, and more time
is spent at your place of employment rather than at home, camping provides time away from
daily stresses and allows time for you and your family to socialize without distractions. Paradise
Shores RV Resort is providing all this to Alberta families whom want to work hard and play hard.
As a young family we are new to RV camping, but as I child, I enjoyed the many camping trips
spent at the Lake and this is what I wish to experience with my family as my children grow.
Paradise Shores, is proposing a very family orientated RV site at one of Alberta’s Pristine
Provincial Lakes, which already has a private RV Park located to its shores. In searching for a
seasonal RV Site, most private campsites have at a minimum a 2 year wait and an extensive
waitlist. With Paradise Shores having 1/3 of its sites sold and thousands of inquiries, this is a
much needed establishment. We have a site leased at this location and very much look forward
to our summer staycations in Alberta and our little home away from home in Stettler County.
John Smith
Sherwood Park, AB
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Travis Tweit
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Aaron Jackson
Good day
Some major concerns our family have is the traffic and dust control. The new residence of paradise
shores will be using the gravel road that passes by the entrance to white sands to travel into Stettler for
supplies ect and from what we have heard the plan for dust control stops at the access to the proposed
development. If the development is approved the consideration for the gravel to be treated to the turn
at bar harbour access should be done and maintained every year. Also with the additional traffic on this
road the tax for the development should be reflective of that so the roads can be properly maintained
and traffic laws can be enforced.
Another concern is the added traffic to the boat launch. The launch is already busy. The developer
should re build the launch to handle added traffic and also put in a large dock for mourning. The
developer should also build a parking area for the added trucks and trailers that will occupy the existing
parking area.
The new water station is going to get very busy with large water haulers if this development is approved
there should be rules on when these trucks can fill at the station so the residents whom tax dollars have
paid for this can access the water with out waiting during the weekends. Additional landscaping/trees
should be planted on the north side of the water station to block the truck traffic from the summer
village.
Last point we want to make is the concern with beach access from the residents at the paradise shores
development. Our concern is that the beaches in white sands will be over come with residents from the
paradise shores residences. In the purposes plan there doesn't appear to be a beach area for the new
development and people will trespass into the summer village to use our beach access and services.
Aaron Jackson
Sent from my iPhone

Crystal Sponaugle
As a land owner in Buffalo Sands the following is my concerns with this development. We are
apposed to this Development.
Paradise Shores Development
Our concerns with the Paradise Shores Development.
1. Does not Comply with Dwelling Unit Density in the BLSSIDP (Buffalo Lake South Shore Inter
Development Plan) OR BLIDP (Buffalo Lake Inter Development Plan)
2. Boat traffic, with the proposed 400 boat slips/Marina will make the lake congested and
increase the probability of boating accidents. The increased boat traffic will have negative
effects on the waterfowl, fish, and the shorelines.
3. Traffic/Road safety concerns (especially the intersection of Highway 835 and Twp 402)
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4. Boat Launches, All the boat launches as they are now are congested and have lack of
Parking. Paradise Shores has made no formal commitment to addressing these issues with
the addition of there development.
Jason Duperreault and Crystal Duperreault
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

Neil and Donna Orr
Dear Stettler County Reeve and Councillors and Johan van der Bank,
We are property owners in the Summer Village of White Sands, and we have a number of concerns
regarding the RV Sites Canada development to go in on Buffalo Lake.
The greatest concern is for the quality of our lake. We have witnessed over the years how the marina at
Pelican Point has altered the ecology of the lakeshore there and it is now silted in and muddy and
weedy. The same could happen at the Paradise Shores marina and ruin our clear waters and sandy
shores.
We are also concerned about the impact of the huge increase in boat traffic on the lake, and the
overuse of the existing boat launches.
Any detrimental fallout to our lake will mean lower property values all around.
Please do not allow this marina to be built.
Thank you.
Neil and Donna Orr
White Sands
(I sent this email this morning, and just now saw that it was unsuccessful in sending. I do not know what
happened, so I am re-sending it and hope you will kindly consider adding it to your submissions that you
have received. Thank you. Donna Orr)
Sent from my iPad

Kevin Lee
I just read another article on this proposed RV site. I have not found a single person or article in favour
of this resort. If approved at the proposed density these RV Canada folks suggest, the south shore and
lake in general will turn into a zoo in the summer. The article I just read, the RV Canada guys states the
boat launch in White Sands will be expanded if it gets overwhelmed. Well clearly these morons have not
been there in the summer. This boat launch is already overwhelmed on weekends in the summer.
The people who proudly own property at Buffalo lake did not buy and pay taxes with this kind of
development in mind. If this goes through I am selling my property.
This is corporate greed at its worst. Try proposing something a little more reasonable and in line with
existing communities.
Kevin
Sent from my iPhone
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Jason Duperreault
From Buffalo Sands Community
Having reviewed the report written by the South Shore Community Association, and on behalf of
the residents of our community, the board of Buffalo Sands Residents Association shares the
concerns expressed in the report and fully expects that the county will mitigate the significant
issue raised by the report before approving any development let alone such a significant
development proposed by Paradise Shores.
As a land owner in Buffalo Sands the following is my concerns with this development. We are
apposed to this Development.
Paradise Shores Development
Our concerns with the Paradise Shores Development.
1. Does not Comply with Dwelling Unit Density in the BLSSIDP (Buffalo Lake South Shore Inter
Development Plan) OR BLIDP (Buffalo Lake Inter Development Plan)
2. Boat traffic, with the proposed 400 boat slips/Marina will make the lake congested and
increase the probability of boating accidents. The increased boat traffic will have negative
effects on the waterfowl, fish, and the shorelines.
3. Traffic/Road safety concerns (especially the intersection of Highway 835 and Twp 402)
4. Boat Launches, All the boat launches as they are now are congested and have lack of
Parking. Paradise Shores has made no formal commitment to addressing these issues with
the addition of there development.
Jason Duperreault and Crystal Duperreault

Albert and Wandal Duperreault
As a land owner in Buffalo Sands the following is my concerns with this development. We are apposed
to this Development.
Paradise Shores Development
Our concerns with the Paradise Shores Development.

1. Does not Comply with Dwelling Unit Density in the BLSSIDP (Buffalo Lake South Shore
Inter Development Plan) OR BLIDP (Buffalo Lake Inter Development Plan)
2. Boat traffic, with the proposed 400 boat slips/Marina will make the lake congested and
increase the probability of boating accidents. The increased boat traffic will have
negative effects on the waterfowl, fish, and the shorelines.
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3. Traffic/Road safety concerns (especially the intersection of Highway 835 and Twp 402)
4. Boat Launches, All the boat launches as they are now are congested and have lack of
Parking. Paradise Shores has made no formal commitment to addressing these issues
with the addition of there development.
Albert Duperreault and Wandal Duperreault

James and Ramona Salvador
We are property owners at White Sands on Buffalo Lake. We are opposed to any changes
from agricultural to recreational facility. This will have an enormous detrimental effect on
the area and the environment of Buffalo Lake. We can't believe that there has already been
a first reading given before a in-depth environmental impact study has been done. We have
had no prior knowledge of this before the first reading.
Regards
James and Ramona Salvador

Larry Baird
--I wish to add my extreme disappointment in this development that you folks seem hell bent on
approving. The size and scope of this project is ridiculous for the type of lake it is on. They are
already working away at the site even though many of the approvals are not in yet. Many years
ago the government of Alberta expropriated shoreline land from owners like my family for
pennies on the dollar of value but at least gave us the guarantee that they were doing it to protect
this lake for wildlife from projects like this. It was agreed this lake was different than most and
only small, sustainable development would happen. This company is breaking all the rules the
rest of us have lived by for many years to protect this lake. It is to big, with to many sites,
destroying to much shoreline, with to many boats and I could go on. I ask that for once you
councillors do your job and represent your constituents who are very unhappy and shut this
development down! I am so tired of rich companies doing whatever they want and government
of all levels allowing it while regular folks like myself will still have to follow the rules on the
lake that you are not enforcing on them! Please honour the memory of the original agreement
and stop this madness! Thank you Larry Baird from Lacombe county
Sent from myMail for Android
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Kent and Leann Graham
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Michael Wiens
In addition to my other questions submitted earlier via email, I am attaching the following document
with questions and stress the following items:
1. I am very surprised that the county would reinterpret density and think this is a major interpretation
difference that the county needs to address prior to moving forward?
2. Why is the county assuming they would not refuse the application considering there are many leaps
of faith in density and other items that are clearly not aligned with documents?
3. Give the alleged lawsuit against the developer, what is the impact to the county (and taxpayers) if
there is a breach by the developer?

4. Why is the county allowing the developer to do additional work beyond tear down at this
point when there is clearly breaches?
March 12, 2018
Sent Via Email jvanderbank@stettlercounty.ca
Stettler County
Planning and Development
6602 44 Ave
Stettler, AB T0C 2L0
Attn: Johan van der Bank, Director of Planning

Dear Mr. van der Bank,
RE:
Public Hearing of Council (March 17th 2018)
Proposed Paradise Shores RV Park
Land Use Redesignation Application and Paradise Shores Area Structure Plan

I would like to formally submit a letter to Stettler County for inclusion in the materials of
opposition against the proposed Paradise Shores RV Park. The comments contained herein will
be specific to the proposed Land Use Redesignation and Area Structure Plan (ASP) which is
being presented at the Public Hearing of Council on March 17 th, 2018.
County of Stettler No. 6 Land Use Bylaw
Land Use Redesignation
RV Sites Canada has proposed redesignating the NE-20-40-20-W4M and a portion of the NW21-40-20-W4M from Agricultural (A) to Recreational Facility (RF) to facilitate the development
of a recreational vehicle campground and recreation facilities. While this type of development
is recognized within the Buffalo Lake South Shores Intermunicipal Development Plan (2013) as a
possible land use within the small lot area, I feel the size of development, intensity of use,
limited consideration for existing adjacent land uses, lack of diligent and thorough background
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studies, and quality of the plan needs to be addressed prior to considering land use or ASP
approval by Council.
Buffalo Lake South Shores Intermunicipal Development Plan
Plan Goals
This Plan outlines a number of well thought out goals to guide future development within the
south shore area of Buffalo Lake.
1.5.1 The Plan Goals
• To allow carefully controlled additional development for residential, commercial, and
recreation purposes in predetermined areas to limit disturbance caused by the
development footprint.
• To provide for additional growth within the Plan Area by requiring quality planning and
diligent study for all future development prior to municipal approvals.
• To place an emphasis on retaining much of the Plan Area in its natural state, seeking to
maintain or improve Lake water quality, to maintain or enhance wildlife habitat and to
protect agricultural lands.
• To ensure a variety of year round activities for residents and visitors can be pursued in
an environmentally sensitive and sustainable manner.
• Provide residents and visitors with a positive and enjoyable Lake experience.
To ensure that these goals are met, I feel that additional due diligence is needed by the
developer, environmental considerations must be better addressed, the proposed land use
concept found in the ASP improved, and the voice of the community heard (as per section 636
of the Municipal Government Act). By doing so, Council can ensure that residents and visitors
are able to maintain a positive and enjoyable lake experience.
Dwelling Unit Definition
To begin with, it is important to understand the definition of “Dwelling Unit” as prescribed in
the Buffalo Lake South Shores Intermunicipal Development Plan (BLSSIDP). It is defined as
“any residential unit, recreational unit, or commercial unit that is used to shelter and
provide overnight accommodation. The use of a dwelling unit may be either permanent
or temporary but shall be comprised of a self-contained building/structure/vehicle or
combination of interdependent buildings/structures/vehicles. A dwelling unit must
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provide sleeping quarters, sanitary facilities, and cooking facilities. In the absence of any
of these physical dwelling units, the term shall include any parcel of land or any unit that
forms part of a bareland condominium subdivision that is created for the purpose of
containing one or more of these dwelling units.”
Based on this definition, it is understood that each RV lot represents a dwelling unit in the
context of calculating density and providing unit counts.
Dwelling Unit Count and Density
ASP applications for undeveloped parcels are required to identify the intended density to be
developed within the plan based on the requirements in the IMDP. The Paradise Shores ASP is
silent on density counts and when reviewed and calculated, fail to meet the intent of the IMDP.
The Paradise Shores ASP proposes 1,000 RV stalls spread over 110 acres which equates to a
gross density of 9.09 units per acre. This is in conflict with section 4.4.8 and 5.1.5.2.c of the
BLSSIDP regarding small lot development.
Section 4.4.8, The Implications, indicates that:
“in the preferred density and lot size scenario a total of 694 small lots could be
developed on approximately 450 gross acres in the small lot zone, at a gross density of
1.54 units per acre”.
This section goes on to explain the small lot to larger lot ratio and net density.
Section 5.1.5.2c of the IMDP indicates that:
“the number of small lot dwelling units shall be restricted to 30% of the total number of
new dwelling units in the Growth Node Area…in the County of Stettler No. 6 the
maximum number of small lot dwelling units is 648.”
The table below outlines where the Paradise Shores proposal does not meet these specific
objectives of the County’s policy.
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BLSSIDP Requirement
648 small lots
Maximum 30% of small
lot dwelling units in the
growth node (or 648
units)
450 gross areas for small
lot development in the
south shore area
Gross density in the small
lot zone is suggested to
be 1.54 units per acre
with an average over the
plan area of 0.9 units per
acre in the Growth Node

Paradise Shores
Proposal
1,000 RV lots
Proposed ASP represents
46% of the potential new
dwelling units within the
South Shore Growth
Node
110 gross acres being
developed
Proposed density is 9.09
units per gross acre

Summary
Over by 352 lots
Exceeds maximum by
54%

Deficient by 340 acres

Density exceeds the level
identified in the BLSSIDP.

Are Density Transfers Proposed?
The total number of Paradise Shores RV lots represent 46% of the 2,159 potential new dwelling
units within the County of Stettler (see Table 2: Re-calculated Overall Development Capacity of
the South Shore Growth Node per Municipality) with no indication of agreed upon density
transfers from landowners of other parcels within the County’s lands shown in the BLSSIDP
growth node. The development as proposed, will over develop the Paradise Shores ASP lands,
at the expense of future development potential for other landowners.
Dispersing Multi Unit Uses
Although the definition of multiple dwelling units refers to triplex, four plex and apartment
style dwelling units I would like to draw your attention to the application of section 5.1.9.h of
the BLSSIDP regarding multi-family residential uses. An RV development, although not noted in
this section specifically, is also a multi-unit residential development and therefore should be
subject to similar requirements. As per this section, multi-unit uses must be:
“Dispersed throughout developments, avoiding large concentrations in any one area and
their design shall be compatible with surrounding development, both in character and
scale”
Concentrating 1,000 RV lots on 110 acres of lake front property does not appear to meet the
requirement of avoiding large concentrations of multi-unit uses or being considerate to
character and scale of surrounding developments at Buffalo View Estates or White Sands.
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Buffering Existing Development
The Paradise Shores ASP has shown a 12ft sound fence as their means to address the interface
between existing, approved residential lots in Buffalo View Estates. In the ASP, the land directly
east of the sound fence is indicated as RV lots however their most recent concept plans show
the lots to the east of the sound fence as parcels which will be used for maintenance purposes.
As noted in the BLSSIDP:
4.4.5 Buffering of Existing Development
Where new development occurs adjacent to existing development, this Plan requires
that the developer has to provide a ’buffer’ for existing development by mirroring its
standards for lot size (plus or minus 10%), adjacent boundary dimensions, density (plus
or minus 10%) and type of land use/development for the depth of one block before
increasing the density with smaller lots. The intent of this policy would be to protect
existing investment from higher densities and smaller lot sizes.
Section 5.1.9.b.v further requires that the layout of a site must
“match (to within 10%) the land use type and the development standards of adjacent
existing development or adjacent approved plans in terms of density, lot size and lot
dimensions for at least one row of new lots.”
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This proposal is in direct contravention with these sections of the BLSSIDP and should be
amended to ensure an appropriate transition from single family uses to the proposed RV Park is
provided. In addition, the use of a 12ft sound fence as the solution should be addressed. If the
RV Park is to go ahead as planned, the following is recommended to improve the transition of
uses:




Provide an appropriate land use buffer with similar uses
Provide a berm and landscaping areas (utilizing natural materials) directly west of the
proposed RV parcels
Install a privacy/sound fence should additional measures be required to preserve sight
lines for existing landowners

Reduced Visual Impacts in Vicinity to the Lake
Under section 5.1.9 of the BLSSIDP development standards are specified. This section
prescribes a desire to orient development away from the shoreline (see section 5.1.9.e). The
Paradise Shores proposal very much makes the orientation of the community onto the lake
ROW and has already cleared any existing vegetation on the lake boundary of phase 1.
5.1.9. e) Any application shall provide a level of information sufficient for the governing
Municipality to determine the expected visual impacts of a development and the extent
to which they may be mitigated by planning and project design. In order to lower the
visual impact of development in close proximity to the Lake subdivision and building
design may use the following techniques:
i. Locating higher density developments in areas where such developments are less
visible from the Lake, across the shores and other viewpoints in the Plan Area.
ii. Screening developments, preferably through the use of existing vegetation and natural
landforms.
Perhaps there has been other information shared by the developer with Council which is
sufficient to address the expected visual impacts of this development thereby addressing
5.1.9.e. Trees are shown on the concept plan, but no details are provided in a landscape plan
to indicate the type and maturity of these trees that will be planted. We feel that it is
important to share this information with affected landowners as it does not appear appropriate
measures have been proposed to satisfy this requirement.
Environmental Considerations
As part of the ASP and Land Use applications an EPP was provided by the developer. A Phase 1
Environmental Impact Assessment to support the EPP however does not appear to be
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completed by the applicant. Based on Figure 6 (Conservation Design Analysis) of the BLSSIDP
which shows environmentally significant areas, there is a large water body that is located in
phase 2 of the DP application has not been incorporated into the ASP. Can the County of
Stettler confirm if the developer will be paying compensation to the Province under the
Wetland Conservation Act to develop these lands. In addition, the Paradise Shores ASP had
shown an inflatable water park in the water body that is protected under the Water Act in
phase 2 as well.
The recently added parcel appears to identify existing water bodies (or wetlands) with the
applicable 30m setback distance, however the initial lands applied for do not identity any lands
protected under the Water Act

Overland Drainage and Stormwater Management
Another area that must be addressed at the ASP stage is providing a stormwater management
plan to ensure that surface drainage is managed and stormwater runoff is treated and off-site
release rate standards are met. The BLSSIDP specifically states that it is to be done to the
satisfaction of both Alberta Environment and the municipality. The County should take this
opportunity to ensure that wetlands and stormwater management is appropriately covered by
the developer prior to issuing any approvals.
5.1.13 Overland Drainage and Stormwater Management
a) All multi-lot subdivisions and single lot developments consisting of multiple dwelling
units (except multiple dwelling units intended for agricultural purposes) shall ensure that
surface drainage is managed and that stormwater runoff is treated and detained on-site
to improve stormwater quality and so that the off-site release rate equals historic runoff
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rates. At the area structure plan stage a stormwater management concept must be
developed to demonstrate how the area will be serviced with stormwater and how the
quantity and quality of stormwater will be managed. At the subdivision stage a
stormwater management plan prepared to the satisfaction of the Municipality and
Alberta Environment may be required.
b) The stormwater management plan should be guided by the following principles:
i. Respect the existing system capacities and constraints.
ii. Protect the quality of water in the Lake and other receiving water bodies.
iii. Follow the natural topography and drainage routes to minimize stripping, vegetation
removal and to provide cost-effective drainage solutions.
iv. Respect land ownership boundaries to minimize the need for coordinating plans of
multiple developers and landowners while minimizing the proliferation of small
stormwater management facilities (this implies that developments and drainage
facilities should be developed on a quarter section scale).
v. Preserve existing wetlands where possible and ensure compliance with the Water Act.
vi. Ensure all new stormwater management facilities have an adequate outlet. vii. Design
and construct low maintenance stormwater management infrastructure (minimize lift
stations).
c) At a minimum the stormwater management plan must include and demonstrate to
the satisfaction of Alberta Environment and the Municipality, the following:
i. Design criteria for the minor and major stormwater management systems.
ii. Type of stormwater management facility (ies).
iii. Volume of stormwater storage required in order to control the quantity of stormwater
to the pre-development rate, and to control the quality of runoff to Alberta Environment
Standards.
iv. Controlled release rate.
v. How the stormwater management facility(ies) will outlet into Buffalo Lake and its
catchment basin, including downstream drainage easement requirements (cross-lot
drainage will not be permitted without a drainage easement).
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vi. Due to hummocky terrain, if the receiving waterbody or if the proposed stormwater
management facility has no outlet, a water balance assessment must be completed by a
qualified professional. vii. Consider flood plains.
viii. Existing wetlands and identify Crown claimed wetlands. If an existing wetland is
being proposed as a stormwater management facility or will be altered in any way, a
wetland assessment completed by a qualified professional is required.
Conclusion
The comments contained within this letter are specific to the Paradise Shores ASP and Land Use
Redesignation applications in relation to the BLSSIDP. The County’s MDP and the Buffalo Lake
Intermunicipal Development Plan contains similar policies which support the concerns raised in
this letter.
Based on reviewing these documents, I respectfully request that Council consider rejecting the
proposed land use redesignation and Area Structure Plan applications in their current form and
request amendments to the proposals which are prepared in the spirit and intent of your
existing policy documents.
Yours truly,
Michael Wiens
Attachment to Letter of Opposition Regarding Development Permit Application
Although the County is not accepting comments on the Development Permit portion of the
application from the public as part of the Public Hearing of Council, I would like to encourage
the County to take a more proactive role in understanding the developer’s plans for their RV
Park. It is unclear where garbage and recycling facilities are to be located, parking stalls are not
appropriately located in proximity to amenity features, proposed landscaping and pathway
plans are not provided, site servicing details should be finalized and not informally provided, an
Environmental Impact Assessment should be prepared and so on.
The County’s Land Use Bylaw allows the development authority to require various reports and
support materials be provided as part of the Development Permit application. It is evident that
the general public is concerned about this development and by gathering more information and
taking a comprehensive approach to planning the property would aid in identifying and
addressing potential issues, risks, and requirements to amend the plans.
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COUNTY OF STETTLER LAND USE BYLAW
17. DEVELOPMENT PERMIT APPLICATION - PLANS AND INFORMATION REQUIRED
17.4 In addition to the completed application form, the following are required in order to
complete an application:
(a) One (1) site plan at a scale of 1:100, unless otherwise acceptable to the Development
Officer, plus one (1) copy of the site plan reduced to standard page size, plus, when
digitally produced, one digital PDF format of the site plan, showing the following, subject
to the discretion of the Development Officer:
(i) north arrow and scale of plan;
(ii) legal description of property;
(iii) municipal address;
(iv) lot lines shown with dimensions;
(v) proposed front, side and rear yards shown with dimensions;
(vi) site topography, drainage patterns, grades and special conditions;
(vii) location of existing/proposed buildings or structures (dimensioned to property lines);
(viii) development density, site coverage calculations, height and number of storeys
according to the definitions of this Bylaw;
(ix) location of existing/proposed on-site water and sewage disposal services;
(x) location of all registered utility easements and rights-of-way;
(xi) location of existing and proposed vegetation, landscaping, retaining walls and other
physical features on a site, and an indication of which existing features will be
retained/removed in the course of developing the project;
(xii) dimension layout of existing and proposed off-street parking and loading areas,
entrances, exits and abutting roads (labelled); and
(xiii) existing and proposed use of the existing and proposed building and/or property;
(b) a copy of the Certificate of Title indicating ownership or the payment of an amount as
determined from time to time by bylaw of Council, to the County for obtaining this
information on the applicant’s behalf;
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(c) if the applicant is an agent of the landowner, a letter from the landowner verifying
the agent’s authority to make the application;
(d) the estimated commencement and completion dates;
(e) the estimated value of the project; and
(f) the applicable development permit fee.
17.5 In addition to the requirements of Section 17.4, the Development Authority may
require any of the following:
(a) plans showing elevations, floor plan and the perspective of the proposed
development including a description of the exterior finishing materials, colours and
signs;
(b) a map showing the designated land use of the project site and of all properties
located within 92 m (300 ft) of the boundaries of the site;
(c) engineering plans or a statement of intent respecting the provision of water and
sewage disposal services, and franchise utilities to the site, and the location of all
services and utilities;
(d) a lot grading plan;
(e) a landscaping plan;
(f) photographic prints or slides showing the site in its existing state;
(g) a Plan of Survey or a Real Property Report prepared by an Alberta Land Surveyor
showing the site to be developed;
(h) a geotechnical or floodplain study prepared by a qualified engineer recognized by
APEGGA if in the opinion of the Development Authority the site is potentially hazardous
or unstable;
(i) a reclamation plan for aggregate extraction or other major surface disturbance;
(j) a Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment, conducted according to Canadian
Standards Association (CSA) guidelines, to determine potential contamination and
mitigation;
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(k) an Environmental Impact Review prepared by a qualified professional if the proposed
development may, in the opinion of the Development Authority, result in potentially
significant environmental effects;
(l) detailed studies regarding the potential impact and approach to dealing with traffic,
utilities and storm drainage prepared by a qualified engineer or engineering technologist
recognized by APEGGA;
(m) elevations of any signs proposed for the development; and
(n) such other information that is deemed necessary by the Development Authority.
17.6 The Development Authority may deal with an application without any or all of the
information required by Sections 17.4 or 17.5 if, in the opinion of the Development
Authority, a decision can be properly made on the application without that information.
17.7 The Development Officer or the Municipal Planning Commission, as the case may
be, may refuse to accept an Application for a Development Permit where the information
required by Section 17.4 and 17.5 has not been supplied or if in their opinion the quality
of the material supplied is inadequate to properly evaluate the Application
24. DEVELOPMENT PERMIT CONDITIONS 24.1 The Development Authority may impose
conditions it considers appropriate to a development permit for either a permitted or a
discretionary use, including but not limited to the following considerations:
(a) that the Applicant enter into an Agreement with the Municipality, pursuant to the
Municipal Government Act, to do all or any of the following;
(i) to construct or pay for the construction or the upgrading of any road to give access to
the development;
(ii) to construct, install or pay for the installation of any local improvements or utilities
which are needed to serve the development;
(iii) to repair or reinstate, to original condition, any ditch, municipal landscaping or
vegetation which may be damaged or destroyed or otherwise harmed by development
or building operations upon the site;
(iv) to give security to ensure that the terms of the Agreement under this Section are
carried out or that the conditions of any development permit are complied with;
(v) to pay to the Municipality the costs paid by the Municipality to any Engineer or other
person for materials testing, inspections, monitoring of construction and review of
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construction drawings, and legal costs and expenses to which the Municipality is put in
connection with the Development Agreement and the Agreement relates; and;
(vi) to attend to all other matters the Development Authority considers appropriate;
(b) landscaping;
(c) the attenuation or timing of noise, odour, smoke, dust, steam, radio waves or other
nuisances;
(d) conformance to recommendations from any professional studies required as part of
the permit application, relating to matters such as slope stability, traffic, etc.;
(e) the compatibility of proposed traffic patterns and characteristics with those existing
in the affected neighbourhood;
(f) the removal or retention of natural vegetation;
(g) environmental contamination;
(h) public safety;
(i) existing structures;
(j) the timing of the completion of any part of the proposed development;
(k) parking;
(l) the size, location, orientation, appearance and character of a site, a building or other
structure;
(m) hours of operation;
(n) the duration or expiry of a development permit;
(o) site grading;
(p) the subdivision or consolidation of parcels;
(q) completion of detailed plans and construction drawings illustrating access, site
layout, landscaping, parking, building elevations, signs, storm water management
and/or utility servicing;
(r) the posting of a security deposit to ensure that the development is completed in a
timely fashion and in accordance with the approval;
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(s) to ensure that the design, character, and appearance of a building, including its
height, are compatible with and complementary to the surrounding area;
(t) dust control on County roads due to increased traffic as a result of the proposed
development;
(u) to ensure that a development does not encroach upon the boundary of a Municipal
Reserve, an Environmental Reserve or an Environmental Reserve Easement;
(v) to require that any person who applies to the provincial Safety Codes Council or other
accredited agency for a Building Permit under the Safety Codes Act in respect of
constructing a building on a property pursuant to a Development Permit previously
issued by the County must demonstrate to the County that the Building Permit
application submitted to and the Building Permit issued by the Safety Codes Council or
other accredited agency are consistent with the Development Permit issued by the
County. Refer to Section 47;
(w) any provision, condition or requirement stated elsewhere in this Bylaw;
(x) any other condition to ensure the proposed development is compatible with
surrounding land uses; and
(y) any condition deemed necessary to ensure that the development complies with the
Municipal Government Act, any regulation or standard stated in this Bylaw, and any
applicable statutory plan. 24

Lee Chapman – next page
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